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Introduction 
Text by Andreea Antoniu and Sorin Mitulescu 
 

1. The Design of the Research 
 
The research run in the frame of Scenart project aimed at assessing the needs of the 
Teatrul Naţional de Operetă (TNO) and of the associated Romanian theatres involved 
in the project investigating the state of the competences and skills profiles already 
existing in the country.  

In order to implement the work programme of the project it has been necessary to 
investigate skills lacking among Romanian theatre staff members, identifying every 
need through a comparison between the Romanian and the European situation.  

A deeper analysis has been run on TNO staff, which is supposed to be the first target 
group of the training activity, focusing on the “competences” and identifying what 
actually works and what is lacking in the production process. 

Therefore, the research has been run through a needs assessment procedure taking 
into account all the professional profiles concerning technicians, technical-artistic 
professions, managers and auxiliaries in the field of performing arts, and enlarging the 
sample through the involvement of the Romanian theatres belonging to the partnership 
and that of the theatres belonging to the Municipality of Bucharest. 

Researchers have been contacting and interviewing people in charge of different 
responsibilities inside TNO and other “sample theatres”. Through an appropriate 
checklist of questions, the research team has been working in order to sort out every 
competence need, which is required from the Romanian performing arts system. The 
research has been run also through technical analysis of the tools available in the 
“sample theatres” in order to identify the equipment needs as well.  

A joint team including at least one Romanian and one Italian researcher has played all 
interviews. 

Following previous experiences run at national and international level, the partnership 
set up a series of questionnaires aiming at collecting information through different kind 
of interlocutors. Previous researches were included in the following projects: 
 

a) FORMAEUROPA – Project financed by Regione Lombardia and led by Accademia 
Teatro alla Scala (2006), aiming at comparing different training institutions (either 
independent or belonging to a Theatre House) in the field of performing arts.1 

b) The Best European Solutions of Training (see www.leonardobest.com) – Leonardo 
da Vinci programme (led by Accademia Teatro alla Scala in the period 2005-2007) 
aiming at collecting training good practices in the following sectors of performing arts: 
ballet, music, technicians, management, drama.2 

                                                 
1 Sbriscia Fioretti Alessandra, formaEuropa - Ideazione e Sperimentazione di un Modello Formativo e 
Organizzativo finalizzato alla ristrutturazione di Enti di Formazione operanti nel settore dello Spettacolo 
dal vivo, 2007 
2 Leonardo da Vinci - The Best European Solutions of Training, Catalogue, 2007 

http://www.leonardobest.com
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c) TTTinEU and LPTinEU – Two consecutive Leonardo da Vinci experiences lead by 
Metropolia University in Helsinki (in partnership with Accademia), aiming at describing 
and assessing skills and competences in the sectors of management and technicians.3 

d) Theatre Technical Training Forum 2009 – Joint project led by EUROMEI and 
Pearle* (European association for employers and employees social partners) with 
Accademia’s consultancy in order to draw state of art and future guidelines for training 
of technicians in EU.4 

 

Five questionnaires were used for the research; they were not used as a “question & 
answer” tool; they consist of a series of issues used as guidelines / check-lists for 
“open conversations”. Here are the 5 questionnaires concerned: 

a) General Data about the Theatre 

b) Financial aspects  

c) Organizational chart analysis  
d) Training analysis on individuals 
e) Technical competences 
 

2. The Interviews 
 
The interview sessions took place in two different periods. 

Between October 1st 2009 and December 31st 2009 documentation, organization, 
planning activities and stage one research programme implementation were carried 
out (stated in a proper document named “Design of the Research”). 

Documentation - This activity investigated several sources concerning the Romanian, 
Italian (country of the transnational partner of Scenart project, Accademia Teatro alla 
Scala5), and European Community situation in the specific field of research; a proper 
analysis of the Romanian legislation was run in order to get a more accurate 
understanding of the current situation in the field of performing arts, the existing needs 
and the training and education experiences already running. The analysis showed no 
previous investigations in this area was ever carried out in Romania hence the need 
for this research to provide the proper scientific backing in order to implement a 
training activity based on specific courses addressing the needs of people working in 
the performing arts field. 

Organization and Planning – The sample of the research included not only the main 
beneficiary of Scenart (Teatrul Naţional de Operetă “Ion Dacian”) but also four different 
organizations: Teatrul Metropolis (Bucharest), Teatrul Naţional Târgu Mureş, Opera 
Braşov and Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi Balet “Oleg Danovski” din Constanţa. 
Therefore, the planning activity aimed at scheduling a proper agenda in order to get 
the foreseen number of interviews (the minimum result, foreseen at the beginning of 
the project, was 60 interviewees; the result rose to 86 sessions, interviewing 95 
professionals) in the period November 2009 - February 2010. Associated theatres 
participating in the project were selected based on previous cooperation in the frame 
of cultural projects, as well as on the following criteria: 

§ Theatres located in main cultural centers in Romania, with a higher exposure to 
the public and having a great potential for the development of the cultural 

                                                 
3 LPTinEU LLP-LdV-TOI-07-FI-160 813 
4 Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, PEARLE* EURO-MEI Training Forum 2009 - A report on theatre 
technical training in EU 1998 - 2008 
5 See www.accademialascala.org  

http://www.accademialascala.org
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system also in relation to other sectors such as tourism (i.e. Constanţa and 
Braşov); 

§ Theatres which stage different kind of productions, belonging to different areas: 
drama theatres (Teatrul Naţional din Târgu Mureş, Teatrul Metropolis), music 
theatres (Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi Balet “Oleg Danovski” and Opera 
Braşov); 

§ Theatres whose nature differs: project theatres (Teatrul Metropolis) and 
repertory theatres (Teatrul Naţional din Târgu Mureş, Opera Braşov and 
Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi Balet “Oleg Danovski”); 

§ Theatres which have different types of technical equipment and working 
procedures, in order to set also a plan of improvement of these matters;  

§ Theatres which have different kind of public funders: Municipal Theatres 
(Teatrul Metropolis and Opera Braşov),  National Theatres (Teatrul Naţional din 
Târgu Mureş) and District Theatres (Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi Balet “Oleg 
Danovski”). 

 
On November 2nd 2009, the transnational researcher’s team has been officially set up, 
including two Romanian experts (Andreea Antoniu and Sorin Mitulescu) and three 
Italian experts (Umberto Bellodi, Florence Plouchart-Cohn, Dianella Chiodi). From the 
very beginning of the research, the transnational team shared methodologies, aims 
and goals, staying also in touch with institutions involved in the interview activity. 
 
Implementation – In this first phase, researchers developed an analysis of the 
organizational charts of the sample theatres, detailing all functions that belong to them. 
The five experts reviewed these charts in order to identify the lists of interviewees on 
the base of the responsibility: leadership roles that professionals cover within 
institutions (managers / heads of departments). Interviews were run following five 
checklists (questionnaires) created on the base of previous researches, and then 
discussed and adapted by the joint transnational team. Adaptation was done in terms 
of technical, methodological, organizational, linguistic aspects, and followed plenary 
discussions setting points of interest and adapting issues to the Romanian situation. In 
the first series of interviews, run between December 2nd and December 12th 2009, 
the five researchers achieved a total number of 39 interviews, while in the second 
series (15-31 January 2010) 47 interviews, with a total of 95 individuals. In few specific 
cases, more than one professional was interviewed in a session because of the 
peculiar situation of their job, which belonged to specific departments, but also 
required the simultaneous presence of their colleagues. Also in these cases, 
researchers were mindful of giving participants the opportunity to express individual 
ideas, opinions and experiences in the field. 
 
The standard framework of an interview can be summarized as follows:  
 
§ Collection of Personal Data of the interviewee 
§ Brief presentation of Scenart project and partnership  
§ Brief presentation of the intentions, aims and goals of the interview 
§ Running of the interview collecting details about individual educational and 

training experience, professional profile, mobility, working methods, 
competences and training needs. The average duration of an interview was 
between 1 hour and 1 hour and a half, and all the dialogues were in either 
English or Romanian. Romanian researchers warranted the full understanding 
of all the information submitted by the interviewee to the research team. 

§ Filling of a questionnaire concerning training needs 
§ Visit of the work-spaces (in order to have a first technical analysis of halls and 

related areas such as workshops, technical cabins, offices) 
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All interviews were recorded, with the permission of interviewees, and stored on the 
server of Scenart project. 
 

3. Quantitative Results 
 
In processing the data, researchers decided to classify professional profiles in six 
macro-sectors including jobs belonging to the specific area of interest. The following 
tables show how the classification was made. They reflect the Romanian job-title for 
every sector. Names are extracted from the theatres’ organizational chart. Job-titles 
can differ for the same tasks; on the other hand, interviewees with the same 
professional profile can have different tasks. Therefore, this classification into six 
different groups was made on the base of concrete tasks declared by every 
interviewee. 

 
1.  General Management 

 
Director general 
Director 
Director general adjunct 
Director adjunct 

 
2.  Production Services 

Şef producţie 
Producător delegat6 
Şef Serviciu Administrativ Achizitii7 
Coordonator proiecte 
Director Adjunct Artistic8 

 
3.  Stage technicians 

3.1 Stage Technical Direction 
Regizor tehnic9 
Regizor tehnic scenă 
Şef tehnic scenă 
3.2 Machinists 
Şef maşinist 
Montator decor10 
3.3 Technical-artistic professions 
Scenograf  
Regizor artistic 
3.4 Lighting 
Maistru lumini  
Şef compartiment lumini scenă  
Electrician scenă 
3.5 Sound 
Inginer sunet 

 

                                                 
6 Two of them have also a contract as Manager artistic orchestra and Manager artistic balet. 
7 Serviciu means that the department has more than five employees. When it has from 2 to 5 employees it 
is called birou. 
8 Even if usually considered as belonging to the general management, interviewees covering this position 
have declared that they have tasks mainly linked to the artistic production of the theatre, including a 
consultancy role in artistic choices. 
9 One regizor tehnic interviewed in the frame of the research also acts as Şef birou resurse umane. 
10 The montator decor is in charge of fitting the settings up, while the maşinist moves them. 
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4.  Communication, Marketing and PR 
Secretar literar 
Referent Relaţii Publice 
Şef serviciu Studii muzicale / Coordonator secretariat literar muzical 
Director marketing 
Şef serviciu organizare spectacole 

 
5.  Workshop Technicians 

5.1 Costumes and tailoring 
Maistru croitor / Şef compartiment croitorie / Şef atelier croitorie11 
Producţie costume 
Costumier-magazioner 
Cizmărie 
 
5.2 Stage elements and setting 
Tapiţer  
Atelier mechanic 
Pictor 
Artist plastic 
 

 
6.  Financial, Legal and Human Resources 

Contabil şef 
Consilier juridic 
Şef serviciu resurse umane 
Şef serviciu Juridic 
Securitatea muncii 
Director economic 
 

 
 
The data collected covers 78 people including managers, people in charge with artistic 
production, stage technicians, people in charge with communication, marketing and 
PR, workshop technicians and heads of financial, legal and human resources 
departments. 

A web platform was developed in order to process and report outputs and results of 
the interviews facilitate the sharing of information between researchers, and help with 
data processing for the analysis. This activity provided a series of interim reports after 
every phase of the research. All the variations in the implementation of the web 
platform were collected online at http://scenart09.wordpress.com, a private blog-site 
which allows for data processing.   

Apart from the associated partners (see details in the table below), the study sample 
was enlarged following a protocol signed with the General Council of Bucharest, so as 
to include the main performing arts institutions in the city and public policy makers from 
the administrative and educational sectors. 

   
Theatre Interviewees Description 

Teatrul Naţional de Operetă 
“Ion Dacian” 

27 8 managers 
12 professionals working for the artistic 
production Opera Braşov 10 

                                                 
11 Tailor workshops are split in male and female (barbaţi and femei). 

http://scenart09.wordpress.com
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Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi 
Balet “Oleg Danovski” 

11  

24 technicians divided into the following 
subcategories: 
stage directors: 7 
machinists: 6 

technical-artistical profiles: 2 
lighting technicians: 5 

sound technicians: 4 

10 responsible for communication, marketing 
and PR 
 

12 workshops technicians divided into 2 
subcategories: 
costumes: 7 
sets: 5 

10 head of department in charge with financial, 
legal and human resources 

2 Union representatives 

Teatrul Metropolis 7 

Teatrul Naţional din Târgu 
Mureş 

23 

 

 

TOTAL 

 

 

78 

 
 
Researchers run 12 interviews with 17 individuals who work for the following 
institutions: 
 
§ Teatrul Odeon (3 people) 
§ Teatrul Lucia Sturza Bulandra  
§ Teatrul de Comedie (2 people) 
§ Teatrul Mic  
§ Teatrul Act  
§ Teatrul de Animaţie Ţăndărică  
§ Teatrul de Revistă Constantin Tănase  
§ Teatrul Nottara  
§ Teatrul Evreiesc de Stat (2 people) 
§ Universitatea Naţională de Artă Teatrală şi Cinematografica “I.L. Caragiale”  
§ Consiliul General al Municipiului Bucureşti (3 people) 

 
Some final data concerning the total number of people reached through the interview 
activity is to be found below; it is important to note that the target institution group was 
extended from five to 14. 
 
Distribution by theatres 
 

Teatrul 
Naţional 

de 
Operetă 

"Ion 
Dacian" 

Opera 
Braşov 

Teatrul 
Metropolis 

Teatrul 
Naţional 
de Operă 
şi Balet 
"Oleg 

Danovski" 

Teatrul 
Naţional 
din Târgu 

Mureş 

Other 
Institutions Total 

27 10 7 11 23 17 95 people 

28% 11% 7% 12% 24% 18% 100% 
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Distribution by age: 
 

Up to 30 years old From 30 
to 45 years old Over 45 years old Total 

9 29 40 95 people 

12% 37% 51% 100% 

 
Distribution by gender: 
 

Female Male Total 

36 59 95 people 

38% 62% 100% 

 
Finally, the distribution of individuals belonging to TNO and associated theatres by 
professional profiles is the following: 
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Naţional de 
Operetă "Ion 
Dacian" 

2 4 1 1 0 1 1 5 4 3 3 2512 

Opera 
Braşov 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 10 

Teatrul 
Metropolis 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 7 

                                                 
12 The total number of interviews run in TNO is 27. The two missing people in this table are Union 
representatives. 
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Teatrul 
Naţional de 
Operă şi 
Balet "Oleg 
Danovski" 

1 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 11 

Teatrul 
Naţional din 
Târgu Mureş 

2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 0 1 3 23 
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PART 1 - Teatrul Naţional de Operetă “Ion Dacian”: a 
theatre in transformation 
 
Text by Florence Plouchart-Cohn 
 
 

1. TNO, an overview 
 
Teatrul Naţional de Operetă “Ion Dacian” (abbreviated to TNO or Opereta in the 
following) was founded on 7 November 1950, through a decision of the Council of 
Ministers, and premiered with Wind of Liberty by Isaak Dunaevski. Romania is in fact 
one of the countries with a rich tradition in the operetta genre, highly appreciated by 
the Romanian public. Legally, TNO depends on the Ministry of Culture, which is its 
main funder. Opereta has also connections with the Bucharest Municipality (Consiliul 
General al Municipiului Bucureşti) which co-finances some special projects. 

The original hall near the Dâmboviţa River built in the 19th century, where first the 
Opera then the Queen Elizabeth Theatre had their headquarters, was razed in 1985 by 
Ceauşescu’s government. Since then the National Theatre has hosted TNO. In 2005, 
a fire destroyed the stage. During renovation work, Opereta was forced to run its 
performing season in rented halls. The new hall inside the National Theatre was 
inaugurated in 2007: it has 470 seats, much more than the former one. Opereta uses a 
mobile stage in the Herăstrău Park during the summer, with free admission 
performances on Sundays, in order to promote the theatre and to attract new 
audiences. TNO is expected to move as soon as possible to a new location: the brand 
new Omnia hall, that will be built on a site used for political meetings in the past. 

 

1.1 Artistic production 

Like the great majority of Romanian theatres, TNO follows the repertory system, which 
is characterized by nightly alternating performances of several shows over the season. 
The theatre has a permanent company, able to sing a wide range of parts. Most of the 
shows are revivals from previous performing seasons and can be staged after few 
rehearsals. This system is to be found in most German, Austrian and Eastern Europe 
opera houses. This is in contrast to the staggione (season) system, in which each 
production has a brief but intensive run of performances, with lead singers hired 
specifically for the period of rehearsals and the run of performances. Many opera 
houses operate in fact a mixed system of staggione and repertory, meaning that a title 
enters the repertoire for a season and is performed alternately with a few others over a 
brief period of time. This system is followed by Italian, French and UK opera houses. 

TNO’s current performing season offers eight titles (4 operettas, 2 musicals, 1 
multimedia and interdisciplinary show labeled as "contemporary dance" and 1 " 
concert -show "): of them one is a new production (Silvia) and one is on stage since 
October 2007 (Der Zigeunerbaron). The musical Romeo and Juliet, which is a box 
office and critical success, is running since April 2009 with 3-4 performances every 
month, while Broadway-Bucureşti will be performed in March 2010 after a one-year 
interruption.  

Taking performances scheduled for March 2010 as an example, one can assume that 
over one month TNO offers 23 performances, split as follows: 
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Title Genre Number of performances 
Romeo şi Julieta Musical 4 
Broadway-Bucureşti Musical 2 
Voeivodul ţiganilor Operetta 2 
Silvia Operetta 2 
Contesa Maritza Operetta 1 
Cocoşelul neascultător Kids 2 
Frumoasa din pădurea adormită Kids 3 
Micuţa Dorothy Kids 2 
Invitaţie la vals Concert 1 
Desculţ în parc Comedy play 2 
Poveste din Soho Musical 2 

 
 
The last one is an interesting case of collaboration between theatres and university. 
The musical, adapted from Brecht’s Three Penny Opera, has been produced by 
UNATC (National University of Theatre and Film Arts) students and is hosted by 
Opereta. The students are attending a Master in Theatre Directing and have worked 
under the guidance of their professor George Ivascu, General Director of Metropolis 
Theatre. The project lies within the framework of the programme “Stagiarii” (trainees), 
promoted by Metropolis Theatre and UNATC, which will include the debut of three 
young directors in plays adapted from Chekhov’s novels. 

During the same month of March 2010, TNO’s artists were involved in two 
performances of a Teatrul Naţional Bucureşti production. 

Ticket prices usually range from 16.80 lei (4 €) to 26.25 lei (6 €) for operettas, 
musicals, concerts, theatre dance. TNO offers discounted tickets of 10.50 lei (2.50 €) 
to students, senior citizens and the military. Performances for kids have only one price 
category:  tickets cost 10.50 lei (2.50 €). Tickets for the musical Romeo and Juliet have 
special prices due to the higher production costs of the show ranging from 33.60 lei (8 
€) to 52.50 lei (12 €), i.e. twice as much as other shows, with an extra category at 105 
lei (24.50 €). Opereta doesn’t offer either last minute tickets or subscriptions13. 

Let us note that TNO’s performances belong to very different genres, ranging from 
classical operettas and symphonic or chamber music concerts to musicals and theatre 
dance. TNO’s activities include further special events: workshops for children, social 
activities outside the theatre and festivals like the International Festival for Musical 
Performing Arts “Life is beautiful”14. Finally, TNO goes on tour abroad every year: the 
most recent ones were in Budapest to celebrate Romania’s national day and in Egypt 
in the framework of a cultural exchange between embassies. 

This is how TNO’s mission is described on the theatre’s website: 

 
Starting with the programs specially designed to bring the artistic act closer to 
the public (the Operetta near you program), the co productions, the 
collaborations, the tours and the international exchanges (the Open Operetta 
program), the new approach to classic operettas in order to adapt to the 
present […], the new musical productions […], the tradition (concert 
performances […]), the innovation and the experiment […], through all these 
the National Operetta Theatre “Ion Dacian” intends to create a new and 
attractive cultural strategy that promotes its unique value and the importance of 
musical performances nation and worldwide.  

                                                 
13 See interview F.12 
14 “Viaţa e frumoasă”; the second edition took place from November 12th to November 22nd 2009. 
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The National Operetta Theatre “Ion Dacian” is responsible for the development 
and the promoting of this genre on an international level. Thus, the Theatre 
intends to establish viable, long-lasting international relations, and to open new 
ways of communicating and supporting intercultural dialogue. […] That is why 
the National Operetta Theatre “Ion Dacian” is constantly and actively involved 
in international activities that are aimed at enriching and reaching new depths 
of perspective regarding the way foreign countries perceive Romanian culture. 
Furthermore, it is also a way of understanding and cultivating a new culture, a 
new perspective, a different way to see the world.15 

 

The theatre presents itself as the representative of a genre, called “musical 
performances”, therefore larger than traditional operetta. It aims at promoting this 
genre within and outside Romanian borders, following the three main lines we have 
emphasized: 

- bringing theatre closer to the audience and a new audience into the theatre, 
through educational and social projects that will be described in detail later16; 

- making  innovative artistic choices in order to upgrade Opereta’s image, as 
developed below17; 

- develop its international dimension through partnerships and cultural exchanges 
with foreign theatres. One of the most important initiatives in this field was the 
foundation of the European Musical Theatres Union (EMTU) in 2008, in order to 
create more joint productions, promote exchanges of artists and productions, 
organize workshops and festivals, make joint applications for European Union 
funding, and create a professional forum. EMTU’s members (i.e. besides TNO 
Budapest Musical and Operetta Theatre, Saint Petersburg State Theatre of 
Musical Comedy and Karlin Musical Theatre – Prague) were invited to participate 
in the Festival “Life is beautiful” staging a performance. 

Going more in depth in the artistic planning process, the artistic factor is the most 
important, followed by financial issues and aspects related to collective work 
agreements, as explained by the management. Performances can be scheduled only 
for a short period (from October to January 1, then from February to July) and not for 
the whole season, for two reasons: first, because TNO does not receive all the funds 
from the Ministry of Culture at once and has to adjust the original planning during the 
year. Secondly, artists are working throughout the country, so that it is difficult to 
schedule rehearsals and performances in advance. Such short deadlines are 
obviously allowed by the repertory system. In the staggione system opera houses plan 
the performances and hire the conductor, the principal singers and the director at least 
four years in advance. In that case, times are dictated by the competition between the 
most important opera houses: famous artists shall be booked in time; otherwise, they 
would no longer be available. Having artists among permanent employees makes it 
easier to stage a performance that is already in the repertory in a short time, with fewer 
rehearsals. 

 

1.2 Budget 

The total budget of TNO amounts to 21,390,658 lei (4.974.571 €) in 2009 (in 2007 
18,225,134 lei; in 2008 19,479,589 lei). A considerable budget in comparison to the 
other four theatres the research focused on, whose average budget is in the region of 
8,000,000 lei. 
                                                 
15 http://www.opereta.ro/despre_opereta/5-Opereta-in-Romania, emphasis added. 
16 See Part I, 2.3 
17 See Part I, 2.1 

http://www.opereta.ro/despre_opereta/5-Opereta-in-Romania
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Like all public theatres in Romania, TNO is almost entirely (89% in 2009) funded by 
public institutions: mainly by the Ministry of Culture, to a small degree by the Bucharest 
Municipality. The General Council was in fact partner of the Festival “Viaţa e frumoasă” 
through its Centre for Cultural Projects ArCuB18. It plans to fund one musical and one 
classical operetta of TNO’s season (with the project part of its budget). As shown by 
the tables below, public funding is slightly decreasing in recent years (from 96.7% in 
2007 to 89% in 2009) since the current General Director has been able to diversify the 
income sources. TNO’s own income arise for the most part from ticket sales, which are 
continuously increasing (the important difference between 2007 and 2008 is to be 
explained by TNO’s return to its hall in Teatrul Naţional Bucureşti after two seasons in 
rented halls with ensuing expenses). 

Financial sponsorships do not appear in these tables, as they are close to nil (0,2% of 
the entire budget funded by banks, cosmetic companies or motor builders). The main 
reason for this extremely low result is to be found in the Romanian legislation, which 
does not encourage private sponsorship. Companies can in fact sponsor social, 
environmental, cultural or educational causes up to 20% of the income tax due to the 
state but no more than 3‰ of their turnover19. A research into sponsorship in the 
cultural field conducted by the Center for Cultural Studies of the Romanian Ministry of 
Culture worked out a comparison of cultural funding in several European countries and 
analyzed the impact of tax cuts on budgets allocated for funding. The study aimed at 
identifying legislative measures in order to encourage public-private partnerships in the 
field of culture. One of its most notable conclusions pertained to the fact that “cutting 
off taxes does not lead to a higher-rate contribution of private actors in the matter of 
sponsorship”. However, the research stated that “promoting some income tax 
exemptions or reductions for long term investments in culture would make a viable 
measure. Furthermore, another salutary measure rests in attracting more small 
enterprises as sponsors, which could be encouraged by tax deductions” 20. 

There is no technical sponsorship in TNO’s budget since Romanian legislation makes 
this the subject of a public procurement procedure. A common practice in order to 
avoid these legal issues is the “barter”: an exchange of services with the same 
monetary value. For instance, TNO has a barter agreement with the fitness center 
World Class: World Class offers member passes for a certain amount and TNO offers 
in return advertising for the same amount. Moreover, TNO receives some donations 
(CDs, books for instance) and has several service supply agreements (discounts in 
exchange for logo on communication materials). Through the inclusion of barter, 
sponsorship raises to cca. 5% of the entire budget, in any case a low percentage in 
comparison to public funding21.  

                                                 
18 “ArCuB is a public institution under the authority of The General Council of Bucharest. ArCuB is a 
unique cultural organisation in Romania, being conceived as an interface between the local authority and 
the civil society. […] ArCuB's mission is to promote the cultural side of the city through strategies and 
programs (projects from the most various areas of culture: theatre, music, visual arts, dance, and editorial 
production). As a public institution, ArCuB has, also, as an aim, to educate the public by artistic means, as 
well as the effective promotion of the young artists who are not included in any traditional institutional 
structure. ArCuB promotes the less traditional ways of artistic expression, the contemporary works and 
events having as purpose the revalorization of historical sites, and the discovery of non-conventional 
spaces. ArCuB's support is, mainly, financial, using the subvention given by The General Council of 
Bucharest, and logistic support. The Centre produces its own events, and participates as co-organizer in 
the most important national and international events” (www.arcub.ro). 
19 Legea nr. 32 din 19 mai 1994 privind sponsorizarea. See also Niţulescu Virgil, Ghid privind Legea 
Sponsorizării prin exemple practice, Fundaţia Concept, 2004. 
20 Centrul de Studii  Culturale al Ministerului Culturii, Sponsorizarea în domeniul culturii – concepte, 
legislaţie, statistici (Sponsorship in the cultural field) 
21 See interview F.01 

http://www.arcub.ro
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Incomes 

 

Income  2007 2008 2009 

Public funding  (local / 
national / communitarian) 

17.615.000 lei 

96,7% 

18.491.000 lei 

95% 

18.999.000 lei 

89% 

Own incomes (tickets / CDs / 
books / merchandising / 
productions rented out) 

610.134 lei 

3,3% 

Of which tickets: 
148.221 lei 

988.589 lei 

5% 

Of which tickets: 
650.000 lei 

1.182.624 lei 

5,5% 

Of which tickets: 
865.522 lei 

Scenart - - 931.593 lei 

4% 

Others - - 286.441 lei 

1,3% 

 

 

Expenses 

 

Expenses 2007 2008 2009 

Materials and services 7.930.443 lei 

44% 

6.698.495 lei 

34% 

10.060.200 lei 

50% 

Salaries 6.726.705 lei 

37% 

8.760.089 lei 

45% 

9.402.451 lei 

44% 

Cachet 1.569.219 lei 

9% 

3.029.903 lei 

16% 

2.649.256 lei 

12% 

Advertising and communication 104.095 lei 

1% 

13.841 lei 

0,07% 

- 

Information technologies 
updating 

996.685 lei 

5% 

2.656.591 lei 

14% 

668.000 lei 

3,1% 

Renting rates 25.280 lei 

0,14% 

1.108.101 lei 

6% 

150.000 lei 

1% 

Training (including training 
activities and incentive pays) 

- 48.001 lei 

0,25% 

28.000 

0,13% 

Copyrights 143.881 lei 

0,79% 

487.774 lei 

2,5% 

421.094 lei 

2% 
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As shown by tables above, the main part of TNO’s expenses is allocated to human 
resources (salaries and fees for external collaborators), second only to materials and 
services. TNO has no renting costs, use of the Teatrul Naţional Bucureşti spaces 
being free, covering only utility costs. Copyright expenses are increasing because 
TNO has more performances than in the past, with higher copyrights (Romeo and 
Juliet was for instance a costly production from this point of view; the translation and 
adaptation into Romanian language was paid through royalties). 

Advertising and communication expenses seem abnormal: very low in 2007 and 2008, 
actually nil in 2009. This is because as public institution, TNO is not allowed to make 
publicity. Print materials belong therefore to a budget’s chapter called “information 
materials”, which is included in materials and services’ expenses. 

Moreover, the grand total of percentages in 2009 exceeds 100% because TNO ended 
the financial year with a loss like almost all the cultural institutions in Romania. Annual 
subvention relies on two primary sources: state budget and income. In the case of 
state-subsidized institutions, one cannot speak of profit. According to existing legal 
provisions, theatre is subsidized to support cultural activities, not to make a profit. To 
this extent any possible profit the theatre obtains is not judged from a financial point of 
view (as already mentioned, there is net loss under this chapter) but from the 
perspective of the effects its activity bears onto beneficiaries. 

Considering the budgetary structure of the main French and Italian opera houses, 
even if context makes comparison hard, income distribution yields a very different 
result while costs are more similar. In regard to income, public funding represents 40% 
of Teatro alla Scala’s income (adding funds received from Municipality, Region and 
State) and 55% of Opéra National de Paris’ income (paid by the State because Opéra 
de Paris is a national theatre). The remaining part arises from tickets, sponsorships 
and other income (merchandising, renting, etc.). Salary costs amount to 54% of the 
total budget in the case of Opéra de Paris22, against 52% for Teatro alla Scala. 

 

1.3 Organizational chart 

The TNO staff counts 280 employees in its personnel list approved by the authority 
(stat de funcţii) but currently 25 positions (of which important ones like technical 
director) are vacant and can’t be filled since hiring has been blocked due to the 
financial crisis. The theatre hires an average number of 120 external collaborators per 
month. Opereta has 149 artists (split in vocal soloists, actors, choir, orchestra and 
ballet dancers) as permanent employees, who represent most of its personnel (about 
60%). The technical part involves 59 people in total, split into workshops and stage 
(around 23%). 43 people (about 17%) work in the offices, split in several departments 
as detailed in the following table. 

                                                 
22 The data for the financial years 2003-2008 are available on ONP’s website, 
http://www.operadeparis.fr/cns11/live/onp/L_Opera/L_Opera_de_Paris/l_Opera_en_chiffres.php?lang=fr  

http://www.operadeparis.fr/cns11/live/onp/L_Opera/L_Opera_de_Paris/l_Opera_en_chiffres.php?lang=fr
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Sector Number of 

Employees 
Artists 149 

Technicians 59 

Financial and administrative 17 

Music studies 16 

Marketing and communication 3 

Top management 2 

Secretariat literar muzical 2 

Legal office 1 

Internal audit 1 

Ticket office 1 

 

If we compare this with Teatro alla Scala, the Italian opera house has around 800 
permanent employees, approximately 40% of which are artists (including orchestra, 
chorus and ballet company), 40% are technicians (split in stage and workshop 
technicians) and 20% work in the offices23. The main difference lies in the proportion 
between artists and technicians: Teatro alla Scala has many technicians both on stage 
and in the Ansaldo workshops, which comprise all the theatre-related departments and 
carry out most of the handmade production work (set design, sculpture, 
thermoforming, carpentry works, mechanics workshop, set assembly, costume 
workshop, costume design, laundry)24. 

As shown in the diagram below, TNO has a centralized structure: the General Director 
supervises and monitors all the sectors of the theatre. He has to present a 
management plan running over several years in order to win a contest and become 
general director. He signs a contract with the Ministry of Culture and reports directly to 
it. He presides over both artistic and administrative council, which have a consultative 
role. There is no artistic director role: the General Director together with the artistic 
council makes artistic decisions. Vocal soloists, actors, dancers and musicians 
involved in the performances are mostly TNO’s employees, except for some particular 
shows like the musical Romeo and Juliet. External collaborators usually fill the 
following roles – director, set designer, costume designer (who is often the same 
person), lighting designer. As stated by a union representative, in the past these 
professional profiles were included in the theatres’ organizational chart. Only during 
recent years did this change occur as the artistic content of such jobs increased. 
Nowadays directors or set designers prefer to work as freelancers, and theatres want 
to hire different directors or set designers in order to lend their productions greater 
artistic variety25. 

TNO has several workshops: tailoring, shoemaking, carpentry, upholstery, mechanic, 
and painting. Sets are made outside, costumes part in TNO’s workshops, part through 
outsourcing26. 

 

                                                 
23 312 artists, 320 technicians (180 stage technicians and 140 workshop technicians), 130 in the 
administrative sector. 
24 http://www.teatroallascala.org/en/ansaldo/ansaldo.html  
25 See interview F.22 
26 See interview F.13 

http://www.teatroallascala.org/en/ansaldo/ansaldo.html
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Some of the shared characteristics of different professional profiles present in TNO 
lend its organizational chart a number of general features: 

- employees often fulfill two different roles in the theatre, one, which is artistic, and 
one, which is technical or managerial. The Deputy General Director is also a 
singer, for instance, and receives an extra-salary for his management tasks27 (in 
fact almost all the members of the management we interviewed are artists and still 
work as artists apart from their managerial role). More unusual, the sound 
designer is an employee singer for the theatre with which it also has – through his 
company – a contract as external collaborator for sound design28. 

- all employees have worked in TNO for many years; mobility between theatres is 
quite low. Career development usually takes place inside the theatre, gaining 
seniority and responsibilities. Chief machinists usually start working as machinists. 
TNO’s stage manager (regizor tehnic) for instance started working as machinist, 
and became then stage manager after TNO management noticed his improved 
skills and after a training course of 2 weeks in a Bucharest theatre29. There can 
also be changes of sectors inside the theatre, when a position becomes free: the 
chief accountant for instance entered TNO in 1993 as head of production and won 
the contest for the role of chief accountant six months later30. 

- most of the technicians and of the administrative staff started working in theatre by 
chance, with no prior knowledge about the world of theatre, and then stayed 
because they got the “virus” of theatre. The new generation working in the 
communication department usually studied subjects related to communication, 
theatre or culture but not exactly, the matters they are dealing with in TNO. 

This fact came out very clearly during the interviews, as the following examples taken 
from various professional profiles will indicate: 

 
Stated in the PR Department: 

She never studied fundraising nor cultural PR. These are subjects, which are 
not so common because of the public nature of Romanian theatres. The 
attitude is that public institutions are afraid to get private sponsorship because 
in that case they could lose public funding. She graduated in Public Relations 
and Communication in SNSPA31 but the Faculty did not foresee specificities 
concerning performing arts. She got in TNO by chance…meeting the marketing 
responsible. Before that, she had an internship in a TV station but she did not 
like the sector, she feels theatre is better than television because it can be a 
service for people.32 

 

Stated in the Ticket Office: 

She has had a passion for theatre all her life. She attended a school for 
shorthand typists. She started working in theatres as a ticket seller having seen 
and adds in a newspaper.33 

 

Stated by a Producător Delegat: 

                                                 
27 See interview F.09 
28 See interview F.20 
29 See interview F.06 
30 See interview F. 17 
31 National School of Political Studies and Public Administration (http://www.snspa.ro/) 
32 From interview F.21 
33 From interview F.12 

http://www.snspa.ro/
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He graduated in geography and tourism. Then he worked in the international 
transportation sector. He had to move to Bucharest because he got married 
here. There was a free position in TNO and he participated in the contest. He 
did not know much about theatre but during the high school, he was attracted 
by the humanities.34  

 

Stated in the Light Department: 

He attended a technical school for electricians. He had no connection with 
theatre environment but he needed to find a job.35  

 

Stated in the Upholstery Workshop: 

He read the TNO add in a newspaper and participated in the contest for the 
vacant position. Now he likes his job but there was not a special feeling 
before.36 

 

Stated in the Mechanic Workshop: 

He worked before in a train station as mechanic and then joined the TNO; he 
never thought to get into the performing arts field, he just found the call 
interesting and he applied for it.37 

 

Stated by a Machinist: 

He was working in a textile factory. A friend of him was working in TNO. He 
came for 2 months to look around and started to work in TNO. He had no 
special interest for theatre but after working in TNO he started to like it.38  

 

Stated by a Regizor Tehnic: 

He started working as machinist. It was his first experience with theater. He 
thought he would work only for a short while but he liked it immediately.39 

 

Stated in the Costumes Department: 

She worked for a textile company. There was a vacant position in Opereta. 
When she started working for Opereta, she knew nothing about theatre and 
costumes. She prepared the first show in spring 2008 [...]. After this 
experience, she decided to stay.40 

 

- when an employee retires, it is difficult to replace him, so that retired people often 
continue to work as collaborators41. 

 

                                                 
34 From interview F.05  
35 From interview F.27  
36 From interview F.14  
37 From interview F.10  
38 From interview F.04  
39 From interview F.06  
40 From interview F.13  
41 See interview F.07 
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1.4 Unions 

There are two unions operating in TNO, even if originally there was one union, which 
split in 2007. 

 

- Sindicatul Teatrului Naţional de Operetă "Ion Dacian". It is the historical one; it has 
112 members from a total of 248 employees. Most of them are workers involved in 
the artistic production, i.e. artists and technicians, while most of the employees of 
the administrative sector have chosen the other union. The union belongs now to 
Federaţia Sindicatelor Libere din România (FSLR), in the past it belonged to FAIR. 
FSLR is affiliated to CSDR (Confederaţia Sindicatelor Democratice din România), 
a National confederation which is not specifically for performing arts. 

-  Sindicatul Opereta: 87 members from a total of 248 employees. It belongs to 
Federaţia Artiştilor Interpreţi din România (FAIR), which is the only one 
representative in the field of performing arts and is affiliated to BNS. FIM (for 
musicians) and FIA (for actors) are the European federations to which FAIR is 
affiliated. This relationship is very useful in order to exchange attitudes and policy 
between countries; in the opinion of the union representative they are learning a 
lot from foreign countries. In 2009, the FIM congress took place in Romania, with 
the participation of the State Secretary, of directors of cultural institutions and of 
the Ministry of Culture. The European partners also gave support to FAIR when 
there have been problems with public funding for the cultural sector. FAIR’s role is 
to negotiate laws with the Ministry of Culture. If there are bigger problems between 
Sindicatul Opereta and TNO's management, FAIR reports the issue to the Ministry 
of Culture, supporting the Union. 

 

Union representatives warrantee the respect of laws and employees’ rights. They put 
forward solution suggestions and ask specific questions to the theatre management. 
Moreover, they pay strong attention to social issues; there are many issues concerning 
health and safety, especially when a worker has some disease they take care of his 
family through special interventions. They also manage facilities for employees (i.e. 
special tickets and prices for vacations), in partnership with the Ministries of Labour, 
Tourism and Social Protection. 

The two unions are not very connected to one another. Their goals are the same even 
if they have a different approach in dealing with the employer organization42. They 
cooperate with TNO's management through monthly meetings in which they discuss 
issues in the presence of the Administrative Council (every Union has the right to have 
one member in the Administrative Council). In case of urgent issues, they can ask for 
an extra meeting.  

 

 

                                                 
42 See interviews F.22, F.16, F.09 
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2. A modern way of managing a theatre 
 
TNO has seen many changes over recent years, having considerably improved its 
image on the performing arts market. This transformation is put at the top of TNO’s 
communication by the theatre itself: the website section “About us - Operetta in 
Romania”, after a short historical introduction, states: 

 
Nowadays, the Theatre has managed to become in just a short period of time 
an important cultural centre of Bucharest, result that came after a series of 
projects and programs dedicated to both its artists and its audience.43 

 

Several interviewees belonging to external institutions cited Opereta as an example of 
a modern way of managing theatre and as a model for other Romanian theatres44. 

Changes started in 2007 and are strictly connected to the management plan of 
Opereta’s current General Manager. Răzvan Dincă was born in 1974 and belongs to 
the new generation of theatre managers. First, he studied tourism management in a 
private University, the Romanian-American one, but he did not graduate. Then he 
studied directing at the National Theatre and Film Academy (UNATC) for five years. 
After graduating, he started his manager career in a little theatre in Buzău. After five 
years in Buzău, during which he contributed a lot to the growth of the theatre, he won 
the TNO General Director contest. He never had life-long learning nor attended 
specific training courses in order to become a manager. He feels he has a vocation for 
leading roles.45 

TNO's success can be explained by the changes introduced in the past couple of 
years, which will be examined in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

 

 

2.1 Diversification of the artistic production 

TNO’s style changed during recent years: the season still includes classical operettas 
but also other genres like musicals, multimedia performances or contemporary dance. 
The Festival “Life is beautiful” reflects this wider opening to  different genres and local 
or international partners, offering a varied programme: performances, meetings, 
exhibitions, concerts (including a closing concert with the popular band Pink Martini), 
films, books and CDs releases, project presentations, workshops, round tables, 
evenings dedicated to a specific country, etc. 

It should be stressed that TNO’s technical equipment (sound, light etc.) is of a higher 
level than that of many theatres in Romania and thereby supported this modernization.  

This new programme planning contributed to changing TNO’s image and brought new 
audiences to the theatre46. The most successful change in this area seems to be the 
choice of musical, proved by the remarkable success of Gérard Presgurvic’s Romeo 
and Juliet, running since April 2009 with all the performances sold out. This musical is 
a modern adaptation of Shakespeare’s famous play with pop and rock rhythms, catchy 
tunes and lyrics that are easy to follow. In the opinion of several interviewees, Romeo 

                                                 
43 http://www.opereta.ro/despre_opereta/5-Opereta-in-Romania  
44 See interviews D.06, F.22 
45 From interview F.01 
46 See interview F. 22 

http://www.opereta.ro/despre_opereta/5-Opereta-in-Romania
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and Juliet, co-produced with the Budapest Operetta and Musical Theatre, represents a 
revolution in TNO’s history. Not only as first pop-rock musical staged in Romania, but 
also for the level of lighting and sound design, choreographies, costumes and 
revolving sets47. The bilingual performances (the Capulets are played by Romanian 
actors, the Montagues by Hungarian ones) were defined by the press an “act of 
cultural courage” and the “starting point for an approach in which nationalist 
connotations are vanishing, even in the cultural area”48. 

In addition, the way in which the show is managed inside Opereta is slightly different in 
comparison to other titles: artists involved are mainly external collaborators, requiring 
many rehearsals; the project is managed by a producător delegat (literally “delegate 
producer”) who deals with all the aspects related to the show49. 

This kind of shows evidently meets the demand of Romanian audience. The new 
generation of theatre managers (some of them coming from the television sector50) 
tends to have a marketing approach, studying the market and trying to meet the 
audience taste51. They have enlarged the activity range and diversified the season of 
their theatre. The extreme case in this field is Teatrul Metropolis, which is a project 
theatre with so wide a range of performances that the General Manager could call it a 
“hypermarket theatre”, as stated52. An approach shared by a representative of the 
Commission for Education, Culture, Religion and Sport of the Bucharest Municipality, 
which supervises 14 theatres in Bucharest: since qualitative indicators (not only 
quantitative) are necessary in monitoring the theatres, the best quality control would be 
in the audience; theatres should study the market like private companies do and the 
Municipality should ask the spectators what they want to see in order to decide how to 
allocate the available funds53. This opinion is obviously disputable and should give rise 
to a meaningful debate about cultural policy in a country where theatre means usually 
public theatre. Musical as “easy genre” or as “performance of the future” was already 
the subject of a round table organized by TNO during the last edition of the Festival 
“Life is beautiful” and moderated by Gelu Colceag (Rector of UNATC, the National 
Theatre and Film Academy) and Răzvan Ioan Dincă (General Director of TNO). 

 

2.2 Development of communication and marketing 

The second feature of TNO’s recent evolution is the development of communication, 
marketing and PR activities, through an investment in human resources and in means 
of communication. As explained above, this strategy does not mean a visible increase 
in communication expenses. 

The communication and marketing department has become an important department, 
with a staff of six people, two employees (head of department included) and four 
collaborators. They are multi-tasking and deal with public relations, relationships with 
media and partners, print materials (brochures, posters, flyers) web communication, 
social projects, and international relationships. They work in a team, implementing the 
tasks distributed by the head of department. Exclusively one person - press 
relationships, covers some aspects for instance. 

                                                 
47 In Telegraf, February 9th 2010 e.g.: “truly royal light and sound, with costumes and spectacular 
choreography, taking place on revolving sets”. 
48 In Adevărul literar şi artistic, February 23th 2010. 
49 See interview F.19 
50 See interviews D.10, D.11 
51 See interviews B.01, D.10 
52 See interview B.01 and Part II, 4 
53 See interview D.05 
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One person in the department is in charge of web communication, on which TNO is 
relying. The bilingual website54 (Romanian-English, translations are made inside 
Opereta) is constantly updated and offers – besides information about performances 
dates and casts – a news section, detailed information about shows, events and 
projects and multimedia contents (pictures and videos). TNO has recently decided to 
re-brand its website, commissioning it to a new administrator. A weekly newsletter is 
sent to a mailing list including more than 1.000 contacts with information about the 
current programme. An extra newsletter is dedicated to special events. The 
communication department is also thinking about having a blog, but they do not have 
one yet because there could be some overlaps with the website. Since October 2009, 
tickets can be bought on-line (through Eventim network). 

TNO is also starting to be present on the social networks, an essential means of 
communication in order to reach a young audience. A page was created on Facebook 
in February 201055: one week after its launch, the number of fans has already reached 
367 people. TNO is not actually the first Romanian theatre to use social networks: 
considering only Bucharest, four other theatres are on Facebook (Teatrul de Comedie 
with 981 fans at the current date, Teatrul Act with 634 friends, Teatrul Odeon with 425 
friends and Teatrul Metropolis with 60 friends). The only one theatre on Twitter is 
Teatrul Mic since October 2009, with 33 followers. 

The two collaborators we met, despite their junior position (they started recently 
working in TNO and are attending in the same time a master degree in the University) 
showed an unexpected professional maturity. They were chosen and taught by the 
Head of Marketing Alina Moldovan. Their careers are an example of how the new 
generation combines studies and work experiences until reaching a position, which 
satisfies and fulfills their professional expectations: 

 
She is studying script writing at the Film University. Before working for TNO, 
she worked as a librarian. She started her collaboration with Opereta as a 
student, helping during festivals with translations and text editing. In this way, 
she had the opportunity to see how working in theatre is. She has been 
working in TNO since March 2009, with a 1-year contract for a part-time job. 
University recognizes her job in TNO as an internship, but since she is studying 
in the film department, this job is not exactly what they expect from her (other 
students usually have their internships in film festivals, on sets, in 
advertisement or in PR). She had no courses in PR except for one class at the 
University. The marketing responsible taught her how to work and supervises 
her. She is considering to study in the theatre area or in the communication 
area56. 

 

She graduated in Public Relations and Communication in the National School 
of Political Studies and Public Administration (SNSPA). SNSPA does not offer 
a specialization in performing arts. She is currently attending a master in 
Society Multimedia and Performance at UNATC, the only course about these 
matters in Romania. She never studied fundraising nor cultural PR. She had an 
experience with an NGO and made an internship in Pro-TV before getting in 
TNO. However, she did not like the sector; she feels theatre is better than 
television because it can be a service for people. She was already in love with 
performing arts, especially with dance performances, flamenco and traditional 
Latino music57. 

 
                                                 
54 www.opereta.ro  
55http://www.facebook.com/pages/Bucuresti-Romania/Teatrul-Naional-de-Opereta-Ion-
Dacian/287244857002?ref=nf  
56 From interview F.24 
57 From interview F.21 

http://www.opereta.ro
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Bucuresti-Romania/Teatrul-Naional-de-Opereta-Ion
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The Head of Marketing is aware of how important it is for students to gain a working 
experience in the performing arts: 

 
“Last year I organized study cases in TNO for second year students. Students 
came in TNO and it was a very good exercise because they actually didn’t 
know what a theatre is!”58 

 

In her opinion, every student should have at least an one-year practice and work in a 
theatre on a production, from the beginning to the end. 

 
“When I was student it happened, now it doesn’t happen.”59 

 

She is also conscious of the fact that teaching young students requires a huge 
investment of time, which becomes useless if the students then leave. This is the 
reason why she is not interested in hosting work experiences in her staff at TNO: 

 
“I prefer to teach to my team.”60 

 

2.3 Educational and social projects 

Alina Moldovan, the current Head of Marketing, has developed this activity field. She 
had previous experience in this field at Teatrul Odeon, which she is carrying on at 
Opereta since 2006. She has especially tried to enlarge the area for kids and 
teenagers (copii şi tineret), running free courses and performances for children and 
orphans. These activities have a double objective: they aim at growing up TNO’s 
audience, because children represent the future audience of the theatre, and at 
approaching social issues.  

TNO is currently managing several education and social projects, implemented by the 
collaborator in charge of communication on the web: 

- “Romeo and Juliet Junior”, directly linked to the run of the Budapest Operetta and 
Musical Theatre co-production. The project consists of a ten-day workshop 
followed by a final performance. As the experience was very successful, TNO is 
planning to repeat it every three months. 

- a theatre education project aimed at taking care of theatre goers’ children. While 
parents are watching the show, children participate in educational activities. Big 
private companies sponsor the project. TNO’s employees manage educational 
activities, for instance ballet dancers no longer fit to perform on stage. Having 
theatre employees teaching children inside the theatre instead of entertaining 
them is something completely new in Romania. 

- a poetry competition launched in January 2010 with a jury consisting of members 
of the Bucharest Writers’ Association. Funds raised by selling the winner’s 
anthology will be used in order to help children aged 7 to 15 to develop their 
literary talent. The project is supported by a NGO and sponsored by several 
private companies (magazines, a library, a company that builds instruments for 
children for instance). 

                                                 
58 From interview F.02 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid. 
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- a pet project: photos of stray pets are being exposed in TNO hall in order to get 
people interested in adopting them. 

TNO does not have partnerships with schools or with public institutions for these 
projects yet. They first want to see if they work on their own, for TNO’s audience. 
Concerning orphans, TNO collaborates with the Alina Tuica Foundation; there is also 
municipality coordination for orphan houses (Bucharest has an institute in each district) 
but this private foundation is more active. 

Some further special projects are managed by the Artistic Coordinator of the Ballet, 
Iulian Rădoi, who tries to involve senior ballet dancers in educational activities (see the 
above project for theatre goers’ children): 

- social projects for children and retirement houses with special performances in 
these places. TNO proposes the project to the institutions and they are told when 
and where to go. These performances are 45 minutes long and present famous 
operetta arias and ballet moments. Artists, technicians, soloists and actors are all 
involved. 

- a cultural tourism project: the aim is to bring audience from other towns to see 
Romeo and Juliet in TNO and to visit Bucharest. The project started on February 
20th 2010 with the first tour from Constanţa. Transportation is free; tickets were 
sold by Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi Balet „Oleg Danovski” in Constanţa. The 
project “Turism cultural” involves 50 visitors maximum on each tour and towns not 
farer than 100 km from Bucharest.  

- an educational project with the choreography high school: aimed at giving 
students the opportunity to experience the TNO stage or rehearsal room. 

 

2.4 New professional profiles 

One of the first questions during the interviews made inside Opereta was about the 
precise tasks of the interviewee, in order to understand both conformity to their role in 
the organizational chart and the labour organization in TNO. The study pointed out 
several professional profiles, which require a more thorough examination. 

First, some professional profiles in TNO’s organizational chart (and generally speaking 
in the Romanian performing arts system) do not have a correspondent in the staggione 
system of opera performance: 

- the secretariat muzical literar has originally a wide array of tasks, ranging from 
artistic planning (suggesting next season’s titles to the Artistic Council, in view of 
which artists are free,  scheduling rehearsals and performances, organizing the 
casts ensuring equal working hours for all employees) to communication (posters, 
advertising, stage-photography)61. In TNO the creation of new departments like 
PR and communication in 2005 did allow for the shifting of tasks and the 
clarification of the secretariat’s role62. On the other hand, in some of the theatres 
the research has focused on, secretariatul muzical literar still has these varied 
tasks63. 

- unlike in German theatres, which also follow the repertory system, Romanian 
theatres with the sole exception of Cluj64 do not have the role of dramaturge  

- the producător delegat is a producer in charge of some aspects or of the totality of 
new productions; we will go deeper into this role below. 

                                                 
61 See interview F.07 
62 See interview F.02 
63 See interviews E.15, C.02 
64 See interview F.02 
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- Romanian theatres usually have an inside tapiţer who is specifically dedicated to 
upholstery. He makes, repairs and puts on stage (some of his tasks overlap with 
those of the props master) all the objects related to upholstery: curtains, chairs, 
sets, etc. 

Some other roles are similar to professional profiles present in opera houses following 
the staggione system but are called in a different way: 

- the cabiniere is the equivalent of the dresser (in Italy sarta di palcoscenico – 
literally “stage tailor”). She works on stage during the performances, helping the 
artists to dress and repairing the costumes in case of emergency. Not all the 
cabiniere are tailors; therefore, they intervene only in case of emergency, while 
the tailoring department makes adjustments. Tailors working in the workshops are 
present during the first rehearsal on stage. After that cabiniere are in charge of 
costumes. The head of tailoring department has to provide the cabiniere with an 
ordin de lucru, including all the specificities of every costume in order to let them 
operate by themselves based on clear indications65.  

- the regizor tehnic is a stage manager. He has the following tasks: checking if 
artists are in the theatre, if sets, lights and sound are ok, calling the artists on 
stage, cueing the performance, being the connection between backstage and 
soundboard, intervening when problems occur with lights, communicating with all 
the roles producing the show. He works on the stage. He has contacts with the 
producător delegat: he manages consumables together with him and has to inform 
him about deadlines in completing the set. The professional profile, which 
influences most the regizor tehnic, is the director, who lets him know if there are 
changes in the planning. TNO’s Regizor Tehnic has to manage several people on 
stage, besides the artists: 12 machinists, 6 electricians, 1 sound technician, 2 
cleaning ladies, 2 dressers (cabiniere), 4 property masters, 2 upholsterers 
(tapiţer)66. 

Besides these national particular features, Opereta has its own features insofar as new 
professional profiles have been created in order to improve labour organization and to 
re-qualify people who have problems in managing tasks that originally belong to them. 

The role of producător delegat (literally “delegate producer”) for instance is something 
new in Romania, met in the frame of Scenart research only in TNO and in Metropolis. 
Producător delegat’s tasks consist in coordinating all the aspects related to a 
production. Opereta has three producători delegat, who work under the general 
manager’s supervision and without assistants: 

- the first one is an employee and is in charge of sets and props. He acts as an 
interface between the set designer and the outside company, which builds the set. 
He also provides the list of props and consumables, working on the base of 
pictures provided by the people conceiving the artistic idea. He is supposed to 
solve all the problems; this job requires soft skills and a good knowledge of the 
places where props can be found. After the performance, the producător delegat 
takes care of the maintenance of the sets. He also deals with the transportation 
and the logistical aspects for sets and guests of the theatre. This happens only in 
Opereta, because of his specific background (professional experience in the 
transport sector)67. 

- the second one deals with costumes. She has a 2-year contract with TNO, not as 
private individual but through her company68. She coordinates and monitors all the 
aspects related to the production of costumes (shoes and hats included) for the 

                                                 
65 See interview F.18 
66 See interview F.06 
67 See interview F.05 
68 It’s not the only one case, see above TNO’s sound designer. 
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new shows (2 in 2008, 3 in 2009). The costume designer explains and shows her 
what is needed, she searches and buys materials. She cooperates with tailors 
who work in theatre and outside tailors if necessary. Her staff in TNO is not 
enough: she would like to have more tailors (currently 4 for women costumes and 
2 for men costumes) but there are no vacancies in the organizational chart; 2 
make-up artists and 2 hairdressers work below her in Opereta; she also needs 
someone else for accessories; wigs are bought outside because they can’t find 
natural hair and the person who would be able to make them (a lady working in 
Opereta for 40 years) doesn’t have enough time69. 

- the third one has been working for TNO for one year as an external collaborator. 
He is a general producător delegat, he coordinates entirely two new productions. 
He is in charge of all the aspects and is the connection between artistic and 
technical departments. The two producători delegat we have just mentioned, in 
charge of settings and props and of costumes, are under his supervision. He 
schedules the rehearsals and negotiates with dancers and orchestra, for instance 
when a rehearsal is extended. He also managed the Budapest tour with a mixed 
cast (Romanian and Hungarian). He has to control everything and would need an 
assistant because he works at the same time as an artist (acting, assisting 
directors).70 

This case is a significant example of the difficulties of introducing a very new 
professional profile. The general producător delegat we interviewed was aware of the 
novelty and the complexity of his role and analyzed them in-depth. Before him nobody 
had this role in Opereta, there was a person but working in an office, not on stage 
every day with technicians and artists. In the beginning, he actually did not have a job 
description with his detailed tasks, so he spent a lot of time trying to understand 
exactly what he had to do. When the General Director proposed him the role of 
producător delegat, he worked as an actor and had a little experience as events 
organizer in the field of theatre. He was frightened to be promoted to the management, 
to have to negotiate with his colleagues. He first refused and 3 months later, he 
accepted, for him it was a new beginning. After one year, he is able to assess his work 
experience: he works a lot and feels it is a difficult job because there are many 
problems to solve; in spite of these difficulties, he would not give up, at least for the 
next couple of years. His direct relationship with the General Director is very important 
to him; he feels he has a support in the theatre71. 

Another new professional profile introduced by TNO’s General Director is orchestra 
coordinator and project manager. An external collaborator, who is a musician and runs 
his own company, an entrepreneurial agency, fills this role. He had previous 
experience as artistic manager in a philharmonic orchestra. He started working in TNO 
in March 2007 under the general director’s direct supervision. He organizes classical 
music events, which are coherent with the TNO activity, proposing events to the 
management and carrying out the management’s ideas. Opereta bought for instance a 
new grand piano and he planned a series of chamber music concerts with the best 
Romanian pianists. He likes matching events with brands: he organized for example a 
piano and violin concert with a Stradivarius and a further project based on the dialogue 
between two famous brands violins was organized in 2008 ( one concert in TNO and 
another one in St Joseph cathedral). 

 

 

                                                 
69 See interview F.13 
70 See interview F.19 
71 Ibid. 
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3. Future challenges 
 
Scenart research highlighted several issues that currently impede the smooth running 
of the theatre. For some of them, solutions have been found and have already been 
put in practice or will be applied in the near future. Other problems lie within the larger 
framework of the Romanian performing arts system and can be solved only on a 
national scale by political decisions. 

 

3.1 Waiting for a new location 

The renovation of the current location after the 2005 fire was the first step towards a 
modernization of TNO’s equipment. It also made it possible to enlarge the hall and 
increase the potential audience. However, the research highlighted issues related to 
both space and equipment. One of them concerns the acoustic of the hall: as stated by 
a sound designer working in Opereta, the reverberation is at present very small, 
because the hall was built for drama theatre72. When working with amplification, 
especially in the musicals, difficulties arising from the hall’s acoustics increase and 
need to be addressed. 

Location-driven problems should be solved in the near future with the move to the 
brand new Omnia Hall. As explained by the management, TNO will have a new stage 
allowing for all possibilities (Elizabethan, Italian, and arena), a big orchestra pit and 
nine modules. The entire system will be electronic. German experts have been 
involved in the preparation of a project covering acoustic aspects. 
 

3.2 Moving toward a human resources reorganization 

The most relevant issue Opereta has to address in the immediate future is the 
rethinking of its organizational chart. As described above, presently TNO’s structure is 
a centralized one. In the opinion of the General Director himself, the role of the top 
management has to be less operational and more strategic. The introduction of new 
professional profiles like producător delegat, orchestra coordinator or artistic 
coordinator of the ballet is a first step towards sharing operational responsibilities. 

Even if it has 255, employees who cover all the professional profiles involved in 
musical theatre (from the artistic and technical sectors to the administrative one), TNO 
resorts to hiring a significant number of external collaborators73. 

The study identified several reasons for this situation: the number of employees in 
each sector is not appropriate to the needs, employees exist on paper but are not 
operative, working procedures are not efficient, competences are missing in some 
sectors. 

The public nature of Opereta represents a strong constraint in this field: changes in the 
organizational chart are very difficult to make74 and need to be approved by the 
supervising administrative body (in this case the Ministry of Culture). Moreover, public 
institution organizational charts are currently frozen because of the economic crisis: 
theatres cannot hire new workers and vacant positions cannot be filled. On the other 

                                                 
72 See interview F.20 
73 On average 120 per month. 
74 The General Manager of Metropolis Theatre had for instance to negotiate with the Municipality when he 
built the organisation chart of his theatre, which is different from the traditional one. See Part II, 4 and 
interview B.01. 
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hand, permanent employees cannot be fired even if they do not meet competence and 
production standards. 

In order to compensate for these constraints, TNO uses two strategies: a classical 
one, hiring external collaborators, and an innovative one, re-qualifying employees who 
are no longer operational. 

The ballet department is a representative example of TNO’s future challenges in terms 
of organizational chart. It includes 30 dancers, many of which are close to 40-year old, 
the maximum performing age for a ballet dancer. The department has its own artistic 
coordinator, who is re-organizing the department, aiming to create a permanent ballet 
group that will enable the theatre to hire famous choreographers and produce ballet 
performances. For this, he has to choose external collaborators, as Opereta cannot 
hire new people. He is also implementing a project of professional re-qualification for 
ballet dancers over 40 that will be described in detail later in this chapter75. 

 

3.3 The difficult balance between employees and collaborators 

The first solution is the most frequently adopted: the number of external collaborators 
has been increasing in recent years, until reaching almost 30% of all the people 
working in the theatre. This trend bears not only upon TNO’s costs76 but also 
generates a two-tier working context. Several interviewees working as collaborators 
highlighted the problem: employees and collaborators have different mentalities, 
working rhythms and salaries, so that working together generates conflicts. 

A person who manages a team with both employees and collaborators mentioned for 
instance that employees are reluctant to add unforeseen rehearsals, while 
collaborators find it normal if they are necessary to reach a good artistic result. In his 
opinion this reaction is understandable among technicians but not among artists. 

 
The solution would be to apply employees’ contract strictly, punishing them 
when they do not respect their duties. However, he cannot penalize them 
applying different rules for insiders and outsiders, so he has to find a balance77. 

 

Another testimony comes from an interviewee who works in TNO with his own staff 
and his own equipment. 

 
He tries to be independent as much as possible and does not collaborate with 
TNO’s employees. It was difficult for him to work with them in the beginning, 
because working procedures and rhythms were too different.78 

 

Taking the professionals’ point of view, working as external collaborator and not as 
employee can depend on circumstances (no vacant position in the organizational 
chart, hiring frozen due to the crisis79) or be an individual choice. Let us underline the 
fact that the new generation chooses increasingly more often to work as freelance80. It 
is a matter of mentality (“when you have a precarious job, you try to do better and you 

                                                 
75 See interview F.26 
76 See tables in Part I, 1.2 
77 From interview F.19 
78 From interview F.20 
79 See interview F.21 
80 See interviews G.00 and F.22 and Part III, 1.3 
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remain more active” as stated by a collaborator who had worked for a while as 
employee and chose to quit81). Moreover, and above all, working freelance allows 
negotiating the fee on a competitive market, while salaries of permanent employees 
are fixed by law and are the same in all the public institutions. All the interviewees 
underlined that collaborators earn more than permanent employees do.  

Creative professions like singers, directors, set and costume designers, lighting 
designers open the possibility of financial negotiation and allow them to work for 
several theatres. In addition, the emerging professional profile of producător delegat is 
appropriate to free lance contracts regarding a certain number of projects (as 
mentioned above, in Opereta two of the three-producător delegat are collaborators). 
On the other hand, most of the technicians are permanent employees. Some external 
collaborators are hired in order to complete the crews: machinists (4 collaborators over 
14 in total), light electricians, cabiniere, and upholsterer. In this case, the status of 
collaborator is a disadvantage: it does not entitle to social protection, salaries are more 
or less at the same level with those of permanent employees and collaborators are not 
paid during summer when TNO is closed. 

Similar to TNO’s use of external collaborators to make up for positions that do not exist 
in its organizational chart, part of the workshop’s production is outsourced (set building 
and part of costume production). In the opinion of a union representative, workshops 
like shoemaking or tailoring will probably disappear in the future and be outsourced for 
financial reasons. Shoemaking is already present only in a few theatres in Bucharest 
(Opera, Opereta and National Theatre)82. Focusing on work quality and not only on 
costs, an alternative way could be the centralization of workshops following the 
Hungarian model: thus, the most competent people would work for several theatres83. 

 

3.4 The alternative of professional re-qualification: the case of ballet dancers 

In order to avoid hiring collaborators who bear upon the budget, TNO is experiencing a 
strategy of professional re-qualification for its employees. The main target users of this 
project are ballet dancers over 40 (at the moment 5 people). Retirement age was in 
fact postponed in 2007 to 50 years (instead of 45 years for men and 42 for women) 
and will become 53 in a few years. Therefore, TNO has in its organizational chart 
ballet dancers who are no longer allowed to dance on stage.  
TNO gives them the possibility to re-qualify as tailors, machinists or stage manager 
assistants, according to their skills and through a short preparatory training. The 
project aims also at improving the quality of work, because people who have been 
working in the Ballet department know much better the sector and its needs. 
Machinists for example often speak loudly during changes, while an artist re-qualified 
into a machinist does not. 

The project is implemented by the Artistic Coordinator of the Ballet, who is himself a 
former ballet dancer re-qualified in artistic manager and project manager at the 
suggestion of the general director. This role warms up his heart as he feels it provides 
him with a great opportunity to help his colleagues. For this reason, he chose to attend 
a course in cultural management in UNATC in order to complete and to improve his 
managerial skills84. 

Some ballet dancers were a bit reticent about the idea, but the Artistic Coordinator of 
the Ballet managed to convince them that it is a solution to continue their career 
                                                 
81 From interview F.19 
82 See interview F.11 
83 See interview E.05 
84 As he feels comfortable in managing projects, the management board of the theatre decided to enlarge 
his tasks: he will also work as general producator delegat in the near future. 
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working in theatre. One dancer started a re-qualification in order to become stage 
manager assistant, filling a void in the organizational chart: TNO has only one regizor 
tehnic and needs to expand in this area. He is currently learning, starting from 
observing the work on Romeo and Juliet, which is the most complex. 

Another way to re-qualify ballet dancers over 40 is to involve them as teachers in a 
TNO project helping theatre goers to leave their children during the show with a staff of 
theatre professionals actively engaging the young ones in educational activities85. 

If this strategy bears fruit, TNO aims at finding an official procedure to make these 
professional re-qualifications. 

 

3.5 Improving working procedures 

Since changes in the organizational chart are difficult to put in practice, TNO is also 
implementing new working procedures in order to improve labour organization and 
efficiency. 

An interesting experience in this field was made in the orchestra department. The 
Orchestra Coordinator is in charge of introducing a set of rules based on the 
philharmonic regulation, using his professional experience on the subject: precise 
timing, discipline, compulsory participation in rehearsals, warming-up before playing, 
practicing, having a pen for taking notes, etc. The conductor shall apply these rules; he 
would only intervene in extreme cases. The Orchestra Coordinator is working in 
parallel on musicians’ competitiveness. Since Opereta is a repertory theatre, the 
orchestra has in fact a small repertory and its members are not motivated enough. 
When he arrived, the reputation of TNO’s orchestra was rather low, mainly because of 
its “popular music” repertoire. In order to stimulate their competitiveness, the Orchestra 
Coordinator created the position of principal for each section and in 2007 organized a 
one-week evaluation period with an internal commission of evaluators (except for the 
positions of concertmaster and conductor who had an external committee). This 
experiment was met with some resistance and needs to be further developed, in order 
to motivate TNO’s musicians to continue to train on their own and to improve the 
orchestra’s general performance level. 

Good practices have to be introduced in two crucial areas, where the need for new 
working procedures is rather urgent. First of all, in the artistic planning process in order 
to plan each production from the first step (conceiving the show) to the last (evaluating 
the production process); at present productions are conceived and implemented on the 
basis of what employees are involved. Secondly, in the administrative and financial 
sector, in order to monitor the budget according to a financial forecast stated 
beforehand86.  

In both cases, the main issue lies in the time management. Regarding the 
administration, a better tasks organization should allow to work faster and to respect 
the deadlines. Time planning has also to be improved for the artistic production: as 
stated by a Union representative, rehearsals should be scheduled with a start and a 
finish time and with balanced working hours for all the artists and technicians involved 
(at present it happens that a person has to work in several productions and to 
participate in rehearsals all day long). 

Work security is another topic related to improving working procedures. Since 
Romania entered European Union, TNO has to respect higher standards. As stated by 
the Head of Health and Safety, periodical training is compulsory and recorded for each 

                                                 
85 See Part I, 2.3 
86 See interview F.01 
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employee in a personal booklet, but it is necessary to work on mentalities, making 
people aware of the importance of security 87. 

The tool chosen by TNO’s General Director to systematically improve working 
procedures is ISO standards. The International Organization for Standardization88, of 
which Romania is  member body through Asociaţia de Standardizare din România 
(ASRO)89, has more than 18 000 International Standards and other types of normative 
documents in its  portfolio. As a non-governmental organization, ISO has no legal 
authority to enforce the implementation of its standards. ISO does not regulate or 
legislate. However, countries may decide to adopt ISO standards - mainly those 
concerned with health, safety or the environment - as regulations or refer to them in 
legislation, for which they provide the technical basis90. ISO standards are based on 
international consensus among the experts in the field. Consensus, like technology, 
evolves and ISO takes account both of evolving technology and of evolving interests 
by requiring a periodic review of its standards at least every five years to decide 
whether they should be maintained, updated or withdrawn. In this way, ISO standards 
retain their position as state of the art. ISO's work programme ranges from standards 
for traditional activities, such as agriculture and construction, through mechanical 
engineering, manufacturing and distribution, to transport, medical devices, information 
and communication technologies, and to standards for good management practice91 
and for services92. 

 

3.6 Salaries, from disincentive to incentive 

All the interviewees stressed the problem of salary level. Salaries in TNO range from 
650 lei (150 €) for an unskilled machinist, to 4,300 lei (1.000 €) for the top 
management, with an average of 1,900 lei (450 €). Since TNO is a public theatre, law 
fixes salaries and similar to those in every other public institution, irrespective of the 
field to which they belong. However, Opereta is privileged in comparison to other 
theatres the research focused on: thanks to its national status, employees have a 25% 
bonus on their salaries. Moreover, different roles receive other bonuses as well: 

                                                 
87 See interview F.16 
88 In 1946, delegates from 25 countries met in London and decided to create a new international 
organisation, of which the object would be "to facilitate the international coordination and unification of 
industrial standards". The new organisation, ISO, officially began operations on 23 February 1947, in 
Geneva, Switzerland. (www.iso.org) 
89 The standardization activity, covering the whole of the national economy, began in 1928 when Romania 
became a member of the IEC. The Standardization Commission of the Council of Ministers of Romania 
was created in 1948 and marked the activity deployed in an organized manner. In 1970, the national 
standards body was the Romanian Standards Institute (IRS), a specialized institution of the central public 
administration. Starting on 31 October 1998, the Romanian Standards Association (ASRO) has taken over 
this position as a specialized private body of public interest in the standardization area, a not-for-profit 
association authorized by the Government, replacing in this respect the former Romanian Standards 
Institute. In conformity with Law 355/2002, the Romanian Government granted ASRO governmental 
recognition as a National Standardization Body developing standardization activities in all the fields of 
European and international standardization as member of ISO, the IEC, CEN, CENELEC and ETSI.  
ASRO represents Romania in the international standardization process by co-ordinating the national input, 
by organising the assurance of standards information as well as of a wide range of services, both for the 
distribution of standards and accredited certification activities. It also issues (in printed form and on 
electronic media) various publications and performs training courses. ASRO members represent the 
industry, the economy, the research and development area, consumers, national authorities, university 
media, certification bodies and various other stakeholders, all standards users and developers. 
(http://www.iso.org/iso/about/iso_members/iso_member_body.htm?member_id=2058) 
90 In addition, although ISO standards are voluntary, they may become a market requirement, as has 
happened in the case of ISO 9001 quality management systems, or of dimensions of freight containers 
and bank cards (ibid.) 
91 See http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/management_standards.htm 
92 Ibid. 

http://www.iso.org
http://www.iso.org/iso/about/iso_members/iso_member_body.htm?member_id=2058
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/management_standards.htm
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soloists or brass musicians for instance because they work harder or financial 
controllers because they have specific competences. 

This system is currently changing. Bonuses for hard work and extra hours are not 
given anymore, since the government because of the crisis has frozen them. 
Furthermore, the new law applied since January 2010 has simplified this bonus 
system: the former bonuses are now included in the basic salary and extra salaries 
cannot go over 30% of TNO’s total budget (being an average for the whole theatre, it 
allows important gaps between single roles). 

The deprived categories from this point of view are the technicians (as stated above, 
artists have the opportunity to work as collaborators outside of TNO in order to reach a 
decent income). Machinists are particularly disadvantaged as they are considered as 
unskilled workers and have long working hours, sometimes without rotation. 

Employees interviewed in the frame of the research stated that they have chosen to 
remain in TNO – even if they could earn more applying to a position in the private 
sector with their skills – because they have a passion for theatre. 

 
Stated in the Financial Department: 

She does not like private companies and she would not leave TNO even if her 
work here is heavy to bear.93 

 

Stated in the Human Resources Department: 

With my competences, I could work in another sector. I tried to do it but during 
the interview I realized that what they proposed was not so interesting (salary 
for instance).94 

 

Stated in the Light Department: 

He has been working in TNO for 8 years, he likes working in theatre and would 
not change. If he had to, he would look for a position in another theatre.95  

 

Working in a theatre as employee represents also a higher job security in comparison 
with the private sector. A workshop technician who has a craftsmen’s profession 
addressed the point very clearly: 

 
“For my job it’s better to work in theatre: even if I have to work hard, I can work 
the whole year. If I worked for companies I would probably work only for short 
periods (in summer) because people ask for a few things to be realized during 
the year”.96 

 

The management board is conscious of the salary problem, which also influences the 
employees’ motivation. 

Several solutions have been adopted in order to make up for it: extras and gifts are 
given to the employees; when an external company rents the theatre for an event 
which doesn’t belong to its repertory, all the technicians are by law paid by the 
company who is renting the theatre; taking still in consideration the case of machinists, 

                                                 
93 From interview F.17 
94 From interview F.03 
95 From interview F.27 
96 See interview F.14 
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TNO’s management doesn’t use the lower salary level, otherwise the theatre wouldn’t 
be able to find people for this job. 

A system of salary levels does exist in Romania, but based only on two criteria: 
seniority and education level. Such a system does not allow rewarding employees’ for 
their efforts and responsibilities, as showed by the following case: 

She has been working in Operetta since 2000. She was given increasingly more 
tasks during the years. She would like to have a bonus since the work is hard 
but she has reached the highest level of her category.97 

It leads even to perverse effects, as academic degrees become a mere instrument in 
order to increase one’s salary. A head of department denounced very clearly the 
discrepancy between the academic level of her staff and their real knowledge: 

Almost all the people in her staff have a degree, but only in order to have the 
20% bonus on the salary like most people in Romania. They have not attended 
university courses, but have taken examinations only. This is not useful. They 
are not prepared.98 

Ballet dancers are on the other hand disadvantaged by this system: having a high 
school degree, their salary level is very low (around 300 € after 20 years of career)99. 

In such a context, union representatives interviewed in the frame of the research 
declared they are demanding the recognition of performing arts professions’ 
specificities and a competences-based pay system, which would also entail higher 
wages. Moreover, unions have been focusing on retirement age and health problems 
(especially for ballet dancers) aiming to create a national commission in order to 
consider problems regarding physical decline in several professions100. On the other 
hand, the theatre management states the situation is rather the opposite. Unions do 
not favour a performance-based salary system, prevent its introduction by blocking 
normative deeds that would facilitate such a system, and prefer a system whereby 
salaries are fairly equal but sure, to the detriment of a more varied salary scale that 
would encourage competition based on performance criteria, work volume and talent.  

 

                                                 
97 From interview F.12 
98 From interview F.17 
99 See interview F.22 
100 See interviews F.22 and F.25 
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4. Focus on training in TNO 
 
Scenart research has focused on the training path and the real competences of the 
interviewees about their role, in order to point out which competences are missing in 
TNO and which can be improved by a proper training. 

Regarding individual training paths, the first result of the survey is that TNO’s 
employees and collaborators learnt their job doing it, taught by the older generation. 
This rule holds for almost all the technicians, as stated by the Head of Human 
Resources101 and confirmed by the research sample102. As explained by a Mechanic, 
professional schools in fact do not provide a specific training for performing arts:  

 
The technical school teaches all the competences for several sectors: electric, 
mechanic, motors. When he got into the theatre, the old professionals mentored 
him in order to understand all the specificities of the job103. 

 

Trainers can be either employees of the theatre or, in the case of technical-artistic 
professions, external collaborators like costume designers or lighting designers. 

The situation is different for artists and members of financial and human resources 
departments, as specialist studies are required in order to fill the respective positions. 

Managerial professions do not necessarily require a specialization through a 
management course. Artists who have a leadership attitude and previous professional 
experiences, which represented an on-the-job training, usually fill them104. Moreover, 
they usually carry on their artistic activity in parallel to their manager role. 

The tradition of competence transfer from one generation to another is still alive 
among TNO’s technicians. Interviewees who had been taught by an older employee 
when they arrived in TNO are now teaching their younger colleagues. They feel 
comfortable in this and have a strong belief in on-the-job training’s efficiency: 

 

(Stated by a Mechanic) 

“I believe that training must be on the job, it is not enough to attend a theoretical 
course; practice is needed. I’m close to retirement age so I would be interested 
in training new people coming after myself”.105 

 

(Stated by a Machinist) 

There are no schools for machinists in Romania. One can only learn on the job. 
He learnt from an older machinist and he can do the same during the 
rehearsals, on the job, not through a specific training. “I like doing it”.106 

 

                                                 
101 “Technicians have a low qualification or no qualification at all. They learn the job in TNO. Maybe they 
have previous work experiences, which can also be in other fields” (from interview F.03). 
102 See interviews F.27, F.14, F.13, F.10 
103 From interview F.10 
104 See interviews F.19, F.01, F.09. 
105 From interview F.10 
106 From interview F.04 
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On-the-job training was in some rare cases completed by lifelong learning through 
training courses for professionals taking place in two Bucharest theatres, Teatrul 
Metropolis and Teatrul Naţional Bucureşti (TNB). 

TNO’s Mechanic and Set Painter participated in a workshop about set design and 
sculpture (butaforia) organized by Teatrul Naţional Bucureşti in collaboration with the 
Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Labour107. The main teacher was TNB’s sculptor 
and the teaching method was based on practical activities, as stated by the Set 
Painter: 

 

Each “student” had a concrete task with a subject and worked on ornaments. 
Her “exercise” was building and modeling a garland of acanthus leaves, working 
with stucco. Another exercise was building a mask.108 

 

TNO’s Regizor Tehnic and Lighting Designer attended in 2007 a two-week training 
course about stage techniques at Teatrul Metropolis109. Trainers were professionals 
from Germany (Athanor Akademie Schauspiel und Regie) and France (the lighting 
designer Gérald Karlikow)110. Unlike the workshop in TNB, this course was theoretical. 
Both the interviewees underscored that it was of great use to them: the Lighting 
Designer was taught how to use CAD111, while the Regizor tehnic, at that time working 
in TNO as a machinist, got his actual role at the end of the course112. 

Even if such training courses improved participants’ competences, they were not 
recognized through a level and salary change. TNO’s four professionals only received 
a certificate of attendance113. 

Training courses are compulsory for employees working in specific sectors: 
electricians have for instance compulsory courses about work security, while the staff 
of the financial department regularly attends refresher courses in order to be updated 
on legislation aspects. Courses usually take place outside the theatre and can be free 
courses organized by the State or courses with a fee managed by private companies. 
Moreover, TNO collaborates with the Center of Professional Training in Culture 
(Centrul de Pregătire Profesională în Cultură, CPPC) which belongs to Ministry of 
Culture for management and artistic agents’ courses. 

Returning to academic and vocational training, the research highlighted that TNO’s 
employees did not have a proper training for their job for two reasons: either a proper 
training path does not exist, or it exists but students are not well prepared for the tasks 
they shall have to deal with. The last was the case with technical professions like 
tailoring114 and in departments dealing with transversal matters such as artistic 
planning in secretariat literar muzical115 or communication and project implementation 
in the marketing department116. 

A department head who also teaches in the university underscored the necessity of a 
practice period in higher education: 

                                                 
107 See interviews F.10, F.08 
108 From interview F.08 
109 The Regizor Tehnic didn’t remember the name of the theatre in which the course took place, but 
according to his description it was very probably Teatrul Metropolis. 
110 See interview B.01 and Part II, 4 
111 From interview F.27 
112 See interview F.06. 
113 See interviews F.08, F.27 
114 “His assistant studied in a professional school (or a qualification centre) for a year and a half. He is 
able to do only little tasks” (from interview F.15). 
115 See interview F.07 
116 See interview F.02 
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Last year I organized study cases in TNO for 2nd year students. Students came 
in TNO and it was a very good exercise because they actually did not know 
what a theatre is! Every student should have at least one such experience and 
work in a theatre on a production, from the beginning to the end.117 

 

Taking the viewpoint of a young collaborator who is still studying, having a concrete 
working experience in TNO turns out to be very precious for his professional 
competences and personal skills: 

 
By working in TNO, I am learning a lot professionally and personally: practicing 
PR, relating to people, working in team, experiencing an international festival.118 

 
The full lack of proper training paths for several professional profiles shows up in the 
total lack of specialists, particularly in sound and light design119. TNO has two sound 
designers, one of which underscored that he has difficulties in finding a new 
collaborator with the necessary technical skills120. The situation is more critical in the 
lighting department, as TNO has only one employee who works on the console. A 
second person would be useful given the quantity of work and could be found among 
the electricians offering them proper training and a financial incentive (at present the 
salary difference would be insignificant) 121. 

Let it be also noted that crafts no longer generate the interest of the young generation. 
Head covering for instance is a tradition in danger of dying out. As stated by the 
Producător Delegat in charge of costumes 

 
Young people seem uninterested and there are no schools teaching this 
profession. There were some courses in theatres or cooperatives (during the 
communist regime) but they do not exist any longer. In the old centre of the 
town, there are old artisans who make hats. The habit to have something 
made to order no longer exists; in Romania, no one makes things on request, 
so you have to arrange when you need something special.122 

 

TNO’s shoemaker, facing the same problem, tried to manage a training course 
supported by the government and located in the old city of Bucharest, but only one 
person applied to participate123. 

The Heads of men and women tailoring departments stated that tailors belonging to 
the new generation have learnt only mass-production sewing and are not craftsmen, 
as requested in order to work in a theatre124. Going more in depth, young people are 
not interested in this kind of work because it requires a lot of handwork and it is 
generally poorly paid125. 

                                                 
117 See interview F.02 
118 From interview F.24 
119 See Part III, 5.1, 5.2 
120 “Before 1990 there was a technical high school in Bucharest, it was a very good school but with the 
reform the Ministry renounced to this kind of high school. If you are looking for a new collaborator you can 
easily find somebody with soft skills but not with the necessary technical skills” (from interview F.20). 
121 See interview F.27 
122 From interview F.13 
123 See interview F.11 
124 See interview F.15 
125 See interview F.18 
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Among the artistic professions, ballet dancing is also going through a “vocation crisis” 
among the members of the young generation. TNO’s Ballet Artistic Coordinator 
suggested that theatres should promote this profession, in order to ensure the renewal 
of their ballet departments. With this end, he established the collaboration between 
Opereta and the Bucharest choreography high school, whose students can now 
experience TNO’s stage and rehearsal room for their activities. 

Bringing performing arts’ professions in the high schools in order to make the students 
aware of their existence and to prepare them in time was also the proposition of TNO’s 
Set Painter: 

 
“I feel it would be useful to begin teaching performing arts in the high schools, 
cooperating with the Ministry of Education in order to raise students’ awareness. 
The Fine Arts Faculty teaches this job but not in a specialized way (…) Students 
are theoretically able to start a career as set-designers, architects or directors 
but only through the high school is it possible to learn the practical part of the 
job; actually, the high school should have a section dedicated to theatre set-
design.126 

 

Training needs are linked to the lack of young professionals in several sectors, as 
described above, but emerge furthermore in TNO because jobs have changed in 
recent years. New technologies were introduced in some areas, creating training 
needs. TNO’s lighting designer for instance uses backlighting (an Italian lighting 
designer taught him how to use it) but would like to work more with moving lights127. 

The diversification of TNO’s artistic production beyond the traditional operetta repertory 
has also entailed changes in artistic roles. Voices for example are amplified in the 
musicals, so that singers, dancers and directors have to adapt to the use of 
microphones, as stated by a sound designer: 

 
Sometimes director’s requests are incompatible with sound design because 
they want to stress the movements, without paying enough attention to 
technical aspects. Soloists do not know how to sing with a microphone. Dancers 
for example use mobile microphones and are not careful with the equipment, 
which is very expensive. There are also problems with the voice, which is not 
the same every day; it does not depend on sound technicians.128 

 

Moreover, good professionals are particularly difficult to find for roles combining 
different skills, which can be personal attitudes or technical, artistic or managerial 
competences to be acquired through training courses. 

Secretariatul literar muzical is one of the professional profiles belonging to this 
category. It requires three different areas of competence, as described by TNO’s 
Secretar literar muzical who has been filling this role since 1990: 

 
Artistic knowledge (you have to know how much space and time are needed to 
rehearse, therefore you need musical knowledge), a formal, bureaucratic part 
and feeling for artists. The second part can be learnt but it is necessary to have 
an artistic sensibility, to understand the artists.129 

 

                                                 
126 From interview F.08 
127 See interview F.27 
128 From interview F.20 
129 From interview F.07. See Part I, 2.4 for a description of secretar literar muzical’s tasks. 
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Another interesting case is the regizor tehnic, who should have musical 
knowledge besides technical competences. TNO’s Regizor tehnic, who does 
not know how to read scores, is aware of this need and decided to improve his 
skills in this field through private lessons in his spare time: 

 
“I don’t know music so I give the changes on the songs’ words. However, if the 
singer changes something I am disoriented. It would be very useful for me to 
know more about music. I started piano lessons one month ago”.130 

 

The role of sound designer requires a combination of competences similar to the 
regizor tehnic’s ones: reading scores, having authority, being a communicator, 
managing people, apart from technical knowledge131. To this end, one of TNO’s Sound 
Designers improved his communication skills, learning how to deal with verbal and not 
verbal communication through a training course in negotiation provided by a private 
company132. 

Completing technical, artistic and managerial skills, most of TNO’s employees 
interviewed in the frame of Scenart research underscored the importance of soft skills 
in their job. 

As quoted above in the case of the sound designer, communication skills are 
necessary for people who have managerial tasks and work with both artists and 
technicians. The testimony of a Producător Delegat confirmed this statement: 

 
You can learn on the job but you need some qualities like patience, find a 
solution, diplomacy… soft skills would be an important field for improvement.133 

 

Patience, accuracy and manual skills are particularly required in technical 
professions134, completed by creativity, inventiveness and adaptability135. Two TNO’s 
technicians compared their work to a creative process, highlighting its artistic 
component: 

 

Stated by a Tailor: 

The tailor has to practice and improve himself day by day, just like an actor.136 

 

Stated by a Set Painter: 

Researching and documenting before putting everything in practice is very 
important for her job. It is a permanent creative process. “I work in a dirty and 
toxic place but the final result is marvelous!”137 

 

The last - but not least - soft skill that emerged from the survey run in TNO is 
motivation, which means passion for one’s own work but also a sense of belonging to 
a whole. Beyond single competences, people working in theatre should understand the 

                                                 
130 From interview F.06. See Part I, 2.4 for a description of regizor tehnic’s tasks. 
131 See interview F.23 
132 The company belongs to Florentina Iusco, see www.nonverbal.ro 
133 From interview F.05 
134 See interviews F.10, F.18 
135 See interviews F.15, F.08, F.10 
136 From interview F.15 
137 From interview F.08 

http://www.nonverbal.ro
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meaning of their role within the global activity of the House. As stated by the chief 
machinist 

 
It is important that a new worker has a background of technical skills, but it is 
better if he knows something about theatre. It is easier to teach him. If he does 
not understand the meaning of the activity, he will leave.138 

 

Motivation also means a learning attitude, which came out from most of the interviews. 
Some of TNO’s employees had the opportunity to exchange practices with colleagues 
from other theatres during tours or through contacts with other theatres, in Romania 
and abroad. Besides the contacts with Teatrul Naţional Bucureşti for the sculptor and 
the mechanic who participated in a workshop held by TNB’s sculptor139, some 
interviewees had informal contacts with colleagues from other theatres, thanks to 
personal relationships: with Teatrul Odeon for the tailoring department140 and with 
Opera Comică pentru Copii (Comic Opera for Children) for the upholstery 
department141. Moreover, several technicians would be interested in meetings with 
professionals of the Opera Naţională Bucureşti, since they have bigger workshops142 
and some specific competences (for instance in costume decoration143). 

These experiences turned out to be very useful in improving their competences and 
part of the working procedures observed in foreign theatres could be adapted to TNO’s 
context, as stated by the Chief Machinist:  

 
“It helped me to see other theatres in Italy, in Germany, in Egypt. I kept in my 
mind what I saw and I adapted it to the TNO situation when necessary.”144 

 

Almost all the interviewees, whichever department they belonged to and whatever 
background they had, asserted that they were interested in participating in mobility 
experiences, in order to build a network and to exchange practices. Some of them 
have already in mind what they could learn on such an occasion, highlighting further 
training needs: 

 
Stated by the Chief Machinist: 

He would like to have a more specialized team, to show them more 
complicated aspects, more technological ones, and to have an idea of the next 
challenges for the Romanian labour system145. 

 

Stated in the Costume Department: 

She thinks it would be very useful in order to improve some skills: using new 
machines, producing costumes that seem older and dirty, making structures for 
clothes, hats, wigs.146 

 

                                                 
138 From interview F.04 
139 See above p.39. 
140 From interview F.15 
141 From interview F.14 
142 From interview F.14 
143 From interview F.18 
144 From interview F.04 
145 From interview F.04 
146 From interview F.13 
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Stated in the Human Resources Department: 

It would be interesting for me to see other ways of working: mainly technical 
aspects, procedures, because contents change. In the human resources, they 
depend on the laws.147 

 

Stated in the Marketing Department: 

There are great differences between German or Italian theatres and Romanian 
theatres. I do not like for instance American theatres but some ideas they carry 
on are very good. I like the concept of Drammaturg in the German theatres. I 
would be interested in mobility experiences, especially with London or 
Scandinavian countries.148 

 

Stated in the Management Board: 

I am interested in participating in transnational meetings or in training 
programmes about top management.149 

 

The main topics highlighted by this study – on-the-job training, lack of proper training 
paths, technical training needs, importance of soft skills – have to be related to a larger 
framework. The third part of the present study will go more thoroughly into these 
issues, after an overview of the other four Romanian theatres Scenart research has 
focused on. 

 
 
 

PART 2 – Scenart associated theatres  
Text by Dianella Chiodi 
 
 

1. Teatrul Naţional Târgu-Mureş: a two-sided theatre   
 

 

Teatrul Naţional Târgu-Mureş (TNTgM) is currently the only theatre in Romania with 
two sections: a Romanian and a Hungarian one (The Liviu Rebreanu Company and 
the Tompa Miklos Company). Its story as a double company theatre goes back to 
1962 when the structure of the State Theatre in Târgu-Mureş doubled through the 
establishment of a Romanian section, its theatrical productions thereby addressing 
both Hungarian- and Romanian-speaking audiences.  

The theatre’s prestige grew parallel to its huge activity, numerous interpretation and 
direction prizes and a significant public success, eventually leading to it being given 
the title of National Theatre in 1978150. 

                                                 
147 From interview F.03 
148 From interview F.02 
149 From interview F.01 
150 “The State Theatre came into being in 1946. During its first years, the theatre had only a Hungarian 
section led by the director Tompa Miklos which performed in the hall of the Palace of Culture. Due to its 
complex repertoire and the reputed actors and directors that were part of the company, the prestige of the 
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TNTgM is subordinated to the Ministry of Culture, which is its main funder.  

The two-sided nature of the theatre is mainly mirrored in the operational split-up of the 
artistic teams and technical crews, whereas the two companies share a common 
management and administration. 

TNTgM is a drama theatre whose repertory comprises twenty-two titles: twelve are 
performed by the Romanian company and ten by the Hungarian one. The season 
opens in September, closes in June, and involves two halls: the “main hall” (Sala Mare 
- 598 seats) and the “small hall” (Sala Mică – 100 seats). Both of them are used on a 
regular basis, alternating Romanian and Hungarian plays151. During the past couple of 
years, the number of premières has consistently decreased reaching four premières 
per year, equally split between the two companies. TNTgM’s goal is to have twelve 
new openings in the main hall and eight in the small hall per season. Tours to 
neighbouring cities are part of the activity of the theatre, with an average of twenty 
performances per year being played out of town. 

TNTgM’s artistic production includes shows for children and a partnership with the 
Universitatea de Artă Teatrală din Târgu Mureş (Târgu Mureş Theatrical Arts 
Academy)152: two performances involve actors from the University and students can 
participate in the season.   

The main and most urgent issues revealed by the study of TNTgM are deeply linked to 
the background of this institution and definitely run across its double structure. 

The study highlighted two main areas: 

- the current organizational chart, widely and transversally perceived as 
unsuitable for TNTgM’s needs 

- a strong perception of decline of TNTgM in terms of quality, audience feedback 
and institutional image. 

The relevance of the two issues is strictly linked to the fact that they came out from a 
transversal analysis of the sample interviews, as evidenced by interviewees working in 
different departments and with different responsibilities. 

First, it one needs to address the organizational chart of the theatre, which is widely 
and transversally perceived as unbalanced and incomplete by interviewees, 
particularly by those who play a managerial role in the structure. On the topic of the 
organizational chart, the main concerns are rooted in the current institution’s 
managerial standstill as well as in the lack of certain specific responsibilities. Let it be 
noted that the present organizational chart structure was inherited from the previous 
managements and was not modified during recent years. 

A structural intervention in the organizational chart seems not to be possible now. The 
research pointed out three reasons for this immobility: the general rigid frame in which 

                                                                                                                                              
Târgu-Mureş theatre would increase at a fast pace. The theatre was awarded numerous prizes for 
interpretation and direction. In 1962 the State Theatre of Târgu-Mureş completed its structure by the 
establishment of the Romanian section, so that its theatrical productions would also address the 
Romanian speaking public. At first, the company was made up only of young graduates of the Institute of 
Theatrical and Cinematographic Art of Bucharest. The increasing number of performances would 
eventually lead to the necessity of finding an appropriate venue. Thus, in 1973 the actors of the Mureș 
theatre moved to a new building erected under the supervision of a team of architects from Bucharest: 
Constantin Săvescu, Vladimir Slavu, Mihaela Savu and Aurel Sârbu. The design was awarded the prize of 
the Architects’ Union of Romania. Its significant activity, numerous prizes, and success with the public 
contributed to the prestige of the Târgu-Mureș theatre to the extent that it was given the title of National 
Theatre in 1978. Currently it is the only theatre in the country to have two sections, a Romanian and a 
Hungarian one (the Liviu Rebreanu Company and the Tompa Miklos Company)”  
(from http://www.szeklerland.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=47:the-national-theater-
in-Târgu-Mureş&catid=46:szekler-cultural-institutions). 
151 A third hall (100 seats) is going to be opened underground.  
152 See http://www.uat.ro/ro/index.html  

http://www.szeklerland.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=47:the-national-theater
http://www.uat.ro/ro/index.html
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managers have to operate, the economical crisis Romania is going through which 
resulted in the temporary freezing of vacant positions in the organizational chart, and 
specifically in the case of TNTgM, the limited power of the ad interim153 position held 
by the General Director at the moment. The temporary status of the General Director’s 
position is of particular significance since it prevents him from substantially modifying 
TNTgM’s structure or management direction, limiting his power exclusively to routine 
activities. 

All members of the management stressed the fixed and temporary unalterable nature 
of the organizational frame, highlighting certain specific areas of concern.  

In addition to the temporary status of the General Director, the further absence of 
managerial instruments such as a Regulament de organizare şi funcţionare and 
Regulament de ordine interioară154 is perceived to hamper the establishment of proper 
TNTgM working procedures155. 

Besides, interviewees from the management department distinctly pointed out three 
main broad-spectrum needs: a change in the management of the theatre, a national-
level change in the legal frame of management, and a major acknowledgment by the 
Ministry of Culture as to what the activity of the theatre consists in. In particular, a 
strategy by the Ministry of Culture strictly regarding TNTgM is needed156.  

People in managerial positions argued, “Law is against management”157. This 
statement clearly epitomizes the climate TNTgM’s managers feel they have to deal 
with. Furthermore, other specific and concrete difficulties were stressed, such as: 
limited power in adding new positions to the organizational chart, limited power in 
human resources and budget management, implying the impossibility to establish 
long-term planning, non-collaborative relationship with unions, and the vulnerability of 
managerial positions158. Such are the limitations that impede on TNTgM’s general 
operational management. 

As to the current structure of the organizational chart and the situation inherited from 
previous managements, interviewees in all departments pointed out the lack of a 
section dedicated to marketing, communication and public relations (PR).  

 
“TNTgM doesn’t have a marketing and PR department; the tasks are covered by the 
secretariat literar. We try to sell tickets to schools and companies, but it is difficult. 
Theatre critics no longer exist in Târgu-Mureş; nobody writes about theatre anymore. 
We need this department in order to expand our audience. Sociological studies are 
needed in this work in order to understand what people want to see. Sometimes we 
start projects, but since nobody is in charge of keeping them alive, they stop after a 
month or two.159”  

 

“TNTM does not have a PR and marketing department. Former General Directors didn’t 
want to have this kind of section. The current General Director would like to have one 
but he cannot because the organizational chart is blocked. Gaining new qualifications in 
this field would be an opportunity for some people, taking a proper training course.160”   

 

                                                 
153General Director Vlad Radescu is not in that position permanently, but temporary. He is waiting for a 
contest which he would have to win in order to hold the position permanently. 
154 These two regulations concern the general structure of an institution and respectively the internal 
procedures to be followed. 
155 See interview E.01 
156 Ibid. 
157 Ibid. 
158 Ibid. 
159 From interview E.02 
160 From Interview E.19 
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“Sharing others’ experience in PR and communication would be a step forward. Any 
training would be useful and a specific option in cultural management even more, in 
order not to have too general a training. There would be a lot to do in communication in 
TNTgM: for example making opinion surveys in order to know the audience and 
implementing the network between theatres. The best solution would be to have a new 
department; otherwise Impresariat and secretariat literar could interact and work 
together in that way.”161  

 

“I don’t know if I will manage to change the situation, not only because of the budget, 
but also because of the structure: there is no marketing or PR and I have to manage 
too many tasks some of which are not mine.”162  

 

All these statements clearly express the common request for such a department 
identifying the causes and effects of its inexistence and possible solutions to make up 
for this need.  One striking need that emerged concerns the lack of a strategy strictly 
aimed at raising audience levels. 

In order to compensate for this need without making any adjustments in the 
organizational frame of the theatre, basic activities concerning communication, PR and 
marketing were absorbed by the existing structure, being currently managed by the 
secretariat literar163.  

Presently five people work in this department164, split into two teams: the Romanian 
and the Hungarian one. One secretar literar, one assistant (referent), and one person 
in charge of archiving form each team.  

The main specific tasks of TNTgM’s secretariat literar are listed as follows by the 
general management165: 

- researching and developing dramatic texts 

- following all the phases of the performances, attending rehearsals, providing 
documentary material as required by directors, stage designers and 
interpreters 

- organizing various activities to improve the theatre’s relations with audiences 
by submitting proposals to the direction. 

 

The members of the secretariat literar described their tasks as follows: 

 
“We manage the literary part (texts, posters, reading scripts in order to propose some 
of them, translations on texts). It is a very complex and varied activity. We give the 
media some information for press materials; we invite journalists to new openings and 
then we collect press materials in order to have an archive for each production. In 
TNTgM, the Romanian company and the Hungarian one have to schedule rehearsals 
and performances in parallel: in order to have a proper plan we have special meetings 
to set up the schedule (...).The website is under construction now; we will be in charge 
of managing its contents. There is no person in charge of graphics in TNTgM; when the 

                                                 
161 From  interview E.20 
162 From interview E.19 
163 The professional profile of secretar literar muzical in the Romanian performing arts system has some 
similarities with the profile of Drammaturg. Generally, being a member of secretariat literar musical 
requires to research dramatic and music texts, schedule artistic rehearsals, propose titles for the next 
season taking into consideration which artists are free and follow the activities of every artist (See 
interview F.07  and Part I, 2.4). 
164 The organizational chart counts four employees in this department. Two of the five people currently 
working in the secretariat literar have a part-time job. 
165 See E.00 
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set designer doesn’t want to deal with it we discuss with the General Director and we 
make proposals according to his choices.”166  

 

The above job description clearly highlights that in TNTgM the secretariat literar area 
of competence is extended to cover communication and PR tasks, such as relationship 
with the media, press release and press coverage archiving, web communication and 
graphics. 

Moreover, a member of secretariat literar is specifically in charge with issues 
concerning communication, marketing and PR, managing promotional materials and 
activities. 

 

“I have to manage promotion: flyers, organization of events to refresh plays after 2-3 
years, the website - we are preparing a new one -, writing chronicles and brochures for 
the premières.”167  

 

It is appropriate to consider here the different educational and working backgrounds of 
the members of the secretariat literar. They can be schematically presented as follows: 

 

 Education Job experiences 

1 Degree in Language Studies Teacher; journalist 

2 Degree in Directing, Faculty of Theatre    Director; actress; technical 
director; prompter 

3 Degree in Theatre Studies, Faculty of Theatre    

Degree in Acting, Faculty of Theatre    

Degree in Marketing and International Business 

Impresario/agent; Manager of 
the Tourism Agency at the 
Chamber of Commerce 

 

Therefore, case 1 and case 2 both asserted they would like to attend training in artistic 
management, to participate in transnational meetings with colleagues and learn to 
apply for European projects. Besides, they stated that training on computer and 
computer graphics would be useful for them, but most of all they need a person with 
these competences who would take over these problems from them.168 It was made 
clear that they are also in charge of fund raising, a task for which they feel unqualified.  

In conclusion, the training needs identified by the members of the Secretariat Literar 
are connected to what they are expected to do in terms of communication, marketing 
and fund raising. It is clear that TNTgM has organized itself in order to compensate for 
the lack of a department devoted to communication, marketing and PR, but although 
the secretariat literar is currently expected to deal with marketing and communication 
issues, the management is perfectly aware that the shortage of competences in this 
area and of people strictly dedicated to it takes a heavy toll on an institution marked by 
a general audience decrease and is in dear need of a marketing strategy. 

Given that the establishment of a new department would be the best solution, 
professional re-qualification has been indicated as a further option; however, training in 
this area definitely emerged as the core problem; it should be undertaken/developed 
either as academic or as vocational training.  

                                                 
166 See E.15 
167 See E.16 
168 See E.15 
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Young professionals entering the secretariat literar department graduated the Faculty 
of Theatre at UAT169 in Târgu-Mureş170, but it seems clear that a proper training in 
communication, marketing and PR is needed in order to have competent professionals 
able to manage the institution’s specific needs and features. 
 

"The Secretariat literar has to understand what’s going on in the theatre environment not only in 
Târgu-Mureş, but also in other Romanian cities. An actor who has a big success in some towns 
in Romania, for example, could find a cold audience in Târgu-Mureş.”171 
 

Besides, the need to improve competences involves many professional roles in 
TNTgM as skills are gained mainly on the job and through knowledge transfer from 
one generation to another. Lighting technicians, sound technicians and the regizor 
tehnic in particular have low qualification and are further penalized by inadequate 
equipment. Some specific skills in the workshops area need further improvement. The 
management board stated that people inside the theatre lack adequate skills in order 
to properly run their activities and that there is a widespread lack of job motivation due 
to low salaries172. 

Lack of leading positions in working teams further complicate the situation, causing a 
general spread of energies on the job173: people in the management board have to be 
multi-tasking in order to supplement for skills deficiency and make up for the non-
existent concrete and reliable labour division, while experienced technicians have to 
teach non-experienced ones on the job. The remarks of one of TNTgM’s directors 
prove the description drawn by the management is right:  

 

“Salary is low and everything has been transferred from one generation to another, on the 
job. Now the role of the chief machinist is to teach the new ones and artistic directors have 
taught lighting designers. (...) Many workers cannot attend university because they did not 
finish high school. Therefore, professionalization is something important, but probably 
should not pass through universities. (...) Years ago, TNTgM has had one of the best 
technical crews in Romania. Now its level decreased because of salaries”. 174 

 

Specific training demands also emerged in the administrative area, which lacks legal 
consultancy and financial expertise. To complicate matters even more, the amount of 
work is not proportional to the number of people in the organizational chart hence 
making it very difficult to invest time in training courses175. Besides, workers who would 
need to attend the above mentioned vocational training paths are aware an 
organizational chart change is essential in order that they be acknowledged as 
qualified workers and as a result be granted higher positions and higher wages.  

 

                                                 
169 Universitatea de Artă Teatrală din Târgu Mureş; see note 152. 
170 “Our assistants graduated Theatre Studies and we make very good teams with them.” (from interview 
E.15). 
171 From interview E.16 
172 “There is a need for improving human resources competence. Also artists lost their vocation. People 
here have no energy; they don’t communicate, they don’t collaborate. Since passion is low, so motivations 
are few as well (...). Technicians’ qualification is very low and the equipment is low level as well (i.e. no 
intelligent lights). Moreover, people covering leading positions behave more as executors than as 
managers” (from interview E.01).  
173 See interviews E.09, E.14, E.01 
174 From interview E.08 
175 See interview E.11 
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“Thanks to a training centre the quality could be improved but in order to increase salaries it 
is necessary to work on organizational charts, creating positions with specific and specialist 
skills criteria.”176  

 

 As shown in the beginning, a second issue that came out during the research is the 
strong and shared perception among interviewees of the decline in terms of quality, 
audience feedback, and the institution’s image. Such strong and widespread 
perception is rooted in the unavoidable comparison with the theatre’s glamorous and 
prestigious previous life when its quality productions and highly skilled technical crew 
enjoyed national appreciation. Apart from this, most of the TNTgM’s staff perceives the 
decline as being interconnected to issues pertaining to the organizational chart; 
management board members are definitely aware of the cause-effect relationship 
between the two issues. 

One of the main concerns of TNTgM’s management stems from the link between the 
theatre and the community of Târgu-Mureş: once a thriving connection, it has now 
become weaker. During the past ten years, the theatre met with an audience crisis; 
recently the gap started to narrow thanks to the management board’s efforts.177 The 
lack of a marketing and communication department together with difficulties in budget 
management played a decisive role in causing the gap to broaden through marked 
audience decrease, as clearly stated by the management board178: 

 
“TNTM no longer has a subscription system for tickets. This was due to the 
impossibility to set a long-term programme. The Hungarian audience was particularly 
attached to this. Now we have lost audience. We are especially prone to loosing the 
cultural part of the Hungarian minority (…). The Romanian company maintained the 
subscription, currently possible exclusively for the young - for five performances per 
year. The Hungarian company operated a title-based subscription (…). In 2009, 
everything is back on the growing trend, but from 1998 to 2008, that is what 
happened. Even now long-term planning is difficult.”179  

 

“There is no link between the theatre and the community: we have to replace this link. 
The Hungarian audience decrease is a symbol of it.”180  

 

“I would be happy to have a production theatre, a project theatre, and I’m sure this 
would bring a wider audience.”181  

 

“The production income is based on books and tickets sales. We had an audience- and 
ticket-price increase. Probably the latter could be increased a little more, but in order to 
do this we would need more advertising and communication.”182  

 

The impossibility to set a long-term programme has a wide range of consequences on 
the management of both human resources and communication. Furthermore, in a 
changing cultural environment the importance of marketing is crucial in retaining 

                                                 
176 From interview E.09 
177“The statistical data improved: the audience and title number is higher (…). I tried to identify the weak 
points of the former management and I’m trying to build the repertory taking into account the wishes of the 
audience and the possibilities of the actors.” (from interview E.03).   
178 See interview E.01 
179 Ibid. 
180 Ibid. 
181 Ibid. 
182 From interview E.11 
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audiences, whereas the total lack of a competent strategy to address this means 
losing the enduring relationship with the existing public. 

Most people currently working in TNTgM started working in the theatre with great 
expectations and were let down. This also concerns the much-needed renovation of 
the theatre. Both management and the technical departments perceive the 
refurbishment project as inadequate with regard to the needs of the theatre and its 
capacity to solve specific technical deficiencies TNTgM suffers from.183  

Improvement of the overall situation during 2009 proved that the great effort made to 
compensate for the various shortages induced by the crisis situation paid off. The 
management outlined solutions within its remit and employees are remarkably adapted 
to the huge amount of work, which is not proportional to the number of people in the 
organizational chart. Emergency working conditions in terms of time and of human and 
economic resources surely do not allow TNTgM’s community to concentrate on and 
focus its efforts towards the quality of its artistic products; many of the staff members 
are multi-tasking, dividing their attention among activities and assignments some of 
them are not qualified to deal with. 

One of TNTgM’s regizor tehnic stated that 90% of people working in the theatre 
probably do not get to see TNTgM’s performances184. It is clear now why; the link the 
institution aspires to re-build with the audience community should also address its 
staff, a community whose deep involvement is as vital to a theatre as its dialogue with 
the public.  

 

2. Opera Braşov: a theatre renewed from the inside 
 

Opera Braşov (OB) began its activity in 1953, under the name of Teatrul Muzical 
Braşov (Braşov Lyric Theatre), and is subordinated to the Municipality of the 
Transylvanian town whose name it bears. During half a century of activity, the 
institution had an important contribution to the development of Braşov’s cultural life. 185 

Opera Braşov produces opera, operetta, ballet and musical performances, with an 
average of 4 or 5 titles per month and 2 or 3 new productions per year. OB’s artistic 
offer is enriched by several activities, which address different audiences:  

- special morning performances for kids (during the week) and families ( 
Sundays, twice a month) 

- “Recitalul de la ora 5” (5 o’clock recitals) on Wednesdays in Casa Mureşenilor 
– the house of a family of musicians converted into a museum – with piano 
recitals, chamber music and poetry  

- “Festivalul de Operă, Operetă şi Balet”, an international opera, operetta and 
ballet festival 

- gala shows 

- international master classes with directors from Canada, China and Japan. 
Every master class ends with a public performance. In the frame of education 
programmes, the most important is a master class run in collaboration with 
Théâtre Lyrichorégra 20 of Montreal, Canada. This is part of the international 
programme “Les Jeunes Ambassadeurs Lyriques” whose objective is to give 

                                                 
183 See interviews E.01, E.06 
184 See interview E.06 
185 Braşov is situated in the central part of Transylvania. According to the 2002 census, it is the 8th largest 
Romanian city with a population of 284,596. 
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the talented under 38-year old singers the opportunity to perform on a 
professional theatre stage, benefiting from its orchestra, choir and ballet.186  

Usually, the season opens in September with a performance prepared by the 
participants in the master class programme in collaboration with the theatre, and 
traditionally closes with Traviata. 

The institution as can be seen nowadays has changed substantially during the past 
decade in terms of institutional acknowledgment, productivity and structure. The 
Scenart research clearly revealed that the institution’s recent evolution is linked 
primarily to the managerial contribution of one person, of great professional reputation, 
who gave the theatre a new and different direction. 

Cristian Mihăilescu187 became General Director and Artistic Director of the Musical 
Theatre Braşov in 2000, after holding the same position in the Lyric Theatre Constanţa 
for eight years and a great career as a soloist and director. As it happened in 
Constanţa188, under his leadership the Lyric Theatre Braşov received the title of Opera 
on June 2001 and consequently changed its name into Opera Braşov. 

Since 2000, the number of spectators increased five-fold189. The research highlighted 
that such relevant audience feedback improvement rests entirely on specific structural 
changes and on the attention granted to the workers’ well-being in the workplace 
environment190. The most relevant innovation introduced by the new management was 
the creation of a public relations (PR) department.  

                                                 
186 Cristian Mihăilescu (General and Artistic Director Braşov Opera) and Alain Nonat (General and Artistic 
Director Théâtre Lyrichorégra 20) are the artistic directors of the master class and both teachers for it. 
(see http://www.opera-Braşov.ro/en/noutati/master_2010.html and interviews  B.10, B.02). 
187 See http://www.opera-Braşov.ro/en/opera/personal.html  
188 From 1992 to 2000 Cristian Mihăilescu was General Director of the Lyric Theatre from Constan a, 
which under his leading became Constan a Opera (see http://www.opera-
Braşov.ro/en/opera/personal.html). 
189 Starting from October 2000 in the first 9 months they had 4500 people in the audience. In the same 
period of 2009, they had 24,000. See interview A.10 
190 Opera Braşov has 267 employees in the approved organizational chart for the year 2009. Among 
them, 239 are effective employees. 

http://www.opera-Bra
http://www.opera-Bra
http://www.opera
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Opera Braşov’s PR department is under the person in charge of music studies. At 
present, it has a staff of six: one person is in charge of education and the relation with 
schools, one is in charge of the media, one of the website, one of publicity (this one 
also has graphics skills), and two ticket sellers. The website191 was implemented by an 
external company and web content is usually managed by the music studies 
department; when written by the person in charge of the website texts need to be 
approved by the music studies department192. 

The creation of a PR department resulted in the increased visibility of the institution, as 
stated by the General Director 

 
“Every day TV and radio speak about Opera Braşov”193 

 

and  made it possible to develop, manage and maintain several projects, such as the 
regular activity for schools and families (implemented by an ex-teacher who is in 
charge with education and school relations), weekly appointments outside the House 
(e.g. in Casa Mureşenilor), and the master class programme.  

The environment reacted positively to the Opera Braşov’s media exposure and the 
audience increased as mentioned above.  

 

“Step by step the theatre increased its activity and audience. Now we also have a 
season for children and young audiences (one performance per week). Braşov’s hall is 
too small for the audience interested in attending performances.”194 

 

Outside the frame of Opera Braşov’s institutional communication activity, it seems 
appropriate to remark here that the General Director usually participates in radio 
broadcasts about opera in order to promote culture in this field: 

 
“Since music is not taught in school, it is not easy to create a new audience. Opera is a 
theatre for specialists and we do not have them.”195 

 

The individual training paths and working experiences of Opera Braşov’s employees, 
explored through the research showed that training on the job plays a relevant role in 
improving staff skills, regardless of position or department.  

In fact, the survey on employees’ background clearly pointed out that both technicians 
and chief technicians usually started to work in the theatre as un-skilled professionals. 

As in most of the theatres the research focused on, Opera Braşov’ s technicians 
usually have professional school degrees and started working in the theatre without 
proper training experiences in performing arts. For some of the interviewees Opera 
Braşov represented the first job opportunity while most of them had previous working 
experiences in industry. In both cases learning on the job and being trained by the 
older generation of professionals enabled them to adapt their technical skills to 
performing arts needs.196 

                                                 
191 http://www.opera-Braşov.ro/  
192 See interview A.02 
193 From interview A.10 
194 Ibid. 
195 Ibid. 
196 See interviews A. 04, A,05, A.06, A.07 

http://www.opera-Bra
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Similarly, most professionals now in charge of certain activities had no proper training 
experience in performing arts and learned on the job. The research showed that 
generally speaking, most people in managerial positions usually have an artistic 
background; in this respect, Opera Braşov’s experience is rather singular. Except for 
the General Director, most interviewees who have specific higher responsibilities come 
from different educational backgrounds unrelated to artistic subjects. Most of them 
started working in Opera Braşov in different areas of competence.197 

The last remark prompts as to stress the institution’s close relationship with Braşov’s 
social fabric and the importance given to professional re-qualification by its 
management. 

Firstly, almost half of the technical staff interviewed in Opera Braşov (both technicians 
and their chiefs) met the institution through acquaintances that already had a job there. 
Here are some excerpts from their interviews:  

 
“I started working in the theatre by chance and then I started to like it. I found the job in 
Opera Braşov thanks to my neighbour.”198 

 

“My mother-in-law worked in the theatre.”199 

 

“Opera Braşov was my first contact with theatre. My husband is a chorus singer in the 
theatre and we live nearby.”200 

 

“My mother worked in the theatre as an usherer.”201 

 

Secondly, the research proved that re-qualifying employees to a different job and 
multi-tasking are a habitual practice in Opera Braşov. This custom seems to be rooted 
in the firm belief that teamwork is an essential prerogative when it comes to the quality 
of work. Besides, requalification and multiple qualifications can be “internal solutions” 
for problems linked to the lack of professionals for highly specialized jobs.  

 

“In Opera Braşov we prefer to re-qualify our employees as they are already well-
acquainted with the whole team. (…) Sometimes we have to re-qualify employees to a 
specific job because we can’t find someone for vacant positions.” 202 

 

“The Opera Braşov’s challenge for the staff is to become multitasking to fill all the 
vacancies in other compartments. Nowadays, the painter is also an upholsterer; the 
upholsterer cooperates with the mechanics and so on. Some of them have to be able to 
take place of others; this is in the logic of “internal solutions”.203 

 

“There are two of us. My colleague makes upholstery and sometimes we help one 
another. I also help the carpenter every now and then.”204 

                                                 
197 Qualifications of staff in managerial positions interviewed in Opera Braşov include degree in 
engineering, degree in theology and professional school degrees. See interviews A.01, A.02, A.03, A,09. 
198 From interview A.06 
199 From interview A.09 
200 From interview A.04 
201 From interview A.03 
202 Ibid. 
203 From interview A.09 
204 From interview A.07 
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The following declaration by the General Director helps us understand Opera Braşov’s 
managerial attitude on this issue:  

 
“Technicians and their chiefs are the lower skilled professionals. I created multi-
qualified technicians because there are many of them and they have no specialty at all. 
This way everybody has two tasks. Technicians are interested in getting skilled and 
learned a lot from working on tours. Moreover, since not all the staff is involved in tours 
because of costs, everybody learns how to do several things. Sometimes technicians 
are also on stage walking-on parts.”205 

 

Professional re-qualification involves all the sectors in Opera Braşov, from 
management to technical staff; people who changed positions usually gain the abilities 
required to accomplish their new responsibilities learning on the job itself, during daily 
activities, and through knowledge transfer from the older professionals. 

Cases mentioned by interviewees include job transfers from the artistic sector to music 
studies department, from production department to general management, two cases of 
re-qualification from the administrative sector to the technical sector (workshop) 
through external training courses acknowledged by the Ministry of Labour, and finally, 
someone in the administrative sector that equally covers a position as stage 
director.206 

With regard to the Romanian labour market, Opera Braşov’s managers stated that 
technicians are the core need in the performing arts. Lighting designers are needed 
above all, but also wigs-maker, make-up artists, stage directors and so are all highly 
specialized jobs.207 Acknowledgement of competences was suggested as the only 
solution. 

 
“Specialists are needed. We must create a school able to train these professionals. It is 
important to learn new solutions in stage technique. I work as director on three different 
continents (…). I am a traditionalist, but I think that technologies must enrich the 
tradition (…). I’m 100% convinced to use professional training in order to move to a 
competence-based system and to a new kind of professionalism.” 208 

 

Management has been pointed out as another core need a General Director is 
particularly aware of: 

 

“We also lack proper management. There are a lot of intelligent professionals but the 
management concept is something new. Management was forbidden by Communism, 
which used to manage directly theatres and halls, controlling and censoring. 

In Romania there are no projects and there is no project management attitude (…) 
Romania has to learn how to work on procedures and management.”209 

 
Moreover, Mihăilescu has a precise idea about what the management attitude towards 
people working in the theatre should be. 

                                                 
205 From interview A.10 
206 See interviews A.02, A.03, A.01. 
207 See interviews A.10, A.01, A.03, A.09 
208 From interview A.10 
209 Ibid. 
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“The manager must work on psychological aspects in order to increase the level of 
passion and devotion to the theatre, because it is not easy to work in the performing 
arts when salaries are so low. The General Director must also convey “competence”: 
people must feel he/she is a point of reference.”210 

 

Given the total lack of a competence-based salary system, some measures were 
adopted by the current general management of the Opera Braşov in order to increase 
the above-mentioned “level of passion and devotion to the theatre” and thereby 
motivate employees to improve the quality of their work. Among them, the creation of 
extra salary opportunities: following the General Director’s indications, best employees 
are sent on tours in order to let them earn extra pay or are awarded bonuses by 
sponsors. Extra-salary opportunities consequently motivate and encourage employees 
to do a good job. 211  

Moreover, one of the main difficulties the general management has to deal with is the 
impossibility to manage the human resources budget in an independent way. 

All along the research on Opera Braşov, the cooperative attitude emerged as one of 
the assets both employees and managers hold in high esteem and the fact that people 
worked together for a long time is definitely considered as an advantage in terms of 
communication, solidarity and knowledge transfer. 

 

“There’s a very good communication in the theatre. We don’t need to organize councils 
or official meetings because workers already speak to one another.”212  

 

“Technicians are people who worked in the theatre for a long time. They have a good 
relationship and they are very team-oriented. It is a pleasure to manage such a 
team.”213  

 

“I don’t have fixed working hours. I live near the theatre and I can be called to work at 
any time.”214 

 

“All the people in the crew have a good attitude in order to improve their skills, even if 
they come from the old school.”215 

 

The staff of Opera Braşov, most of which already worked there before the new 
management, seemed to agree to the new structure Mihăilescu gave to the institution 
and was able to adapt to the novelties he introduced.  

 
“The new General Director changed a lot of things and all the staff had to adapt itself to 
this new modern approach. Quality increased a lot.”216 

 

                                                 
210 Ibid. 
211 See interview A.10 
212 From interview A.01 
213 From interview A.09 
214 From interview A.04 
215 From interview A.05 
216 From interview A.08 
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“Our director is very interested in the lighting sector. When Mihăilescu came to Opera 
Braşov in 2000, new equipment was bought and we had to learn how to manage it. 
Until that, time technology was very old-fashioned: we worked on a mechanical board 
from the ‘50s. After these changes, the quality of performances also improved.” 217 

 

 

The activity of Opera Braşov is never on a standstill: an increase in the number of 
employees in the organizational chart and keeping alive the entire team’s cooperation 
spirit are top priorities when it comes to the future. Moreover, the general management 
stated that many projects still cannot be realized and that the institution would like to 
programme activities five years in advance, as foreign opera houses do.218 

Both the growth of staff and of performances and the institution’s recognition as one of 
the first echelon in Romania are to be linked to the present general and artistic 
management of Opera Braşov. 

 A broad artistic experience developed all over the world, together with personal 
intuition and sensitivity to the human factor have shaped a management attitude 
capable to make the best of the human potential of a team deeply integrated into the 
institution and the territory, demonstrating that innovation can be matched to tradition 
and give an institution new life from the inside. 

 

 

                                                 
217 From interview A.05. "Opera Braşov’s hall is a former cinema and it might be good for drama 
performances, but not for Opera. Now, following some refurbishment works, it is a nice place with 350 
seats. I changed the  equipment moving the console at the end of the hall. I changed the acoustics of the 
orchestra pit with a new kind of wood paneling, as well as the sound system.” (from interview A.10). 
218 See interviews A.01, A.02 
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3. Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi Balet “Oleg Danovski”: a 
potential to be revitalized 

 

 

Teatrul Naţional de Operă şi Balet “Oleg Danovski” (TNOB) was established in 2004 
following the merging of three different institutions: the opera house, founded in 1956, 
the ballet theatre and the philharmonic orchestra, both founded in 1979.219 

TNOB is a public institution funded by Constanţa County and under the authority of the 
district Commission for Culture, Education and Sport.220 

Devoted to opera, ballet and symphonic music, TNOB stages an average of three 
performances and one chamber music concert per week and four new openings per 
year, equally divided between opera and ballet. During the International Opera and 
Ballet Festival, now at its 35th edition - previously called the Opera Festival -,  ten to 
fifteen performances are hosted during two or three weeks. During the Christmas 
period, TNOB produces two musical performances and one ballet for children and 
usually performs in different places in Constanţa. Besides, TNOB collaborates with 
schools: in particular, the ballet school and the choir participate in some performances. 
Students can directly experience the stage as soloists or have walk-on parts. 

TNOB’s activity involves five buildings, all belonging to the District Council, but directly 
managed by the theatre. There are three main buildings: the headquarters, with the 
main hall (435 seats), offices, ballet rooms, studio for chamber concerts, conference 
hall, costume department and part of the props; the workshops, including all technical 
departments; the main ballet room including a second ballet room, a ballet costume 
store, closets. Two minor buildings are rented out and include the carpentry workshop 
and the sets store. 

In 2006, Consiliul Judeţean Constanţa (Constanţa County Council) entrusted the 
management of TNOB to Daniela Vlădescu who is the current General Director.  

The interview sessions run in Constanţa revealed that TNOB’s profile definitely fits in 
the panorama of the Romanian performing arts system outlined by the Scenart 
research. A general overview of the institution together with the survey of the 
interviewees’ concerns will show what topics TNOB shares with the other institutions 
investigated and what are its specificities.   

 

                                                 
219 For an overview on the activity and relevance of the ballet company since its foundation see 
http://www.plural-magazine.com/article-the-oleg-danovski-ballet-theater.html  
220 “National” attribute in its name does not concern National acknowledgment as it does, for instance,  in 
the case of Teatrul National Târgu-Mureş (see Part II, 1). 

http://www.plural-magazine.com/article-the-oleg-danovski-ballet-theater.html
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Some peculiarities were pointed out with regard to the organizational chart. 

First of all, TNOB’ s approved organizational chart currently counts 285 employees, 
but since some positions are vacant and hiring is blocked because of the global 
financial crisis, only 265 people are actually employed by the institutions. Among them, 
158 are artists (60%).221 

 As a first consequence, since not all positions are covered, some employees cover 
multiple functions to maintain TNOB’s basic level of activities. The necessity of 
ascribing tasks belonging to different areas of competence to some employees is 
closely related to the theatre’s limited possibility to afford external collaborators, as it 
will be outlined later on.  

One of the main concerns that came out of the interviews with staff in the managerial 
positions is that TNOB organizational chart does not include a department to deal with 
communication, marketing and public relations (PR).222 When the three theatres were 
independent, the ballet company had its own marketing section. After the merge, the 
department was no longer included in the organizational chart of the newborn theatre. 
In order to have people specifically dedicated to this area of competence, marketing 
and communication services were outsourced, but with scant results:  

 
“We tried to outsource this job, but we gained very little against a huge investment of 
money”223 

 

Since no person in charge with communication is included in TNOB’s structure, 
employees who already cover a position in the organizational chart deal with the area. 
Currently the Deputy Artistic Director for the Opera section, two artistic consultants and 
three hairdressers are in charge of communication. The web editor is an external 
collaborator. The music studies department writes all sorts of texts, which is in charge 
also of the graphic conception of posters.  

 

“The Music studies department is in charge of making suggestions for the posters’ 
graphic design to the company that has to realize them. The Head of music studies and 
two artistic consultants have to know how to use graphic software.224  

 

Employees who deal with communication issues do not have tasks pertaining to 
marketing and public relations. 

The audience’s average response to the artistic offer of TNOB as described by the 
General Director is closely connected to the total absence of a marketing strategy in 
TNOB.  

 

“The audience is small and invariably the same. The house is usually 80% full, except 
for symphonic concerts whose audience is smaller. Only festivals usually reach a wider 
public.”225 

 

It is interesting to remark that among TNOB’s most urgent needs in terms of 
professional profiles and competences, the first of the three professional profiles 

                                                 
221 See interview C.03 
222 See interviews C.01, C.02, C.03 
223 From interview C.01 
224 From interview C.03 
225 From interview C.01 
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mentioned by Daniela Vlădescu is “a person in charge of organizing cultural 
activities”226. Most notably, she described this role as follows:  

 
“Someone, for instance, who knows where to perform an opera production”227 

 

The other professional profiles mentioned by the General Director are, in order, the 
lighting designer and the graphic artist.  

The need for a person with specific competences in graphics should be considered in 
the frame of the total lack of a communication department. 

The lack of a lighting designer pertains to the fact that competences in the lighting 
sector are generally scarce and that skilled professionals in this area are almost 
impossible to find. The artistic approach to lighting is under developed in Romania; 
equipments are not updated whereas the best professionals in this field tend to work 
as free lancers rather than as employees in order to negotiate contracts. 

Several interviewees touched on this topic: the following quotes can be very useful in 
order to understand the complexity of this specific issue and its connections to others, 
such as an increasing artistic awareness, the gap between different generations of 
workers, the shift of the audience’s demand towards a more technological approach, 
and the shortage of economical resources.  

 

Stated by a Regizor Tehnic: 

“Lighting technicians need to know how to use lights according to dramatic situations. 
Training in lighting is much needed.”228  

 

Stated by a Technical Director: 

“There is a strong difference between the old school and the new generations. In TNOB 
we have two electricians working on the console. The old one works only manually and 
directly on the performance. The younger prepares a lighting plan, but prefers to work 
manually as well. They work on a manual console, but they use only 5-10% of its 
possibilities. They work with 30 channels but they would need 72. Anyway it is difficult 
to find competent people for lighting.”229  

 

Stated by the General Director: 

“Constanţa is very different from Bucharest. TNO230 in particular has understood that 
renewal is needed as the demand changed a lot in the last twenty years. It is important 
to be able to use sound and light in the right way.”231  

 

Stated by a Lighting Technician: 

“I usually work for the ballet company, but sometimes also for the opera house. I 
manage everything about lighting: I discuss the idea with the director, the lighting plan, 
testing lighting solutions on stage, fixing lights, organizing the work of my assistant. It is 
a complex job and you have to be updated every time in order to be on the spot. I have 
no knowledge on moving lights. I use digital command and manual command as well: 

                                                 
226 From interview C.01 
227 Ibid. 
228 From interview C.08 
229 From interview C.05 
230 Teatrul Naţional de Operetă “Ion Dacian” in Bucharest. 
231 From interview C.01 
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for TNOB performances, it is better to use manual control (for instance, if someone it is 
late). We have to do it the old way. I taught it to one assistant who used to work on old 
equipment. We do not have a choice. Twenty years ago, people used to meet regularly 
to share their experience. I feel to be part of a very small community: keeping in contact 
is needed in order to share the knowledge and help one another. I would like to be 
updated; I try to do it by myself with the internet, reading manuals and keeping in touch 
with colleagues from other theatres.”232 

 
Stated by the Deputy Artistic Director of the Opera: 

“I tried to bring new technology in the theatre also through donations of second-hand 
equipments, but donations are taxed by the State and sponsorship is almost 
impossible.”233 

 
The need for more competences in lighting was mentioned by most interviewees, 
along with the stage technical sector, PR, marketing; they also stated that every highly 
specialized job in the production department requires improvement through training.234 
Besides, low salaries in all technical sectors were pointed out as a further cause of the 
general working level decrease.235 

One needs to point out that none of the interviewees ever had a proper training 
experience related to the specific position they cover in the theatre: they all learned on 
the job, with the help of their colleagues and through knowledge transfer from the older 
generation. Daniela Vlădescu herself, having always worked as an opera singer, 
asserted that she had never thought she could be a General Director before taking the 
appointment.236 

The number of employees to cover every sector’s needs is insufficient; TNOB could 
opt for external collaborations, but according to the people in charge, the budget does 
not allow it: as a result, artistic choices are severely conditioned. 

 

“We would need collaborators for specific productions, but we can’t afford them 
because of the budget. I choose the repertoire according to the people who already 
work in the House (e.g. soloists) in order to keep the number of collaborators as low as 
possible since TNOB cannot afford them. We go for collaborators when soloists or 
lighting designers are needed.”237 

“When I choose new titles I aim to use 95% of internal human resources. We have 
huge problems when somebody is on sick leave since we can’t always find substitutes 
in time.”238 

 

The case of TNOB’s Deputy Artistic Director for the Opera is particularly useful to help 
us better understand the correlation between all the above-mentioned issues. He 
described his tasks as follows: 

He has artistic and administrative tasks. He schedules the performances together with 
the General Director; he plans the rehearsals and the casts. When an artist is missing, 
                                                 
232 From interview C.10 
233 From interview C.02 and Part I, 1.2 
234 See interviews C.01, C.02, C.03, C.04, C.05, C.06, C.07, C.08, C.09, C.10 
235 See interview C.04 
236 Daniela Vlădescu as an opera singer worked six years in Opera Braşov, four years in Opera Naţionala 
Bucuresti and then in Teatrul Naţional de Operetă Ion Dacian in Bucharest where she is still working (see 
interview C.01). 
237 From interview C.01 
238 From interview C.02 
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he has to find a solution. He supervises all the steps of the productions, from planning 
to realization. He writes and manages all the texts for communication activities. A 
conductor should occupy his position, but he has been chosen thanks to his big 
experience and acknowledgment. As his tasks cover a large area, he thinks he cannot 
work at the maximum level. He is still active as a soloist. When he retires, there will be 
no more bass soloists in the Theatre. 

As far as we can see, in this specific case the same person has a leading role in the 
area of production services, functions as a person in charge of communication and 
continues his career as a soloist singer, in practice covering three positions instead of 
one in the frame of the same institution.  

The conditions which led to this overlapping of tasks are to be found in the issues 
touched upon above: the lack of a communication and marketing department requires 
someone’s intervention on TNOB’s basic communication actions; on the other side, 
the lack of a specific type of voice among artists employed in the Opera section makes 
the only available bass soloist cover managerial and communication responsibilities in 
parallel with his artistic career at the same workplace.  

Difficulties in affording to pay external collaborators definitely aggravate the situation, 
leading to consider multi-tasking positions and on the job re-qualification as the most 
practicable solutions.239 

The people interviewed in TNOB perceive financial aspects as playing a key role. 
Among the wide-ranging bearings, current financial constraints have overall institution 
in their opinion; the instability of the artistic programme is regarded as the most 
dangerous.   

 
“The financial factor rules over the artistic choice. The present crisis is complicating 
things a lot. This year the Theatre had to give up on the planned new production.”240 

 

“Paradoxically, we cannot include Oleg Danovsky’s choreographies in our repertory 
because we can’t afford paying copyrights.”241 

 

“Performances are already scheduled for the whole year (2010), but the theatre will 
make them public only when the budget will be approved. Tickets go on sale one month 
before each performance because there are too many unforeseen events and the 
programme changes. For example when soloists are missing we can’t always find 
substitutes in time.”242 

 

The Scenart Research showed that TNOB shares many important features that are 
characteristic of the Romanian performing arts field in general; a range of problems for 
which internal solutions are in place, as in many other Romanian theatres, 
complements these.  

Further difficulties emerged firstly from the recent merge through which this complex 
institution came into being and from the fact that it still needs to be stabilized; 
secondly, from its being a district theatre in a region where most interests seem to 
focus on tourism and institutions linked to it, such as museums.  

                                                 
239 Ticketing, house-keeping and health and safety at work are some of the services already outsourced 
by TNOB (see interview C.01). 
240 From interview C.04 
241 Ibid. 
242 From interview C.02 
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Nevertheless, the features at the origin of these difficulties represent at the same time 
TNOB’s particular characteristics and the core of its potential: the importance of the 
institution resides exactly in its articulate nature. Through a coherent investment, it 
could play a crucial role in the frame of the local cultural system, given also the 
passion with which TNOB’s staff faces current difficulties.  

“In Constanţa we try to make our best with the available resources. We work on quality 
and we are passionate about our job. This compensates many things. Theatre is like a 
small town and I like this.”243  

 
 

4. Teatrul Metropolis: moving towards a new kind of theatre 
 
 
Teatrul Metropolis (TM) is the most recent among all the Romanian theatres Scenart 
research focused on. Established at the end of 2006, the theatre was founded by 
Bucharest General City Council and belongs to the Municipality. Its activity officially 
started on 1st November 2007. 

Replacing the former Theatrum Mundi, TM has been shaped on the project of George 
Ivaşcu, a reputed actor and the theatre’s director. He refers to it as a “hypermarket 
theatre” since its repertory is very diverse and is built to offer the public a wide choice 
of good-quality stories.244 

Through its activities and artistic offer, TM is considered to be a project theatre even if 
it its staff includes artists245.  

So far, its repertory includes twenty-four titles and ranges from classical to 
contemporary authors and musicals. Its artistic activity is enriched by the participation 
in several festivals and special projects246,  and meets a continued positive response 
from the audience.247  

Metropolis has a strong relationship with young people, especially from the academic 
environment. In fact, the brand used for marketing actions is Teatrul Metropolis, but 
the official name is Teatrul Tineretului Metropolis (Metropolis Youth Theatre): twenty 
students and four teachers from the University collaborate with the theatre and 60 % of 
actors are young.  

                                                 
243 From interview C.04 
244 See http://teatrulmetropolis.ro/index.php?p=evendetal&ide=115  
245 According to Romanian legislation (Law nr.504, 17th November 2004, regarding public performing arts 
and concert institutions), project institutions are “those that do not have a permanent artistic ensemble, but 
have the necessary financial and logistic resources to carry out their own productions and present them in 
specific series during a season”. From http://www.cultura.ro/Laws.aspx?ID=6 (translated by the author). 
246 In December 2009 TM has hosted the première of Speak Truth to Power, a play written by Ariel 
Dorfman staged with actors chosen from among prisoners serving sentences who attended a theatre 
workshop. The play is part of a project developed by the National Administration of Penitentiaries and the 
United Nations Information Centre (UNIC) in Bucharest  
(see http://unic.un.org/imu/recentActivities/category/Bucharest.aspx). 
In 2010 Metropolis will participate to the Shakespeare International Theatre Festival organized by the 
National Theatre “Marin Sorescu” Craiova and The Centre for Cultural Projects of Bucharest Municipality  
ArCUB with Hamlet. Metropolis also collaborates with educational institutions. 
247 “Every performance is sold out three weeks in advance. We can have two performances in the same 
evening (at 7 p.m. and at 9 p.m.). Sometimes we need to rent a larger hall (1.000 seats) for performances 
with a large audience. Metropolis has also a circus tent used in summer and winter.”  (from interview 
B.01). 

http://teatrulmetropolis.ro/index.php?p=evendetal&ide=115
http://www.cultura.ro/Laws.aspx?ID=6
http://unic.un.org/imu/recentActivities/category/Bucharest.aspx
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The building that houses TM was a Culture House during Communism. The results of 
its renewal clearly epitomize the cultural intent of Ivaşcu who suggested architects to 
create “an UFO in the town”248. TM is a modern, welcoming and bright colored theatre 
inspired by Gaudì and Hundertwasser and influenced by foreign theatres, with a 200 
seats hall and a well-equipped stage. 

From the furniture to the projects developed, everything in TM communicates the 
attempt of looking towards modernity and foreign models, according to the Director’s 
initial vision.  

At the heart of his project lies an innovative approach to the organizational chart, which 
was not structured according to the Municipality’s indications, but conceived by the 
Director himself with the consultancy of experts from Philips. 

Following a period of negotiation the City Council agreed to the organizational chart. 

                                                 
248 Ibid. 
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TM organizational chart structure is pyramidal. As we can see above, the whole 
activity of the institution is distributed in detail among four sections whose area of 
competence is covered by different compartments with specific tasks. TM has only 
administrative and logistic staff. Workshops are outsourced and artists are external 
collaborators except for a small group, part of which has a consultancy role. 

Given the fact that the number of managers to be included in the organizational chart 
is restricted, some managerial positions are listed as “department head” according to 
Ivaşcu’s explanation. The financial manager, for instance, is named chief 
accountant249.  

Besides the remarkable equilibrium in the architecture of the organizational chart, TM’s 
specificity resides in introducing professional profiles and areas of responsibility, which 
are completely new in the panorama outlined by the research.  

The department in charge with organizing performances (serviciul organizare 
spectacole) deserves particular attention.  

Since in TM there is no season planning, performances are scheduled monthly and 
are chosen by the Director upon consultation with an artistic council made up of well-
known artists. Once proposals are approved, Serviciul de organizare spectacole is in 
charge of implementation250.  

The Department includes three sub-sections: a marketing department, a project 
coordination department, a host repertoire department. It brings together the 
responsibilities, which are traditionally under the competence of secretariat literar in 
most of the analyzed theatres251.  

The head of this department described his activity as follows: he supervises the 
marketing and project coordination departments. He schedules performances; he 
relates with public relations in order to promote new titles and the programme. He 
supervises the theatre’s contacts with the audience (e.g. newsletter), VIPs, partners, 
company managers. Tickets are sold by the office or by phone and are usually sold out 
in two days for every production. A very skilled person deals with communication, but 
it’s an exception compared to other theatres. He supervises the technicians’ 
coordinator. He plans the weekly activities of the theatre from morning to night; he 
checks the work and gives penalties to those who do not do their work properly. He 
chooses actors from outside together with Ivaşcu and the director of the performance 
and discusses with other people from the artistic council. 252 

TM’s specificity resides exactly in the department where the members of a team of 
project coordinators (a sort of producător delegat253) take responsibility for each project 
from the beginning to the end from all points of view.  

The Coordonator de proiecte job requires to connect with all the parts involved in the 
production and to monitor productions even after the première. One member of the 
project coordination department described her tasks as follows: she supervises all the 
projects and personally conducts bigger projects. Among her tasks, she included 
choosing projects to be realized, often coming from young authors and from 
institutional programs, obtaining copyrights, talking to the audience and to other 
theatres. She is in charge also of communication: she works together with the set 
designer on the graphics for posters and programs for the audience254 and she writes 
synopsis and website contents. She also works with foreign contacts in order to 
                                                 
249 Ibid.  
250 Besides, the board of chief departments meets once a week and meetings with the technical staff are      
scheduled monthly. 
251 See note 163 
252 See interview B.06 
253 See the case of Teatrul Naţional de Operetă “Ion Dacian”, Part I, 2.4. 
254 In Romania, usually the set-designer deals with graphics in case the theatre doesn’t collaborate with a 
graphic director (see  Part II, 1). 
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propose Metropolis’ productions abroad, but currently she is concentrating on the 
establishment and growth of the theatre255. 

Project managers’ (“coordonator de proiecte”) background is mostly artistic and in 
Ivaşcu’ s opinion a university degree is needed in order to hold this position. The TM’s 
Projects Managers team currently includes former actors, one Language Studies 
graduate and one Drama and Film graduate with a Master in Aesthetics and History 
and a sixteen years experience in cultural management. 

In order to better understand the degree of TM’s cultural investment in new projects 
and the relevance and specificity of the role of project managers in the frame of this 
institution, let us note that TM declared to have spent 29% its 2009 budget on external 
collaborations, including copyrights.  

Teamwork emerged as a key word in TM and not only in the frame of the Coordonator 
de proiecte activity, but rather as a general working attitude, which is transversal to 
departments and positions. TM’s cohesive climate was mentioned by most of the 
interviewees: 

 
Stated in the Administrative Department: 

“Here it’s team, a family”256 

 

            Stated by a Project Manager: 

“We work very much as a team in Metropolis. There is good cooperation”.257 

 

Stated by a Machinist: 

“It’s a good team with good cohesion”258 

 

In addition to this, the degree and nature of interest each employee has in his own job 
play an important role: 

 
Stated by the Director: 

“Metropolis Theatre’s strength resides in the fact that employees participate actively. 
People who don’t work with dedication must leave”259 

 
Metropolis Theatre pays great attention to young people; therefore, the relationship 
between TM and educational institutions deserves a special mention. 

In addition to the collaboration of twenty students and four teachers mentioned above, 
the partnership between Metropolis Theatre and UNATC “I.L. Caragiale”260 extends to 
“Stagiarii” programme. As part of Ivaşcu’s M.A. course in Drama at UNATC, post-
graduated students attending his course stage performances in collaboration with 
Metropolis Theatre261. Metropolis Theatre and UNATC also collaborate in the frame of 

                                                 
255 See interview B.05 
256 From interview B.03 
257 From interview B.05  
258 From interview B.07 
259 From interview B.01 
260 Universitatea Naţională de Artă Teatrală şi Cinematografică “I.L.Caragiale” (see http://www.unatc.ro). 
261 In the frame of “Stagiarii” programme, the musical Poveste din Soho is currently hosted by Teatrul 
Naţional de Operetă and three pieces after Chekhov’s novels are being developed by three students in 
directing. 

http://www.unatc.ro
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“Education through Art” programme and specifically in a project called “Teatrul – 
manual alternativ”262 aiming to promote theatre in high schools. Drama students read 
dramatized excerpts from school textbooks in all Bucharest high schools. The 
Bucharest Municipality is a partner in the project.263 Young actors are also given a 
chance to express themselves on stage in the frame of “Icar”, one of TM’s most 
developed projects264. Finally, let us mention the joint initiative of Metropolis and the 
Commission for Education, Culture, Religion and Sport through which students and 
eighteen year-old teenagers from orphanages would be recruited for an apprenticeship 
in theatre265. 

In the frame of an innovative idea about theatre and inter-departmental working 
relationship, TM’s Director is worried about the perspectives Metropolis Theatre can 
offer its employees since it has no budget for training and human development. 266 
Ivaşcu stated there is no life-long learning practice. In fact, it has been stated that in 
TM new comers are usually trained on the job and through knowledge transfer from 
one generation to another or from an experienced worker to non-skilled ones.  

 
Stated by the Head of Stage Department: 

“I’m training two people with no experience in stage direction”267 

 

Stated by the Head of Performance Organizing Department: 

“Among technicians the older trains the younger and I supervise the situation. 

I’m training young people from the project coordinator department.”268 

 

Stated by the Chief Machinist: 

“I manage seven machinists.  I trained two of them”269 

 

Besides, interviews in different departments highlighted that some specific and 
necessary professional profiles are totally missing and that some others need to be 
improved and updated through a specific training path. 

In particular, the project coordination department, the performance-organizing 
department and the Director stated that TM definitely needs lighting and sound 
designers since there is no training course in Romania aimed at creating these 
professionals. The best professionals usually prefer to work as external collaborators 
in order to negotiate their contract. 

The Director stated that theatres use electricians as lighting designers, but that they 
are not properly trained in order to use technological equipment at its best. 

 
 “You can buy a Ferrari, but they will use it as a bike”270. 

                                                 
262 An alternative text book on theatre  
263 “Students were very excited as well as students who played in the project”. George Ivaşcu in 
http://teatrulmetropolis.ro/index.php?p=evendetal&ide=115  
264 See http://www.teatrulmetropolis.ro/ and www.sfin.ro/articol_17863/teatrul_metropolis_-
_%E2%80%9Eozn%E2%80%9D-ul_de_pe_strada_eminescu.html  
265 See interview D.06  and www.sfin.ro/articol_17863/teatrul_metropolis_-
_%E2%80%9Eozn%E2%80%9D-ul_de_pe_strada_eminescu.html  
266 From interview B.01 
267 From interview B.02 
268 From interview B.06 
269 From interview B.07 

http://teatrulmetropolis.ro/index.php?p=evendetal&ide=115
http://www.teatrulmetropolis.ro/
http://www.sfin.ro/articol_17863/teatrul_metropolis_
http://www.sfin.ro/articol_17863/teatrul_metropolis_
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It seems appropriate to remark that in 2007 Ivaşcu organized a workshop about stage 
techniques in TM. Professionals coming from Germany (Athanor Akademie Schauspiel 
und Regie) and the lighting designer Gérald Karlikow from Paris held the course. Since 
training inside the theatre is an option and not compulsory, some technicians 
participated to the workshop. 

As far as the competences of professionals working in the Metropolis Theatre are 
concerned, interviewees with managerial responsibilities stated that the most urgent 
training needs concern lighting and sound designers, followed by technicians, 
machinists, people in charge of communication and marketing, and project 
managers271. 

Further accurate remarks made on this point include:  

- theatre experience, communication skills and a capacity to foresee what could 
happen are absolute requirements for professions linked to projects 
implementation and communication, 

- PR and marketing need competent professionals; generally people dealing with 
these subjects are dedicated to them, but hardly enough trained, 

- the number of technicians is not appropriate to the needs and many of them leave 
after a few months because of low salaries. It is the most critical point. 

- Ticket officer should have the ability to motivate people to buy tickets also for other 
performances in order to strengthen the link with the existing audience. 

 

The opinion of a representative of Bucharest Municipality can be useful in order to 
position Teatrul Metropolis in the frame of theatres investigated by the research and 
clearly shows how the potential public perceives it: 

 

“Metropolis has a different style.  It is the only project theatre and it is more competitive.  
Ivaşcu can choose from the market: he has no actors as employees who have to play. 
It is harder and easier at the same time. People expect more from Metropolis because 
it’s a different theatre.”272  

 

In the panorama outlined by the research, Teatrul Metropolis represents a particular 
case in which the project of a renowned artistic figure is implemented and tested 
through a proportioned investment of infrastructure and human resources in the frame 
of a public institution. This young theatre embodies a modern attempt to develop 
artistic projects within a strongly traditional performing arts system. Apart from its 
contribution to drama production, it epitomizes a further option in the range of 
possibilities of the Romanian performing arts system, enriching it with a new kind of 
theatre along the traditional ones.

                                                                                                                                              
270 From interview B.01 
271 From interviews B.05, B.06, B.01 
272 From interview D.05 
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PART 3 – Common Outputs.  
Text by Umberto Bellodi, contributions by Sorin Mitulescu  

 
 

1. Moving to a competence-based system 
 

1.1 State of the art before the Scenart Research 

Official statistic data273 concerning the Romanian performing arts field show a 
conservative situation about the evolution of the activities of institutions operating in 
the sector. During the last twenty years, there was no concrete development in this 
sector. From 1990 until 2007, almost the same number of organizations was 
maintained while audience figures decreased. 
 
Year 1992 1995 1997 2002 2005 2007 

Number of performing arts institutions 

TOTAL (including all kind of 
institutions) from which: 

130 139 142 152 146 156 

Drama theatres 48 50 51 59 59 62 
Puppets theatres 24 25 25 26 24 25 
Opera and  musical theatres274 21 18 18 16 14 16 

Number of performances for one year 

Drama theatres 6144 5090 5581 6915 7206 8022 
Puppets theatres 4489 3854 4182 4811 4171 4302 
Opera houses 680 734 673 723 833 955 
Musicals and opereta 2061 1334 1153 893 748 729 

Audience 

TOTAL (in thousands) 4926 3841 3845 4581 4199 4386 
Drama theatres 1581 982 1059 1213 1121 1177 
Puppets theatres 878 618 585 511 536 503 
Opera  171 169 224 200 319 332 
Musical theatres 1246 497 263 184 153 199 
 
Others sources state an important increase in the number of actors during the same 
period of time. In 1989, there were about 2000 actors in Romania while now this 
number is estimated to be between 20.000 and 40.000.275 

These phenomena created a difficult situation inside the performing arts system. In an 
interview for “Adevărul literar şi artistic” Horaţiu Mălăele, a Romanian actor and 
director with an important career in cinema and theatre, criticizes the old-fashioned law 
that still governs theatres in Romania because it encourages an unclear and difficult 
situation for many actors and other people working in the field. 

                                                 
273 See Comisia Nationala de Statistică, Anuarul Statistic al Romaniei, 1998, p. 317 and  Anuarul Statistic 
al Romaniei, 2008, p. 439. 
274 Statistics don’t foresee a category “operetta”. The only one operetta theatre in Romania is probably 
included in “opera and musical theatre”. 
275 Mălăele Horaţiu, “Un interviu cu Horaţiu Mălăele despre viaţa teatrală” in Adevărul literar şi artistic, 
February 2010. 
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In addition, the Ministry of Culture seems to be aware about the problems that stem 
from the way in which salaries are established in public-funded performing arts 
institutions. The “Redefinirea statutului instituţiilor de spectacole sau concerte” by the 
Ministry of Culture is presenting the result of an opinion poll, which states that 80% of 
the employees of the performing arts area prefer to remain in the public sector in order 
to maintain a permanent employment agreement. The document speaks of this desire 
and the unfair equalization of salaries, which are not given according to the real value 
of professionals276.  

The main criteria of the salary system remains “seniority”, therefore the document 
foresees some corrections about this situation but only for  “liberal professionals” and 
not for other technical professions working on stage or in workshops, usually the 
disadvantaged categories of the entire system. Public media often presents these 
professionals working in theatre as curious cases of survivals from by-gone days. For 
instance, it is possible to find articles about “the last wig maker” from the Opera 
Timişoara277 or about “stage painter” job for which young people seem to have lost all 
interest278. 

On the other hand, the poor level of awareness about the importance and specificity of 
this sector is confirmed by the lack of literature concerning technical aspects of theatre 
in Romania; Iulia Popovici, one of the most important Romanian theatre journalists, 
expresses her dissatisfaction while debating the problems of directors. In contrast to 
the situation in other European countries, the only book, which focuses on aesthetic 
choices and context of the creative process of directors in Romania, without falling into 
apologetic matters, is “Cinci divane ad-hoc”, edited by Miruna Runcan and CC 
Buricea-Mlinarcic, based primarily on the testimonies of Victor Ioan Frunză, Alexandru 
Dabija and Mihai Măniuţiu. Published in hard format in 1995 the book was edited in an 
electronic version in 2007.279 A further indicator of this situation is the bibliography 
suggested to prospective students of the Faculty of Theatre, Light and Sound Design 
Department (UNATC Bucureşti). This reading list comprises five titles, only one of 
which is by Romanian authors; they all contain general data providing no specific 
information on sound or light for the stage.280 

 

1.2 A New Concept of “Mobility” within the System  

The analysis of the sample theatres and of the other theatres belonging to the 
Municipality of Bucharest highlighted several issues directly related to the lack of an 
initial and life-long learning system in Romania. This basic lack has different 
repercussions on the labour, social and motivational conditions of people working in 
the sector. In order to draw a map of these issues, let us consider the general concept 
of “movement” or “path” as a core point of discussion. Through “movement” or “path” 
we mean an individual process of professional development (updating skills, moving 
from generalist workers to specialists also.) as well as an external process of 
developing careers in the area (moving from lower to higher positions, gaining 
responsibilities inside a theatre production system). Therefore, the main issue that 

                                                 
276 “There are also implications for salary system because the remuneration people or performers receive 
is not correlated with the amount of work, being determined on the basis of seniority and not on the level 
of performance at artistic and professional level.” From Ministerul Culturii şi Cultelor, Redefinirea statutului 
instituţiilor de spectacole sau concerte, 2006, http://www.cultura.ro/Files/GenericFiles/PPP-
InstitutiiSpectacol-2007-07-12.pdf 
277 See Balutescu Ramona, “Esperanto-ul  perucii de scena (The last woman making  wigs in Opera 
Timisoara)” in Timpolis (Timişoara newspaper), 23-25.10.2008 
278 See Timpolis Balutescu Ramona, “Pictorii scenei” (Set Painters) in Timpolis (Timişoara newspaper), 
14-17.01.2010 
279 See Popovici Iulia, “A pune în scenă. Interpretul şi ucigaşul” in Observatorul cultural, August 2008 
280 See www.unatc.ro  

http://www.cultura.ro/Files/GenericFiles/PPP
http://www.unatc.ro
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came out of the research is the kind of “mobility within the system” that performing arts 
employees can afford during their professional career.    
This problem particularly affects workers in the technical and managerial departments, 
including all stage technicians, workshop technicians, people in administrative, 
communication, public relations jobs. Artists are partially excluded at this stage 
because of their different educational level, with the exception of dancers who have a 
different type of acknowledgement.  

The following remark was made in the context of a general discussion on average 
salaries during an interview with a Union representative run in the Scenart research: 
 

A dancer, after 20 years of work earns about 300 euro and his/her retirement age was 
at 40/45 (women/men). In 2007, this raised to 50 and in a few years will probably 
become 53.281 A vocal soloist after 20 years earns about 600 euro. Technicians and 
administration staff earn 200-250 euro.   

(...) 

Health problems are not taken into consideration when setting the rules for professional 
profiles in the performing arts. Unions are discussing the creation of a national 
commission to look into physical decline problems in several professions. The salary 
and career system is based on education; dancers have secondary school studies, so 
they are on a low-level contract. It would be great to have a sort of intermediary step 
between school and labour system and this should be vocational training. That would 
help the system, especially for technical and managerial profiles. Unfortunately, 
legislation is never at the same point with trends and this creates further problems.282 

 

Our effort to describe this situation is not so easy because it runs through several 
aspects that pertain to the entire public system rather than exclusively to the 
performing arts sector. 

To start with, let us state that there are around 103 officially recognized theatres in 
Romania 283 of which only one has a private nature. This exception is Teatrul Act in 
Bucharest, founded by a private sponsor in 1998284 and linked to the personality of 
Marcel Iures285, one of the most important Romanian actors with an impressive career 

                                                 
281 See Legea Pensiilor – actualizată 2010 -, Anexa nr.2 
282 From interview F.22 
283 See Comisia Nationala de Statistică, Anuarul Statistic al Romaniei, 1998, p. 317 and  Anuarul Statistic 
al Romaniei, 2008, p. 439 
284 The founding sponsor of Teatrul Act was Connex in 1998. Other sponsors: ABB (since 1999), Ericsson 
(2000-2001), Vodafone (since 2008). Teatrul Act benefits also from private donations and directly from 
ticket sales. The original idea was not to keep an independence from the public funding in order to feel 
free in the artistic programmeming (from interview D.01). 
285 “(…) he made his stage debut at the Bulandra Theatre, Romania, in the 1975 production of Ferma, 
playing George. (...) At the same time his stage career was starting, Marcel was given his first real screen 
break in the 1978 film (Vis de Ianuarie) in which he played the part of Franz Lizt. During the early eighties 
Marcel appeared at both the Bulandra and Odeon theatres in Bucharest. (...) Since 1994 he has been a 
freelance actor playing leading roles in television, films and theatre. He has taken part in over ten 
television productions and also played the main parts in several full length Romanian films (...). Marcel's 
international film career sprang from the UK tour in 1994 of the director, Mihai Maniutiu's production of 
Richard III, where he played the eponymous hero. His meteoric rise to international fame came after 
portraying the role of Alexander Golitsyn in the 1996 film "Mission Impossible". This was quickly followed 
by his magnificent portrayal of Dusan Gavrich in the 1997 film "The Peacemaker". Starring alongside 
actors such as George Clooney and Nicole Kidman. Marcel's past and recent body of work remains to this 
day impressive, boasting a number of wonderful performances that include film roles in Hart's War, Pirates 
of the Caribbean 3, Goal, Faimosul Paparazzo, Isolation, Vacanta Cea Mare  and Logodnicii Din 
America. (…) He is the president of the Teatrul ACT (the first independent theatre in Romania) which was 
set up by himself and supporters of his campaign, way back in 1998. He is the president and a judge of 
the Anonimul International Film Festival and also the president of Ideo Ideis Festival (national theatre 
festival which is held each year for teenagers).” (see http://www.marcel-
iures.com/biography%20page%203.htm)   

http://www.marcel
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in the theatre and film industry. The figure does not include clubs, “canteen theatres” 
and other underground experiences, which actually function throughout the country. 
One of the most important examples is the “Green Hours” Jazz Club in Bucharest, 
which started has a concert club but developed itself during the years creating the 
experience of “Teatrul Luni”. 286 

The budget of all public theatres is strongly based on funding from public sources. 
Generally, private sponsorship usually comes under the guise of a kind of barter or 
technical donations, mostly because legal provisions do not encourage direct financial 
sponsorship.287 Only small contributions are made directly to a theatre because if the 
value of the barter or the donation is substantial, it should be subjected to a public 
procurement procedure. So, the percentage of public funding of Romanian theatres 
usually makes around 90-95 % of the entire budget, while the rest is covered not only 
by sponsorship and donations but also by the production activity (mainly ticket sales).  

This strong economic connection to the public sector is also replicated in human 
resources working in theatres. Salaries are balanced with those of other public 
administration sectors, and depend primarily on the educational level of employees. 
They are fixed by law for all the public sectors and can increase mainly on the base of 
seniority. The system is based on two different components: a national law288 and a 
labour agreement negotiated by single institutions with Unions. The second one is 
more detailed and regulates the working procedures and rules inside the organization, 
even if salaries are fixed by the national law. All professional profiles are described 
through different categories. For instance, machinists and property masters have two 
macro-categories:  qualified and un-qualified workers.289 Among qualified workers, 
there are further different levels. Seniority and academic qualification are the criteria 
through which a worker is assigned to a category and there are no qualitative 
elements, which can contribute to this process.   

While this research does not intend to analyze the law itself, the following pages will try 
to establish a number of crucial points in understanding the importance of a 
competence-based system in the field of performing arts, overcoming the actual 
system, which is based on criteria, which are too general for the sector. 

 

1.3 Employees Vs Collaborators 

All Romanian theatres work on their production with both permanent employees and 
collaborators from different sectors. This situation is pretty much the same all over 
Europe but allows to point out some specific issues because of the “repertory” nature 
of most Romanian halls, and because of the large number of artists (singers, 
musicians, dancers and actors) in the theatres’ artistic departments. 

Theoretically, all theatres (at least the bigger ones) could be self-sufficient because 
their organizational charts comprise all the professional profiles they need in order to 
run a production, and cover all sectors from artistic to technical, to the administrative 
and management ones. However, all theatres use a large number of external 
collaborators in order to cover several missing links or positions in their production 
process.  In the technical sector, for example, jobs for which it is difficult to find 

                                                 
286 The theatre section of the club has been opened in 1997 and is now in its twelfth season. Together 
with Teatrul Act is of the long living independent halls in Romania (see www.greenhours.ro).  
287 See Legea 32 din 1994 privind sponsorizarea 
288 Ministerul Muncii, Lege Cadru privind salarizarea unitară a personalului plătit din fonduri publice 
http://www.gov.ro/upload/articles/106607/LEGE-cadru-privind-salarizarea-unitara.pdf 
289 Ibid. 

http://www.greenhours.ro
http://www.gov.ro/upload/articles/106607/LEGE-cadru-privind-salarizarea-unitara.pdf
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competent people are stage director, set and costume designers, lightning designers, 
wig makers and all positions linked to highly specialized jobs.290 
Usually some of the best professionals are not employees of the theatres and prefer to 
work as free-lance collaborators in order to negotiate their contract. External 
collaborators earn more because they can negotiate following the logic of the liberal 
system.291 Most professionals of the young generation prefer to work as freelancers. 
During an interview run with a representative of UNATC “I.L. Caragiale”292 it was stated 
that after graduating, many of them work as freelancers; they usually prefer not to be 
employed in theatres and, eventually, they move to other sectors working in the film 
industry or creating their own production company.293 This trend was also confirmed by 
the quantitative data collected in the Scenart research, which reveals that only the 
12% of professional interviewees are less than 30 years old whereas 51% are over 
45.294 

An interview with a freelancer working in a National theatre as producător delegat295 
revealed that he preferred working as a collaborator not only because of the higher 
salary but also because of motivations: when a professional has a “precarious” 
position, he is forced to do his best and to remain more active in order to reach a high 
level of performance. 

It is interesting to focus also on another testimony given by a Union representative in 
Bucharest.296 This professional stated that in the last three years many things changed 
in the performing arts sector.  The audience is changing a lot, demand is changing, 
and so is the repertory. There are new performances (such as musicals) which are 
giving a new style and taste. Also, job profiles are changing together with trends and 
with new equipment. He added also that some profiles such as tailors, choreographs, 
directors, set-designers are now contracted outside as collaborators because all these 
jobs are “becoming more artistic” and are mainly filled by freelancers. This last 
consideration opens a new way of understanding professionals working in between 
artistic and technical skills. 

The recent publication “A report on theatre technical training in EU 1998 – 2008”,297 by 
the actors of the Social Dialogue in Brussels (Pearle*298 and EUROMEI299), makes an 

                                                 
290 From interview A.03 
291 From interview B.01 
292 Universitatea Naţională de Artă Teatrală şi Cinematografică “I.L.Caragiale”. (http://www.unatc.ro/) 
293 From interview G.01 
294 On the other hand, audience seems to move in the opposite direction. In a research done by the 
Centrul de Studii  Culturale al Ministerului Culturii (in november 2008) about “The National Theater 
Festival’s audience”, requested by UNITER (The Romanian Association of Theatre Artists), the public’s 
perception of its 2008 edition has been evaluated taking into consideration three main dimensions: 
“Firstly, we inquired into the public’s concern with theatre. Secondly, we tried to measure their attitude 
towards this year’s edition of the festival. Also, in order to develop a relevant analysis, we described a 
socio-demographic profile of the viewers. In order to gather this kind of information, we used the technique 
of self-administered questionnaires. The data suggest that for what concerns the spectators’ profile  they 
are generally between 19 and 34 years old, college graduates,  who are going to theatre plays on a 
monthly basis.” 
295 Literally it can be translated as “Delegate Producer”, a professional profile who represents a connexion 
between artistic and technical departments during a production. He can coordinate some assistants who 
are dedicated specifically to settings, props and costumes. The producator delegat has to deal also with 
the artistic parts, negotiating with dancers and with the orchestra during rehearsals and performances. He 
also schedules the rehearsals and plans the tour.  
296 From interview F.22 
297 Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, PEARLE* EURO-MEI Training Forum 2009 - A report on theatre 
technical training in EU 1998 – 2008, 2009 
298 Pearle* is the Performing Arts Employers Associations League Europe, the European trade federation 
of Performing Arts organisations, and was created in 1991. It represents through its member associations 
almost 4.000 theatres, companies, orchestras and music ensembles, opera houses, ballet companies, 
festivals, and other European organisations working within the sector of performing arts. (ibid., p. 3). 
“Pearle* acts as a forum for exchanging information of relevance to members, for sharing experiences in 
cultural management and technical skills, for supporting and assisting the formation of employers’ 

http://www.unatc.ro/
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interesting remark on the evolution of technicians based on the “physical conditions 
within the theatre building”: 

 
At the time of gas, lighting the “gazier” used to work under the stage having no view of 
what was happening on stage; therefore, his role was similar to the one of some 
colleagues working in other fields such as street lighting. The technician used to work 
with valves in a sort of independent parallel world, while actors were performing. After 
the electrical lighting, technicians changed their working position to the side of the 
stage but still did not have the same view of the audience, but it became possible to 
see what was happening on stage. (…)  This physical place allows technicians to “inter-
act” with artists while the fact of being surrounded by audience gives them the 
opportunity of receiving further information participating to the performance.300  

 

The status of technical and technical-artistic professionals is changing in the European 
Union as a whole because new approaches and new technologies require more 
specialists than generalist workers. It could be stated that also, the actual system in 
Romania allows recognizing specialists because of their level of education but, in 
reality, there are several cases in which some professionals with more responsibilities 
and skills (for instance the regizor tehnic) earn a lower salary than a machinist is with a 
longer seniority.301 Therefore, it is clear that a young regizor tehnic would be in a way 
prevented from running for a permanent position in a theatre because his complex 
professionalism would not be recognized upon entering the organization. 

Therefore, even if this first consideration seems to indicate that some of the best 
professionals refuse to join a theatre on a permanent contract mainly because of the 
low salaries they can earn there, in reality the problem resides in this system’s 
impossibility to assess and acknowledge their competences.  

Almost all the interviewed managers have stated the importance of the 
acknowledgement of competences. Below are some extracts from their remarks 
reported in the research:  

 

An acknowledgement of competences would be very useful: with a certification, you 
can prove that you have competences and ask for a better salary.  

Employees can receive an extra bonus on their salary but it depends on quantitative 
and not qualitative criteria. The main criterion is seniority. 

There is a very strict law on this matter. There is no possibility to pay people on the 
base of their competences. 

There are many competent professionals, but they move in other sectors. They need to 
have a better salary. 

A system of acknowledgment would be very important. 

The Ministries of Labour and Education should acknowledge and certify qualified 
professions in performing arts. 

                                                                                                                                              
associations in addition to serving as the body to make representations to the European Commission and 
any other authorities whose deliberations may affect the work of the Performing Arts in Europe.” (see 
www.pearle.ws). 
299 EURO-MEI is the European region of UNI-MEI, the media, entertainment and arts sector of Union 
Network International (UNI) representing seventy European national trade unions. Its members are 
technicians, scriptwriters, directors and others working in film and cinema production, theatre, exhibitions 
and visual arts. One of EuroMEI’s main roles is to create stronger ties between workers and unions, and it 
also represents its members in dealings with European institutions. (Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, 
PEARLE* EURO-MEI Training Forum 2009 - A report on theatre technical training in EU 1998 – 2008, 
2009, p. 3) 
300 Ibid., p. 3-4 
301 From interview A.03 

http://www.pearle.ws
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"I’m 100% convinced to use professional training in order to move to a competence-
based system and to a new kind of professionalism.”302 

 
Finally, let us quote another statement from the interview with another Union 
representative in Bucharest, a general consideration on what “is” and what “should be” 
in the system: 

 

Everybody learns on the job. There is no qualification, no acknowledgement. Only 
artists can be qualified. Qualification in technical sector is needed. Currently you cannot 
verify technical competences on any other basis than work.303 

 

1.4 Technicians, a first overview  

In order to better understand the system’s state of the art, let us consider a specific 
and concrete example stage and workshop “technicians”. 

Technicians working in Romanian theatres are nowadays trained only in the frame of 
their own educational path. Most of them come from a technical school, a lyceum, or in 
some cases (especially for profiles such as regizor tehnic, set and costume designer), 
they had some academic experiences, sometimes not completed.  

As an example, we will quote here two different careers for the following profiles: 
machinist and set painter. These profiles are good samples because of their raising 
level: from the most technical one, to the technical-artistic one.304  

                                                 
302 It is important to remember that the research has been run interviewing the five theatres belonging to 
the partnership of Scenart (Teatrul Naţional de Operetă, Opera Brasov, Teatrul Metropolis, Teatrul 
Naţional Târgu-Mureş, Teatrul Naţional de opera şi balet Constanta), one private theatre (Teatrul Act)  
and the following theatres belonging to the Municipality of Bucharest: Bulandra, Comedie, Evreiesc, 
Nottara, Mic, Odeon, Ţăndărică and Constantin Tănase. Moreover, there is another important statement 
which has been reported after an interview with one of the Financial Managers of the above mentioned 
theatres: “There is no relationship between the acknowledgement of competences and career, so 
technicians avoid improving their training because there are no incentives. Getting an upper level means 
only 10% of extra salary but having an higher responsibility means also to create a sort of insurance 
(equal to 3 monthly salaries) in order to avoid stealing and technical mistakes (theoretically, because this 
second case is not applied)” (from interview C.01). This consideration underlines the fact that in a way the 
actual system plays a disincentive role for the self-improvement of people working in the field of 
performing arts. 
303 From interview F.22 
304 The different roles related to the set designer profile often create some issues in the definition of this 
job. In the frame of the transnational project Leonardo da Vinci “Virtual Interactive Programme” (2003-
2005) which analysed the profiles of set and costume designer, lighting designer and director, and, 
through a research run throughout Europe, the following definition has been reached: “The set and 
costume designer, otherwise defined as the creative or draft painter (…) contributes to choose the spaces 
and their management, projecting and defining scenery by ideation, imagination, documents and 
elaborations. Two frequent methods of developing the project are described as follows: a) The set 
designer realizes a product that represents his own conceptual work; b) The traditional instrument to show 
his/her own idea (mainly to the conductor) is the sketch. (…) The sketch demonstrates that the set and 
costume designer is able to capture and interpret ideas, stage realities, emotional climates in a synthetic 
way, that is conceptual and graphic. The role of the scenery maker  is different: he spends his own 
working and professional resources understanding the project done by the scenery painter and joining the 
creative exigencies with his/her knowledge of materials (ensuring the possibility to adequate the elements 
and materials asked by the sketch makers in an artistic way, testing the possibility to realize the project)” 
(Leonardo da Vinci - Virtual Interactive Programme, Director, set and costume designer, lighting designer 
in live entertainment ... between ancient knowledge and new media, 2005, p. 134-137). In order to 
complete this information we have to note that the “scenery maker” quoted in the statement above is also 
called in the same text “set builder”. It’s important to know that this text is translated from its original Italian 
version and all these expressions are related to the lemma scenografo realizzatore (Bellodi Umberto, Van 
Goethem Chris, PEARLE* EURO-MEI Training Forum 2009 - A report on theatre technical training in EU 
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 Machinist  

n. 1 n. 2 n. 3 

He was working in a textile 
factory.  

He went into theatre thanks 
to a friend who was working 
in the same place.  

He had no special interest for 
theatre but after working in it, 
he started to like it.  

He made a professional 
school for blacksmiths.  

Then he worked in a private 
company as an iron 
mechanic.  

There was a free position in 
theatre and he applied for it.  

Usually theatres hire people 
with skills in carpentry or 
metalwork in order to help the 
workshop technicians.  

He likes working in the 
theatre, because it is possible 
to see directly the result of his 
work. 

He was working as a 
mechanic since 1990.  

He started working after the 
revolution in the theatre by 
chance, and then he liked it.  

He already liked theatre, but 
as a spectator. 

The former chief machinist 
explained to him how to do 
the job. He never attended a 
course, except for work 
security.  

 

 

As we can see from the table above, none of these professionals had a proper training 
experience in performing arts. Everyone joined the theatre by chance, going through a 
competition, and only in one case (n.3) was there a previous interest for the area. 
Further on their interview reveals that all of them learnt their profession working on 
stage, in a natural process of “on the job training”, during which the older generation 
taught the new one. Another important consideration is that, through this process, 
these three machinists now hold the position of “Chief Machinist” in their respective 
theatres, after an average career of 20 years. 

 
 Set Painter  

n. 1 n. 2 n. 3 

He attended an artistic high 
school and the open art 
school for decorative 
painting.  

He has been working as a set 
painter for 6 years.  

Before he worked as a 
painter in a furniture factory 
and painting signs on the 
streets.  

He joined the theatre through 
an open competition. 

He considers that there is not 
much difference between 
painting signs on the streets 
and painting sets. Anyway, in 
the theatre more creativity is 
needed. 

He attended an art high 
school.  After that he spent 6 
months abroad attending a 
sort of professional course in 
techniques for theatre 
(working with different 
materials, sculpting, acrylic 
paintings, masks, artistic 
painting with different 
techniques). 

He started University, but 
then left, as he had to 
manage both work and 
studies. 

He has learnt on the job and 
trained himself by reading 
many catalogues of costume 
history. 

He studied fine arts at the art 
high school, specializing in 
ceramic and stucco.  

He never had specific training 
(in terms of initial training) in 
performing arts.  

Since he was young, he 
wanted to work in the field of 
“stage setting”, especially 
with tri-dimensional elements, 
that is why he studied stucco 
and molding.  

He always had a strong 
interest for performing arts 
because of his imaginative 
and creative attitude. 

He took a life-long learning 
course managed by Teatrul 

                                                                                                                                              
1998 – 2008, 2009, p. 3). To this category of “scenery maker” or “set builder” belong also the 
professionals working in the Romanian workshops on painting, decor and sculpture (butaforia). 
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 Naţional for sculpture 
(butaforia). It was a practical 
workshop. 

 

In this second case, careers are a little more diversified, even if they start from a 
common education obtained in an artistic lyceum/high school.   

In case n.1 we can note that after school the professional worked in different sectors 
such as street- and furniture design and it seems he does not feel the difference 
between working in urbanism and in performing arts.  

In case n.2, after initial education the professional improved his competences thanks 
to a period of learning abroad and he started also to study at the University but did not 
have the possibility to deal with work and academic studies at once. 

Case n.3 was fascinated by performing arts since his youth and after starting working 
in theatre decided to improve his skills with a training course managed by one of the 
most important Romanian theatres. 

In two of those cases (n.2 and n.3), we can underline an attitude to lifelong learning 
joined by a better attitude to teaching than the one belonging to case n.1. 

Summing up of all these examples, we notice that in all competence improvement was 
casual, happened by chance (mainly in the cases of machinists) or developed thanks 
to a personal attitude, interest and sensibility. The experience of the life-long learning 
course for sculpture managed by Teatrul Naţional Bucureşti is really one of the few 
training opportunities that Scenart research found out in the frame of life-long learning 
and, in any case, any Authority did not officially acknowledge this training path. 

 
He took a life-long learning course managed by Teatrul Naţional for butaforia 
(sculpture). It was a practical workshop; every “student” had a concrete task with a 
subject and worked on ornaments. His “exercise” was building and modeling a garland 
of acanthus leaves, working with gypsum. Another exercise was in building masks. 
They got a certificate of attendance from this course but there was no improvement in 
salaries or categories because of this; it is just a certificate assessing that you can work 
as a sculptor.305 

 

So, how to move to a properly acknowledged training system? 

                                                 
305 From interview F.08 
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2. From Academic Education to Blended Learning 
 

2.1 Universities’ training efforts 

Nowadays in Romania, the academic education is the main actor of the training 
process of people working in the field of arts. Universities train professionals through 
their artistic and managerial departments, but the link between education and labour 
market seems rather loose.  

Generally speaking, but at the same time quoting an interview with one of the general 
directors involved in the Scenart research, we can say that there are three different 
situations: technicians are trained on stage, learning by doing and knowledge transfer 
from senior to young professionals; artists are trained in university and are usually 
graduated, except for ballet dancers who come from high schools; directors usually 
come from an artistic background and sometimes they attend some masters in cultural 
management provided by the university.306 

In the frame of the Scenart research a member of the UNATC academic staff was 
interviewed, whose input is highly relevant for this report. First, he pointed out the gap 
between education and labour market, underlining the open perspective that the 
University tries to give to students in order to allow them to consider a larger range of 
professional opportunities. This attitude is necessary because the market is not 
properly open for new professionals; so, thanks to a strong theoretical base, students 
can adapt their knowledge to different sectors and different jobs. 

In 2004 UNATC tried to set up a partnership with the ISTS de Avignon307 (Institut 
Supérieur des Techniques du Spectacle), a vocational training centre which is very 
active in the frame of European training. This experience, which was focused on 
training for stage managers, did not succeed properly but this effort is a concrete 
example of the awareness of a lack of specific training for performing arts. One of the 
issues of this unsuccessful experience was the certification level, which should have 
been defined on the base of European standards; another reason for this kind of 
failures was the economic factor. 
 

In 1998-99, in the frame of a UNITER project (Uniunea Teatrală din Romania) together 
with the Ministry of Culture, was run a selection among stage managers in order to 
have a course in Avignon. The course was planned through three parts: 1. Training 
period in Bucharest (6 months in Odeon Theatre with a French teacher); 2. Training 
period in Avignon; 3. Training on the job. He won the selection, had the training in 
Bucharest, but the project was stopped before the training in Avignon because funds 
were already ended.308 

 

Another recent experience promoted by UNATC is a master programme in sound and 
lighting design. Training courses for lighting and sound designers (5 students) have 
been held in UNATC for 4 years now but this is still considered a sort of experimental 
phase.  

On the other hand, the course for set designers has a longer and stronger tradition and 
is characterized by its deep relation with the practical activity on stage. The course 
prepares students both for theatre, television and the film industry, because many 
people are interested in this and there is higher market demand. UNATC’s 

                                                 
306 From interview F.01 
307 www.ists-avignon.com  
308 From interview E.06 

http://www.ists-avignon.com
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representative confirmed what came out from the interviews: many technicians in 
Romania are working in theatre by accident and do not have a preliminary professional 
training. Some of them have a special feeling for theatre, while many of them leave at 
the first better job opportunity. Even if they are part of the technical staff, during their 
first professional training they should change and experience different roles in order to 
understand the process of theatre production as a whole; were it possible to prepare 
them through this kind of initial learning, they will be better equipped to understand the 
ethics of working in theatre. 

UNATC’s representative made also some interesting points about the institution of a 
new training system for performing arts. He considered that important institutions in the 
artistic field (such as NGOs, theatres and training academies) should assume the role 
of providers but they have to obtain everything that it is needed from the Ministry of 
Labour in order to be able to certificate courses and master classes. 

Moreover, he said that – because of the peculiarity of the sector - the best way to 
operate would be having connections with the three ministries, which are involved in 
the development of human resources at different levels: Ministry of Education, Ministry 
of Labour and Ministry of Culture.  

The fact that academic education is nowadays almost the only training possibility for 
people who want to work in the performing arts was equally revealed by interviews 
with employees working outside Bucharest. In the frame of interviews run in Târgu-
Mureş, for instance, several workers spoke about the efforts made by the local 
University of Theatre309 to create a training path for technical and technical-artistic 
profiles. 

 
The Târgu-Mureş University of Art wanted to have a section for stage lighting. Last year 
a lightning designer from Budapest held a workshop for directors.310 

 

From an interesting meeting with a regizor tehnic in the National Theatre we had also 
the opportunity to collect another important opinion. This professional stated that the 
Theatre University has a clear intention to create specialization courses for technical 
profiles. Only few experiences were run up to now; moreover, he added that this could 
be a possible specialization alternative for Theatre Studies students who aspire to be 
critics or playwrights but unfortunately cannot find a job because there are no such 
positions.  Nowadays, those students look at technical departments as a step below in 
the hierarchical scale of performing arts but developing this sector would be a strong 
strategy in order to maintain young professionals with a proper cultural approach and 
with a concrete passion for arts in the theatres.311  

As already noticed, it is not a very rare case that some technicians (especially in 
positions of higher responsibility like technical director or regizor tehnic) already have 
an academic education; they joined the theatre without specific performing arts studies 
but are able to adapt their technical knowledge to the rules of the stage. 

 
Stated by a Technical Director: 

He worked as a mechanic in his town after a University degree in naval engineering. He 
had no link or interest in theatre at all. He learned how to work on stage from other 
technicians in the first three months (on the job training); moreover, he learned all the 
administrative and financial things from the financial manager.312 

                                                 
309 Universitatea de Artă Teatrală - Színművészeti Egyetem, http://www.uat.ro/  
310 From interview E.17 
311 From interview E.06 
312 From interview C.05 

http://www.uat.ro/
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Anyway, this kind of general technical education should be just the starting point of a 
proper specialization path in order to work in the arts sector. 
Other job profiles pertaining to administrative and management departments have a 
similar situation, even if their starting point is usually related to arts and culture. One of 
the most usual paths is the Theatre Studies course, which trains specialists in: theatre 
criticism, journalism, cultural management, multidisciplinary research, history, theory 
and aesthetics of theatre combining theoretical studies with subjects integrated in the 
creative process of performing arts. This degree allows students to continue their 
studies with a Master in Theatre Cultural Management and Marketing (2 years long) 
and a PhD in the field of Theatre (3 years). The department was established in 1953 
(initially in partnership with Film Studies specialization) at the Institute of Film and 
Drama. In 1990, it became an autonomous chair of the Faculty of Drama.313 

 

2.2 Focus on Secretariat Literar’s potential 

As also stated by UNATC,314 graduate students from the Theatre Studies course 
usually get into theatre as members of the Secretariat Literar, nowadays a department 
evolving and changing. 

 

Stated by two people in charge of Secretariat Literar: 

Their assistants graduated Theatre Studies and they make very good teams with 
them.315 

 

Stated by a Head of Marketing: 

She studied Language and Theatre Studies in parallel. Theatre Studies had a short 
course on cultural management. She got the degree in 1996 and the department 
developed more in this area.316 

 
Stated by a Head of Secretariat Literar Muzical: 

The actual secretar literar professionals are Theatre Studies graduates but she is a 
special case because she also has an artistic background.317 

 

Stated by a Deputy General Manager: 

In our theatre, the General Director carries out the decision-making part of the work of 
PR department and Secretariat Literar (i.e. decisions about interviews, website content, 
press information and selection of new performances).318 

 

Stated by Human Resources Representative: 

She is second year student in Theatre Studies. She worked as accountant, but not in 
cultural sector. She has always been attracted by theatre and culture. She thought she 
needed a change and started to attend Theatre Studies courses. After graduating, she 

                                                 
313 See www.unatc.ro  
314 Ibid. 
315 From interview E.16 
316 From interview A.02 
317 From interview F.07 
318 From interview D.02 

http://www.unatc.ro
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will see what she will do and if the case were, work in that area. She would be very 
interested in training courses in cultural management.319 

 

Tasks belonging to members of the Secretariat Literar are various and changed a lot 
during the past couple of years. The job description was originally similar to the 
German profile of Drammaturg, a professional dealing with research and development 
of texts and music. His tasks could also include the hiring of actors, the development 
of a coherent season programme, the editing of new plays, the creation of 
programmes or educational services and assisting the director during rehearsals. In an 
interview with an experienced professional working in the sector for several years, we 
had the opportunity to collect interesting information on how the role changed. 

Secretariat literar muzical’s job requires to schedule artistic rehearsals (spaces and 
timing) and performances, and to suggest titles for the next season taking into 
consideration which artists are free. In 1990, when this professional started working in 
the Secretariat, there was more work to do because two more people working for 
Secretariat dealt with communication (posters, advertising stage-photography) and 
PR.  In his theatre, since 2005, this role was taken over by a new department of “PR 
and Communication” but in other theatres, the Secretariat Literar still covers this.320 In 
fact, the person in charge of the department in another theatre described their activity 
as follows: they manage the whole “literary” part (texts, posters, reading scripts in 
order to propose performances, translations on texts) and they consider it as a very 
complex and wide activity. They also give media information for press releases, invite 
journalists to the première and collect press information to have an archive for each 
production. In order to plan rehearsals properly, they meet every Friday morning and 
have a specific meeting for the scheduling of the next month. Finally, they also 
manage the content of the website.321 

In the case above as responsibilities shifted from the Secretariat Literar to the PR and 
Communication Department, the latter’s tasks are as follows: relationship with the 
media, catalogue editing, workshop management, international relationships, graphic 
and marketing (for these last two responsibilities there are specialists working). 
Moreover, there is a person responsible for web communication (writing newsletters, 
updating in both Romanian and English, checking information) and developing social 
projects.322 

All the above information allows us to state the necessity to develop communication, 
marketing and PR skills through proper training. This would prepare people for job 
opportunities in Secretariat Literar or in Communication Departments by creating much 
needed competences given the development of the theatres’ inner structure. 
 

There would be a lot to do in the area of communication in our theatre: organizing 
opinion polls to know the audience and implementing a network between theatres. The 
best solution would be to have a new department; Impresariat and Secretariat literar 
could interact and work together in that way.323 

 

They would need more advertising and communication. Of course, there is always a 
connection between expenses and costs.324 

 

                                                 
319 From interview E.20 
320 See interview F.07 
321 See interview E.16 
322 See interviews F.21, F.24 
323 From interview E.20  
324 From interview E.11 
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A very skilled person covers communication, but it’s an exception compared to other 
theatres.325 

 
Stated by an Artistic Director: 

There is neither marketing nor PR in his theatre and he has to manage tasks which do 
not belong to him.  

(…)  

The theatre has no PR and Marketing department. Former general directors did not 
want to have this kind of department. The current general director would like to have 
one but he cannot because the organizational chart is frozen.  

(…)  

A reconversion activity in this field, through a proper training course, would be an 
opportunity for some people.326 

3. “On the job” Training  
 

3.1 Justification 

Thinking about planning a brand new training system addressed to people working in 
the field of performing arts, it is necessary to take into consideration all feedbacks 
came out from the interviews to the potential users. 

The general question “how to provide proper training” has to take into consideration 
the ratio between theoretical approaches and “on the job training”. Almost the totality 
of interviewees stated the importance of being trained on stage, during their daily 
activity, in order to apply the learning outcomes directly on the production, which is the 
core of their working activity. From a pedagogical point of view, this makes great sense 
because it allows “not-student learners” to capitalize immediately their new skills 
practicing them on the job.  

On the other hand, the impact of “on the job training” on the system is strongly 
demonstrated and scientifically justified by many different industries and productive 
sectors.  

The following quote is an evidence of this; it is a comment made by three American 
professors, belonging to the University of Kentucky and to Purdue University,327 on a 
text by Gary Becker:328 Human Capital: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis, with 
Special Reference to Education.329 
 

Researchers now widely accept that there are two key aspects of training. First, there is 
the recognition that on-the-job training is an important example of an “investment” in 
human capital. Like any investment, there are initial costs. For on-the-job training, these 
costs include the time devoted by the worker and co-workers to learning skills that 
increase productivity plus the costs of any equipment and material required to teach 
these skills. Like any investment, the returns to these expenditures occur in future 

                                                 
325 From interview B.06 
326 From interview E.19 
327 Barron John M., Berger Mark C., Black Dan A., On-the-Job Training, W.E. Upjohn Institute for 
Employment Research, 1997 (see http://www.upjohninst.org/publications/ch1/ojtch1.pdf) 
328 Gary Backer is an American economist, Nobel laureate in Economics in 1992 (see 
http://home.uchicago.edu/~gbecker/biography/biography_2.html) 
329 Becker Gary S., Human Capital: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis, with Special Reference to 
Education, University of Chicago Press, 1964 (3rd ed. 1993) 

http://www.upjohninst.org/publications/ch1/ojtch1.pdf
http://home.uchicago.edu/~gbecker/biography/biography_2.html
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periods. For on-the-job training, these future returns are measured by the increased 
productivity of the worker during subsequent periods of employment. 

The second key aspect of on-the-job training is the distinction between “general” and 
“specific” on-the-job training, a distinction emphasized by Becker in his early works. 
While all training increases the productivity of the worker at the firm providing the 
training, general training also increases the productivity of the worker at firms other 
than the one providing the training. For example, a secretary who learns the use of a 
standard word-processing programme or a doctor who interns at a specific hospital 
both receive general training, as these skills are transferable to other workplaces. On 
the other hand, specific on-the-job training increases the productivity of the worker at 
the firm providing the training, but not at other firms. Resources spent orienting new 
employees to the practices of their new employer, or teaching employees how to 
contribute to a unique assembly process or work team, are examples of specific 
training.330 

 

Therefore, it seems clear that “on the job training” is not only a practical solution with a 
strong pedagogical value but also benefits productivity directly. “On the job training” 
actually allows the direct connection between human resources improvement and a 
production increase in terms of quality/quantity.  

Another important quote, coming from another sector, is the following official statement 
made by the U.S. Home Department: 

 
On-the-job training (OJT) is one of the best training methods because it is planned, 
organized, and conducted at the employee's worksite. OJT will generally be the primary 
method used for broadening employee skills and increasing productivity. It is 
particularly appropriate for developing proficiency skills unique to an employee's job 

(…)  

Morale, productivity, and professionalism will normally be high in those organizations 
that employ a sound OJT programme. 

An analysis of the major job requirements (identified in the position description and 
performance plan) and related knowledge, skills, and abilities form the basis for setting 
up an OJT plan. To be most effective, an OJT plan should include: 

- The subject to be covered; 

- Number of hours; 

- Estimated completion date; and 

- Method by which the training will be evaluated331 

 

The improvement of this training methodology should be structured following clear 
criteria rooted into some elements, which reflect the running of the production. Subject, 
number of hours, estimated completion date and method of evaluation should be 
considered as performance indicators and be directly linked to some of the crucial 
points in the working process.  

In the following diagram, we can focus these direct links: 

 
On the job training Link Working process 

   

                                                 
330 Barron John M., Berger Mark C., Black Dan A., On-the-Job Training, W.E. Upjohn Institute for 
Employment Research, 1997, p. 1-2 (see http://www.upjohninst.org/publications/ch1/ojtch1.pdf) 
331 See http://www.doi.gov/ 

http://www.upjohninst.org/publications/ch1/ojtch1.pdf
http://www.doi.gov/
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Subject to be covered >>> Technical/artistic/administrative tasks 

Number of hours >>> Production time-management 

Estimated completion date >>> Deadline for the première/performance 

Method of evaluation >>> Outcome of the performance  

 

3.2 Feedbacks 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, interviewees saw their training needs 
following a similar route.  In fact, the following quotes come from professionals from all 
sectors (artistic, technical and administrative) and even if their needs could be 
different, they all agree on the best methodology to be used. 

Stated by a Sound Technician: 

“We would need training on digital equipment, sound recording, digital format, multi-
channel recording, and software. Training must be on the job because productions 
schedules are very busy.”332 

 
Stated by a Director: 

Now the role of chief machinist is to teach to new ones and directors have usually 
trained lighting designers. In the Academy, he tried to make some courses but did not 
succeed, mainly because many workers could not attend university because they had 
not graduated high school. So, professionalization is something really important but 
probably should not pass through the university.333 

 
Stated by a Deputy General Director: 

Technicians should be taught on the equipment they use.334  

 

Stated by a Production Manager: 

Trainers should work with trainees on a concrete production. The best way would be to 
send the employees in another theatre where they can find a model. In Romania, 
Hungarian machinists for instance have the opportunity to go in Hungary where the 
technical level is higher and learn something.335 

 

Stated by a Technical Director: 

A proper Romanian training system does not exist; only on the job, training exists. 
Actually the only one he thinks could work is mentoring and on the job training.336 

 
Stated by a Tailor working on female costumes: 

There are no proper training centers in Romania for tailoring in performing arts. She 
would suggest an on the job training rather than a theoretical one. Patience and manual 
crafts are the most important skills. Moreover, it is very important to love this kind of 
job.337 

                                                 
332 From interview E.09 
333 From interview E.08 
334 From interview E.02 
335 From interview E.05 
336 From interview C.05 
337 From interview F.18 
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Stated by a Regizor ethnic: 

A training course for regizor tehnic should be structured like a sort of internship with 
training taking place during general rehearsals and performances.338 

 
Stated by a Tailor working on male costumes: 
There is a big difference between a theoretical teacher and a practical 
“instructor”…training on the job is more effective. He would be interested in teaching 
the job to other young professionals in order to prepare good employees for tomorrow. 
In the past, he has been teaching to young people.339  

 
Stated by a Mechanic: 

“I believe that training must be on the job, it is not enough to attend a theoretical 
course; practice is needed. I’m close to the retirement so I would be interested in 
training new people coming after myself”.340  

 

Another important testimony comes from the Head of a Marketing and PR Department 
who belongs to the young generation of Romanian professionals and has relevant 
experience in the management departments of different Romanian theatres and 
festivals.341 

This professional makes an analysis on the relationship with the university she 
attended. She maintained good relations with her professors and cooperates with them 
in training graduates. The problem is that she needs time to train her own team in the 
theatre on the job. She considers that university graduates are not well prepared on a 
practical level.342 Academic teaching is, in her opinion, too focused on the theoretical 
approach and sometimes forgets the concrete tasks someone working in the 
management department has to do.  

In her theatre, she organized study cases for students and considers this a very good 
exercise because they actually did not know what a theatre is in practice. Moreover, 
she thinks that every student should have at least one work-experience in a theatre 
production, following the process from the beginning to the end.  

This would be a one-year period of practice, perhaps following a production from the 
perspective of different departments in order to understand how theatre relationships 
work. Teaching requires a huge investment of time, which becomes useless if students 
then go away, eventually to other sectors. That means that a proper training system 
should be able to create both skills and motivation and turn on the job training into a 
productive result, improving the sector’s quantitative and qualitative indicators. 
 

                                                 
338 From interview C.08 
339 From interview F.15 
340 From interview F.10 
341 From interview A.02 
342 This feeling is confirmed also by another interview run with a professional belonging to the human 
resources department of another theatre who states that Theatre Studies courses have a wide-
ranging theoretical approach (with subjects such as literature, Romanian theatre, Theatre Studies, 
communication, press) and  recent graduates are not probably fully prepared for the job in theatre; so 
more practical training is needed in order to prepare students for practical aspects of the profession. From 
interview E.20 
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3.3 Formalizing a traditional approach 

Learning a job on the stage is traditionally defined as a bottega methodology, a 
tradition coming from the Renaissance crafts and passed through the centuries, 
generation by generation. 343 
 

Actually, the old “bottega” is still operating in the system (within many European 
countries) and has been influenced by life-long learning procedures aimed at improving 
the level of the “older generation” of technician. Therefore, we could probably foresee 
that, through a proper trans-national cooperation and exchange of practices, in about 
20 years all technicians operating in the field will be trained through this “modern style”. 
However, what should / will be the shape of this style?344  

 

This question mark is the starting point of years of studies, which have been run at 
European level thanks to Community funds mainly in the frame of the Life-Long 
Learning Programme.345 These projects studied different aspects of training: from 
contents to methodologies, from quality control to work-experience procedures, from 
assessment methods to competence acknowledgement. Methodological issues always 
prompted very strong debates and had to take into account national specificities of all 
member states. 

 
Through the cooperation of different training institutes, comparing and sharing different 
experiences, it is possible to achieve a common framework with different declinations 
due to national work specificities. On this side, social partners stressed the importance 
of experience in “the real world”. It is impossible to train or teach without working 
experience in the sector; consequently, also the training of trainers becomes an 
important issue.346 

 

As stated in this last quote, we cannot consider training (and in particular vocational 
training) as something different from experiencing in the “real world”.  We could say 
that, in a way, tradition must be kept, safeguarded, adapted; in a word: “formalized”. 
This is a trend, which meets many different needs expressed in terms of training, 
production, human resources improvement, performance quality improvement, 
economically induced income improvement. 

Replicating the academic system is something useless because it would be a sort of 
unsuccessful overlap and would not add anything concretely significant to the system.  

Moreover, there are several potential teachers already working in theatres who 
accumulated such experience as to be proper mentors for new trainees. These 
potential teachers actually teach new employees in a non-formalized way and they 
would just need an updating period in order to translate their knowledge in learning 
outcomes to be transmitted. 

This training of trainers approach, which implies the identification and updating of 
employees who demonstrate a teaching attitude beside sound technical knowledge in 

                                                 
343 “One final feature of the exhibition are the works by botteghe, which were artisan-run workshops. (…) 
An artist in a bottega served a long apprenticeship from an early age, which was the fundamental 
education for many of the Renaissance's great artists, like Leonardo's tutelage under Verrocchio from the 
tender age of 14. Becoming a master in one's own right required the submission of a "masterpiece" to a 
guild, which gives us the origin of our current concept..” (Larking Mattew, “All the glory that was Florence” 
in The Japan Times Online, 02.02.2005). 
344 Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit., p. 47  
345 See http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-programme/  
346 Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit., p. 47 

http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-programme/
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their own fields in order to let them act as mentors/coaches/teachers, is something 
which is at the core of several European training centers, including Accademia Teatro 
alla Scala, the Scenart transnational partner. 

 

Divided in four Departments – Music, Dance, Stage and Workshops, Management – 
the Academy (Accademia Teatro alla Scala) is a unique case in Europe. This 
internationally oriented institution offers high-level trainings, which are for the most part 
free of charge and cover all the occupations related to the performing arts, from opera 
singers to orchestra musicians, from ballet dancers to set designers, from costume 
designers to make-up artists and hairdressers, from stage photographers to managers 
to sound engineers. The students improve their skills by working side by side with the 
most qualified experts of the sector and the best workers of the Teatro alla Scala, both 
for the musical and the technical subjects. The “Academy Project”, an opera staged at 
La Scala, in which the students of all the courses take part, concludes the training 
every year.347 

 

The training of trainers’ strategy, to be implemented on the job as well, is equally 
supported by direct feedback from the interviewees. A Chief Machinist, with twenty 
year-work experience in theatre, states that a proper school for machinists does not 
exist in Romania and that the only way to learn is “on the job”.348 Along his career, he 
taught too many people and was himself trained by an older machinist. The time he 
can find for this not-formalized teaching activity is during rehearsals and during the 
setting up of the production. He declared also that this attitude is something that 
belongs to his personality, and like him, several professionals stated that teaching to 
new generations is something they would be happy to do in order not to lose the 
heritage, which has been accumulated during the years. Moreover, some of the 
professionals interviewed already teach at the University (it is the case of people in 
Management Departments, Set and Costume Design, and Direction). That means that 
in the frame of the sample of Scenart research it is already possible to identify people 
with a double position who act as both theatre professionals and teachers and could 
become core individuals in the development of a new system. 

During research, several quotes were collected in which professionals stated their 
interest in and appreciation of a formalized teaching activity. Most of them cover 
positions of responsibility in a specific department and have 10 to 25 years of 
experience in the field. Here are some of the most significant ones: 

 
Stated by a Chief Machinist: 

He teaches to the new machinists, he feels comfortable and he consider an easy thing 
transferring knowledge through an on the job methodology.349 

 
Stated by a Producător Delegat: 

The Theatre Departments of Universities do not have a course for producător delegat. 
Moreover, teachers in the University usually do not have practical experience. He does 
not like to teach other people in a classroom but he would like to have some students 
who would work with him as assistants.350 

 

                                                 
347 See http://www.accademialascala.it/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=27&Itemid=83;  the 
training for trainers strategy, which is run on the job as well is also supported by the scientific publication 
Formare ad Arte, edited by Accademia Teatro alla Scala and University Bicocca Milan in 2006. 
348 From interview F.04 
349 From interview E.04 
350 From interview F.19 

http://www.accademialascala.it/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=27&Itemid=83
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Stated by a Financial Manager: 
She has been teaching to several accountants of the theatre and she likes it. In her 
sector, there is no competitiveness so it is very nice to help one another.351 

 

Stated by a Head of Music Studies: 

In this period, he is also training new employees who should enter in the world of 
theatre in order to become assistant directors.352 

 

A paradigmatic example comes from a very interesting interview with a shoemaker 
who works in Bucharest.353 After a technical school, he worked in the shoe 
manufacturing industry for several years and then moved to the theatre in 1992. After 
eighteen years of work in the performing arts, he is now close to retirement and this 
prompts him to consider different issues about his job. He firstly considers that in 
performing arts there is a lack of shoemakers even if there is a lot of work for them. 
Nowadays, the only theatres, which still keep a shoe-making department in Bucharest, 
are Opera Naţională Bucureşti, Teatrul Naţional de Operetă and Teatrul Naţional 
Bucureşti, and all of them have difficulties in finding professionals. That means that 
this professional profile runs the risk of disappearing and being externalized. There are 
no young people who want to learn this craft job; he tried to organize a training course 
in the past (also because the technical school where he was trained no longer exists) 
together with a colleague but just one person applied for it. Moreover, when he was 
the head of the factory department before joining theatre, he established a specific unit 
exclusively for new professionals, to enable them to learn the job systematically, slowly 
increasing the complexity of tasks and therefore creating a practical methodological 
example of “on the job training”. 

This testimony is full of interesting points because it underlines for the first time the 
danger of losing knowledge because of the lack of a training system. For sure, it is not 
so easy to motivate potentially interested people in the sector if the sector itself is not 
attractive in terms of labour status, so the conviction is that it is necessary to invest on 
training and qualification in order to improve the level of the system starting from 
human resources, who are the core of the development of performing arts at all levels.  

 

3.4 Theoretical teaching 

This last consideration opens a new perspective on the importance of theoretical 
training. Knowledge transfer does not mean exclusively teaching practical solutions 
and approaches, but also providing a cultural background, which should form the 
foundation of everyone’s professional development.  

 
Practical phase, in a job that needs learning on the field, (…), the real richness is when 
you have the possibility, into practice, to know even the theoretical part, someone on 
your side watching what are you doing, explaining it, step by step of course.354 

 

Several interviewees demonstrated such awareness, even if not to the extent of “on 
the job training”.   
                                                 
351 From interview F.17 
352 From interview B.02 
353 From interview F.11 
354 Leonardo da Vinci - Virtual Interactive Programme, Director, set and costume designer, lighting 
designer in live entertainment ... between ancient knowledge and new media, 2005, p. 47 
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Stated by a Lighting Designer: 

A training programme for lighting designers should take place in a theatre and should 
include: 

1. theoretical introduction to new equipments 

2. practical training on new equipments 

3. working on a production355 

 
Stated by a Technical Director: 

He would be interested in developing skills on sound and light. He is interested in 
theory as well as in practical skills.356 

 
Stated by a Production Manager: 

Professional profiles that would benefit from training courses are people in charge of 
communication and marketing, machinists, lighting designers, sound designers. For all 
of them a blended learning approach would be preferable.357 

 
Stated by a Project Manager: 

A school for lightning and sound designers is needed. They have already tried to 
organize a course at the University, but it is difficult to find qualified teachers. Technical 
training plus artistic training is needed for light and sound.358 

 
Stated by a Head of Music Studies: 

Blended training would be preferable (administrative and legal aspects need a 
theoretical approach). It would be useful to bring students inside the theatre in order to 
show them the problems they will frequently encounter when working in a theatre 
(scheduling shows and rehearsals, proposing to the General Director How to subdivide 
roles in the shows, knowing people working in the theatre).359 

 
Stated by a person in charge of Procurement: 

A mixed training is needed: financial rules (public) + procurement rules (private and 
public). Budgetary system (financial) is more rigid. Also the General Director and the 
set designer need training on this aspect in order to understand the procurement 
system.360 

 
From these declarations, it seems that a possible approach for a new training system 
could be represented by the “blended learning” concept, which could be particularly 
useful in Romania, a country facing problems in finding professional trainers and 
training organizations. The “blended learning” concept would train people within the 
working environment, supporting the practical learning path with theoretical courses, 
which could be run both in the classroom and through electronic and web tools.361 

                                                 
355 From interview E.14 
356 From interview C.05 
357 From interview A.06  
358 From interview B.05 
359 From interview B.02 
360 From interview B.03 
361 See Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit., p. 47 
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BL (Blended Learning) is part of the ongoing convergence of two archetypal learning 
environments. On the one hand, we have the traditional F2F (face-to-face) learning 
environment that has been around for centuries. On the other hand, we have 
distributed learning environments that have begun to grow and expand in exponential 
ways as new technologies have expanded the possibilities for distributed 
communication and interaction. In the past, these two archetypal learning environments 
have remained largely separate because they have used different media/method 
combinations and have addressed the needs of different audiences. For example, 
traditional F2F learning typically occurred in a teacher-directed environment with 
person-to-person interaction in a live synchronous, high fidelity environment. On the 
other hand, distance-learning systems emphasized self-paced learning and learning-
materials interactions that typically occurred in an asynchronous, low fidelity (text only) 
environment.362 

 

 

4. Soft skills and Masterclasses 
 

4.1 Masterclasses and short-term courses on specific skills 

When we speak about “qualifying training courses”, we should take into consideration 
not only a training path with a consistent amount of hours, but also specific activities 
aiming at improving a closer range of skills, competences and knowledge. This kind of 
training activity could be run through masterclasses, which already exist under the 
Romanian system but do not always have a proper official acknowledgement. 

On this issue, the experience reported in Opera Braşov is relevant: the institution 
already held several international masterclasses363 for directors and singers, hosting 
teachers from China, Japan and Canada. The most successful international 
masterclass is run in collaboration with “Théâtre Lyrichorégra 20” of Montreal 
(Canada), promoted in the frame of the international programme “Les Jeunes 
Ambassadeurs Lyriques”. Cristian Mihăilescu (General and Artistic Director of the 
Braşov Opera) is the artistic director of the masterclass together with Alain Nonat 
(General and Artistic Director Théâtre Lyrichorégra 20).  This masterclass has been 
run for three editions and will have its fourth edition in 2010. The structure of the 
masterclass includes a class for directing and one for interpretation and style 
specifically dedicated to singers. During morning lessons students work on the stage, 
in the afternoon in classrooms.  Usually, the students of the masterclass in 
collaboration with the theatre prepare the opening show of the season.364 

 

The objective is to give to young talented singers, under 35 years old the opportunity to 
perform on the stage of a professional opera house in public, in leading or supporting 
parts, surrounded by the personnel of the theatre. 
For a period of two weeks, the singers will be prepared to sing either in the production 
of Il Barbiere di Siviglia by G.Rossini or in the production of Les Contes d'Hoffmann by 
J.Offenbach. At the end of the programme Opera Braşov will present to its public the 
two productions. The singers will receive a DVD of their performance in the 
production.365 

                                                 
362 Bonk Curtis J., Graham Charles R. (ed.), Handbook of blended learning: Global Perspectives, local 
designs, Pfeiffer Publishing (in press), p. 5 
363 See interviews B.02, D.11 
364 See http://www.opera-brasov.ro/en/noutati/master_class_2009.html 
365 Ibid. 

http://www.opera-brasov.ro/en/noutati/master_class_2009.html
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From this official description, we can immediately focus our attention on the 
methodological approach, which blends practical and theoretical studies linking the 
completely training process to a concrete production, to be performed at the end of the 
training period. 

Let us stress that students have the “opportunity to perform on the stage of a 
professional opera house in public in leading or supporting parts surrounded by the 
personnel of the theatre”. This is the same approach that brings training as close as 
possible to real on stage activity, allowing people to learn by facing concrete issues of 
their professions.  

The masterclass is focused on interpretation and style, two specific issues 
characteristic of an opera singer profile. This kind of training, which belongs to the life-
long learning366 system, is something that can be run in a proper way during short 
periods and allows students to acquire specific qualifying learning outcomes. 

Other significant experiences that came out of the research are a sculpture (butaforia) 
masterclass/practical workshop run in Teatrul Naţional by a professional employee and 
open to people from different theatres,367 a training experience for regizor tehnic run in 
a theatre belonging to the Municipality of Bucharest in partnership with a German 
company368 and a training programme in negotiation delivered by a private company 
(www.nonverbal.ro).369  

All these training paths had no official acknowledgement even if they provided 
competences, which increased the employee’s professional level. In the specific case 
of the regizor tehnic, the course attended gave him the opportunity to pass from the 
position of machinist to one of higher responsibility.  

 

He became regizor after his theatre’s management noticed his improved skills and after 
a two-week training course in a Municipality Theatre (in Bucharest) run by German 
teachers.370 

 
Therefore, in this specific case a training experience brought concrete results on the 
working process of a theatre’s organization even if acknowledgement came in a sort of 
internal/unofficial way. 

A case of exception has been identified in an interview with a Lighting Designer 
(maistru lumini) with a particular training career.371 After graduated in Engineering in 
the Industry area, he worked in the metallurgic sector until the revolution period. After 
the revolution, in 1990, he decided to leave and participated in three different contests: 

                                                 
366 “This Communication highlights the essential contribution of adult learning, through the acquisition of 
key competences by all, to employability and mobility in a modern labour market and to social inclusion. It 
draws on lessons learnt from the dialogue with Member States in the framework of “Education and 
Training 2010” and from experiences gained in the existing EU education and training programmes, in 
particular the “Grundtvig” action of the Socrates programme 5. It also reflects the approach outlined in the 
Communication on efficiency and equity6, namely that reforms are possible which make education and 
training systems both more efficient and more equitable. It recalls that the Structural Funds, and in 
particular the European Social Fund (ESF), have the potential to support the development of 
infrastructures and strategies. It underlines the importance of certain specific issues: the gender 
dimension, in particular regarding data collection, differences in access to lifelong learning and in 
preferred forms of learning.” (Commission of the European Communities, Communication from the 
Commission - Adult learning: It is never too late to learn, 2006) 
367 See interview F.08 
368 See interview F.06 
369 See interview F.23 
370 See interview F.06 
371 See interview E.14 

http://www.nonverbal.ro
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two in public services (iron and steel industry, electric factory) and one in the theatre in 
which he is still working. He gained all the contests and chose to work in theatre 
because of his personal attitude and passion. 

He stated that when he got inside the theatre he did not know anything about the 
specificities of a lighting technician working for performing arts. He considers working 
with lighting and electricity in theatre as a match between artistic and technical skills: 

 

“My job is very different it’s a combination of technique and art. I have to understand 
and create what the director wants by managing specific technical procedures.”372 

 

In 1994, he attended a training course (one-month duration) in Piatra Neamţ; the 
course was intended for aspiring lighting designers (maistru lumini) and was managed 
by a Dutch teacher, Ide van Heiningen, in the frame of the MAPA experience: Moving 
Academy for Performing Arts – Amsterdam.373 The course was certified by the Ministry 
of Labour, which acknowledged the diploma. The course has been very useful in order 
to understand how to create a lighting plan and use different kinds of spotlights with an 
aesthetic approach. 

In the whole research activity, this was the only one case of technical training officially 
certified and recognized by a Romanian public institution and delivered by a foreign 
organization, which does not belong to the University system. 

It is obvious that all these professionals, who had the opportunity to improve their 
learning in proper situations, brought a direct benefit to their own organization 
improving at least the quality of the outputs belonging to their own positions.  

 
Organizations should be completely aware of the opportunity to get a benefit from 
training, not only in terms of update of their own technical crew but also in the light of   
the improvement of the working system in terms of cost/benefit.374  

 

This last quote is also confirmed by another testimony collected from a Set and 
Costume Designer who states that in her theatre she feels a production manager able 
to act as a “set engineer” is missing. According to her, somebody playing the role of 
production manager should mix technical and artistic sensitiveness with the capacity to 
manage set changes and find technical solutions.  Being not only a set and costume 
designer, but also a teacher, she suggests that a masterclass on these aspects would 
be helpful in order to update professionals working in this position.375  

 

4.2 Soft Skills (as key competences) 

Beside technical competences, masterclasses could be an effective methodology in 
order to improve “soft skills”. 

                                                 
372 Ibid. 
373 “The Moving Academy for Performing Arts (MAPA) has provided intensive, short term training 
programmes in Artistic Management and Teambuilding for the theatre makers and companies since 1992. 
In addition, MAPA offers dedicated workshops in Theatre Technology focused on Light and Projection. 
Core concepts in MAPA´s curriculum are mobility, small-scaleness and all-round cultural 
entrepreneurship. MAPA is an expert in the field of internationalisation and has an extensive network in 
Central and Eastern Europe. Moreover, MAPA has a fully-equipped mobile theatre studio available.” 
(http://www.mapa.nl/) 
374 Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit., p. 47 
375 See interview E.07 

http://www.mapa.nl/
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In sociology, soft skills (also called “key competences”) are those characteristics and 
attitudes pertaining to individuals, which include all those qualities, which are used in 
forging relationships with other people. Soft skills are the other side of hard/technical 
skills, which are related to the professional profile of a job position.  

 
First, individuals need to be able to use a wide range of tools for interacting effectively 
with the environment: both physical ones such as information technology and socio-
cultural ones such as the use of language. They need to understand such tools well 
enough to adapt them for their own purposes – to use tools interactively. Second, in an 
increasingly interdependent world, individuals need to be able to engage with others, 
and since they will encounter people from a range of backgrounds, it is important that 
they are able to interact in heterogeneous groups. Third, individuals need to be able to 
take responsibility for managing their own lives, situate their lives in the broader social 
context and act autonomously. These categories, each with a specific focus, are 
interrelated, and collectively form a basis for identifying and mapping key 
competencies. The need for individuals to think and act reflectively is central to this 
framework of competencies. Reflectiveness involves not just the ability to apply 
routinely a formula or method for confronting a situation, but also the ability to deal with 
change, learn from experience, think, and act with a critical stance.376 

 

Soft skills rely on the fact that every kind of task is related to a relationship process, 
which ties individuals to others. Interpersonal relationships become the core benefit of 
individuals and are the roots for new forms of co-operation. Relationships act a main 
role in the building of a “social and human capital” and their results are materialized in 
networks.  

 
The key competencies in this category are required for individuals to learn, live and 
work with others. They address many of the features associated with terms such as 
“social competencies”, “social skills”, “intercultural competencies” or “soft skills”.377 

 

Therefore, soft skills are considered as an important part of individual contribution to 
the success of an organization and are usually included in the description of standard 
qualifications at European level. Some examples of soft skills which are included in the 
industry system, and also in the performing arts sector, are: team-building 
(participating and working in team), leadership attitude, dealing with cultural 
differences, teaching/coaching attitude, motivating attitude, negotiation, problem 
solving and decision making, active listening, communication (verbal and non verbal) 
and dialogue. 

In the frame of the European project Leonardo da Vinci LPTinEU,378 managed by 
Metropolia University in Helsinki,379 the international partnership (including training 
providers from Italy, Sweden, Belgium, Finland and United Kingdom) developed a 
series of competence units belonging to theatre technical crews. These units have 
been described through different descriptive criteria such as: skills, knowledge, attitude 
and autonomy. The following example is related to the competence unit “Lead a team” 

                                                 
376 OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development), The definition and selection of 
Key Competences, 2005 (http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/47/61/35070367.pdf), p. 5 
377 Ibid., p. 12 
378 LPTinEU – Live Performance Techniques in the European Union; LLP-LdV-TOI-07-FI-160 813 
379 See http://tietohallinto.metropolia.fi/  

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/47/61/35070367.pdf
http://tietohallinto.metropolia.fi/
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which explains in details what is needed in order to be considered competent in terms 
of leading a department.380 

 
Lead a team 

Context: lead and supervise a group of people in order to meet the expected results 
within a given timeline and with the foreseen means. 

Competence area: Management (Team) 

Place in the process: Independent 

Elements: 

1. Lead a team 

Skills: 

· Explain the team members work activities in sufficient detail 

· Make clear what is expected of people in the team 

· Motivate people effectively 

· Monitor activities against schedules 

· Take corrective action when problems occur with maintaining schedules 

· Adapt leadership method to different team members 

· Give supportive feedback 

Knowledge: 

· Motivation methods 

· Leadership methods 

· Feedback methods 

· Production process 

Attitude: 

· Personal motivation 

· Commitment to team work 

Autonomy: 

· Responsible for the functioning of the team 

 

2. Supervise a team 

Skills: 

· Supervise the work of the team members 

· Check the work against the expected results 

· Take corrective action when problems occur with the results 

· Give supportive feedback 

· Recommend how team members could improve their work 

Knowledge: 

· Feedback methods 

· Leadership methods 
                                                 
380 See Erlin Mia, Bond Tony, Iarson Anders, Van Goethem Chris, LPT – Live Performance Techniques, 
Competence Units for theatre technicians, Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, Italian 
version ed. by Umberto Bellodi – Accademia Teatro alla Scala, 2009, 70200001 Lead a team, p. 32-33 
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· Management methods 

· Production needs 

Attitude: 

· Commitment to the production 

Autonomy: 

· Responsible for the quality of the results of the team 

 

This example shows that the head of a technical department should be trained not only 
in technical skills but also in soft skills, related to psychological issues such as 
communicating and motivating. 

 

(Stated by a Set and Costume Designer) 

“Theatre is a collective art and I have seen more than one time that a lot of people work 
on their own way… this is not theatre. You must be involved in the work of the 
others”.381  

 

This last quote, stated by a Set and Costume Designer, draws our attention to the 
concept of theatre as a “collective art”, a shared effort which is the base of a team-
building attitude382 and which includes specific roles and related competences that 
help keep the right balance in the daily teamwork. 

 

4.3 Soft Skills (translated into methods of communicating) 

It is easy to understand that these skills are useful in the daily activity of almost all 
professionals, but sometimes they become even more important for those jobs, which 
include communication not only as a key competence but also as the object of the 
daily activity. As a result, in those cases, a communication attitude is translated into 
specific methodologies aiming at developing the strategy of the theatre in terms of 
visibility, attractiveness and valorization of its own activity. 

Communication, marketing and public relations (PR) are those sectors, which need 
improvement, achievable thanks to proper training paths on specific issues. 

 
Stated by a Human Resources Responsible: 

Sharing other people’s experience in PR and Communication would be a step forward. 
Every kind of training would be useful - and a specific option in cultural management 
evens more - in order not to have just a general training.383 

 

Stated by a Regizor tehnic): 

                                                 
381 From interview E.07 
382 “Theatre is at its roots a community and collective effort, and examples of groups of artists and 
technicians pooling resources and talents to create a company can be found throughout history. Medieval 
festival performances produced by trade guilds , the Asian troupes of kabuki , wayang , and kathakali , the 
travelling troupes of the Italian commedia dell'arte , even the early avant-garde companies such as the 
Theatre d'Art , and the art movements of futurism.” Matthew Causey in Dennis Kennedy, The Oxford 
Encyclopedia of Theater and Performance, Oxford University Press, 2003, 2005. 
383 From interview E.18 
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Main skills required for a regizor tehnic are musical studies (above all) and soft skills 
like communication.384 

 

Stated by an Orchestra Coordinator: 

Europe is running towards a specialist attitude. Specialization needs proper training. 
Romania will not have this kind of level if it does not assume this training goal. 
Masterclasses are strongly needed.385  

 

Stated by a General Director: 

Training needs in our theatre are in lighting, sound, marketing, PR, and ticketing.386 

 

Stated by a Financial Manager: 

They would like to have a person in charge of marketing and fund raising. 
Unfortunately, the role is not in the organizational chart, and it is complicated to change 
it.387 

 

Stated by a Production Manager: 

One of the professional profiles that would benefit from specific training courses is 
communication and marketing.388 

 

Stated by a Head of Legal Office: 

Neither masters nor training courses exist with a focus on competences in theatre. 
General training needs: how to distribute tasks, how to cooperate.389 

 

Stated by a Financial Manager: 

She would be interested in developing management skills …the managerial part is the 
one she is more interested in.390 

 

Stated by a General Director: 

It is difficult to find professionals for PR and marketing: you can find dedicated people 
but not specialist ones.391 

 

Stated by a Human Resources Responsible: 

She would be interested in masterclasses in the legal field, problem solving and dealing 
with employees.392 

 

Stated by an Artistic Deputy Director: 

Some training in PR and marketing would be helpful.393 

                                                 
384 From interview C.08 
385 From interview F.23 
386 From interview D.10 
387 From interview D.07 
388 From interview B.06  
389 From interview B.04 
390 From interview C.04 
391 From interview B.01 
392 From interview C.03 
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We found extremely interesting the comparison between the Romanian situation about 
this specific issue and the description done in 1999 by Heath McDonald and Paul 
Harrison (from the Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia)  of the Australian “poor 
development” of marketing and PR in the performing arts sector.394 The starting point 
of that article is that it is necessary to understand if the poorness of marketing areas in 
performing arts organizations is due to the “atypical environment they exist in, or 
simply to limited skills and resources”.395 
 

Marketing and Public Relations are two aspects of management that would seem 
particularly useful to Arts Organizations. The recent Major Performing Arts Enquiry (…) 
argued that some of the major challenges facing performing arts organizations included 
audience development, more strategic use of marketing budgets, sponsorship 
generation and segmentation – all marketing activities. It should be noted that 
marketing, traditionally defined as “the performance of activities that seek to achieve an 
organization’s objectives by anticipating customer needs and directing a flow of need 
satisfying goods and services from producer to consumer (…), is a relatively new 
concept to most Australian Arts Organizations. This is evidenced by the fact that only in 
the last five years has the major Arts funding body, the Australia Council, actively 
promoted and taught marketing concepts to arts managers.396 

 

The main criticism that McDonald and Harrison addressed to the Australian system in 
1999 was that marketing is often confused with PR activities, and when marketing 
practices are used, they tend to be “piecemeal and responsive” rather than part of a 
broader larger strategic plan. The lack of proper marketing and PR activities were 
thought to be due to poor levels of training, lack of funding and strong historical 
precedents and not to the atypical environment of arts organizations.397  

This point is something, which fits with the outputs of Scenart interviews and with the 
declarations of the interviewees. The awareness of this lack is something that crosses 
all the performing arts sector in Romania and it is a training need, which is strongly 
declared. 

Similar to the current situation in Romania, the Australian article states that none of the 
managers interviewed in that research held marketing qualifications and none of the 
managers had held previous marketing positions in other jobs. 

 

Prior to their current position, all of the interviewees had worked as an artist or manager 
in the arts industry or in two cases had been primary school teachers. It is common in 
the arts industry for managers to be recruited on product skills rather than business 
skills.398 

 

All the general directors interviewed in the Scenart research (ten people) are artists, 
usually directors, actors or singers, and all of them still active in the artistic field. This 
peculiarity has been underlined also in the frame of the interviews held with 
representatives of the Municipality of Bucharest. Therefore, if the management of 
theatres usually acts as guarantee in artistic matters, other issues are up to individual 
attitude and intuition.  

                                                                                                                                              
393 From interview C.02 
394 McDonald Heath, Harrison Paul, The use of marketing and public relations activities by performing arts 
presenters, Deakin University, 1999  
395 Ibid., p. 1 
396 Ibid., p. 1-2 
397 Ibid., p. 5 
398 Ibid. 
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Here are some quotes from interviews with general directors about their individual 
training experience: 

 
He did not attend workshops or training courses in order to become a manager. His 
experience as teacher played an important part, and also his personal brand: every 
theatre wants to have a well-known general director. In order to participate in the 
contest for the position of General Director he had to submit a three years project. He 
presented an economic and artistic management plan and he had to negotiate it with 
the funding authority. He was inspired by models in other countries (he had contacts in 
Sofia, Budapest, Serbia, Moscow), and has been helped by economists. The most 
beautiful possibility he had in his life was the opportunity to realize this project. He 
learned a lot in the financial field, being directly involved in everything: therefore 
through on the job training.399  

 

He was called in order to solve a difficult situation in his theatre. He had never thought 
he could be a general director before as he has always worked as an artist. He had no 
training in management. Employees from the administrative department (very rigorous 
and smart) explained him many aspects of his work.400 

 

He never had life-long learning as a manager but he would be interested in participating 
in transnational meetings about top management. Eventually also a full training 
programme concerning this.401 

 

There is also an exceptional case concerning an interviewee who manages one of the 
theatres funded by the Municipality of Bucharest. This Director402 is still practicing as 
an actor and producer, working in theatre and television. When he realized he wanted 
to manage his own project, he attended a specific course about cultural management 
in a private school. Anyway, this learning experience was not satisfactory and he said 
that he learned more working in television, particularly about audience targeting 
methods.  

He considers programming and marketing as very important and he made a marketing 
study with a SWOT403 analysis and a research about the audience, in order to identify 
medium-term targets. Moreover, he managed an advertising campaign on the subway 
TV, which had a big effect in increasing the audience. 

Because of these knowledge, his theatre has a proper merchandising activity (which is 
pretty rare in the country) and works a lot on proper communication strategies in order 
to meet the public’s needs.  

Speaking about managers’ “personal initiative” let us stress that some of them had the 
ability to invent and create their own strategy based on their previous experience in the 
field, intuition and a leadership attitude. We can highlight at least three cases in which 
managers were able to set up structures according to their brilliant ideas. In Case no, 
the General Director of an Opera House explains his innovation in creating a proper 
PR department. In Case no. 2, the Director of a Municipal theatre speaks about his 
innovative organizational chart concept. In Case no. 3, the General Director of a 

                                                 
399 From interview B.01 
400 From interview C.01 
401 From interview F.01 
402 See interview D.10 
403 “SWOT analysis is a tool for auditing an organisation and its environment. It is the first stage of 
planning and helps marketers to focus on key issues. SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats. Strengths and weaknesses are internal factors. Opportunities and threats 
are external factors.” From http://marketingteacher.com/Lessons/lesson_swot.htm 

http://marketingteacher.com/Lessons/lesson_swot.htm
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national theatre presents his idea to introduce ISO404 procedures in order to increase 
the professional level of his staff and explains the importance of external collaborators. 

 

Case 1 – Creation of a PR strategy.  
 

When he took his present position (1st October 2000) during the first nine months they 
had 4500 people in the audience. Now, in the same nine-month period, the audience 
increased to 24.000. After the revolution, the situation was complicated. Television was 
an expression of freedom; during the Ceausescu period, the daily television programme 
lasted two-hours, with Ceausescu speaking for most part of the time. After that, it was 
shocking for people to find out the possibility of expressing different behaviours. Then, 
step by step, the theatre also increased its activity and audience and now we have also 
a season for children and young audience with a weekly performance. 

(...) 
He invented a PR department, which was totally absent. He put six people on PR and 
now every day TV and radio speak about his theatre.  He participates in a weekly 
programme (half an hour long) on the radio in order to speak about the theatre and 
about performing arts in general. Music is not taught in Romanian schools so it is not 
easy to create a new audience.405  

 

The PR strategy is managed directly by the General Director in cooperation with the 
Head of the Music Studies Department, who states how the staff of that department is 
structured: 

 

PR department is composed by: 

2 tickets sellers 

1 person in charge of activities for kids 

1 person in charge of relationships with media 

1 person in charge of the website (the website was made by an external company; 
texts are usually written by The Musical Studies Department, or by the person in charge 
of the website and approved by the Department) 

1 person in charge of advertising (who also has competences in graphics).406 

  

Case 2 – Innovative organizational chart. 

 

                                                 
404 “Because "International Organisation for Standardization" would have different acronyms in different 
languages ("IOS" in English, "OIN" in French for Organisation internationale de normalisation), its 
founders decided to give it also a short, all-purpose name. They chose "ISO", derived from the Greek isos, 
meaning "equal". Whatever the country, whatever the language, the short form of the organisation's name 
is always ISO. Standards make an enormous and positive contribution to most aspects of our lives. Standards 
ensure desirable characteristics of products and services such as quality, environmental friendliness, 
safety, reliability, efficiency and interchangeability - and at an economical cost. When products and 
services meet our expectations, we tend to take this for granted and be unaware of the role of standards. 
However, when standards are absent, we soon notice. We soon care when products turn out to be of poor 
quality, do not fit, are incompatible with equipment that we already have, are unreliable or dangerous. 
When products, systems, machinery and devices work well and safely, it is often because they meet 
standards. And the organisation responsible for many thousands of the standards which benefit the world is 
ISO.” (www.iso.org)   
405 See interview D.11 
406 From interview A.02 

http://www.iso.org
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The organizational chart is pyramidal. It was done with experts from a private holding, 
not by the Authority. He had to negotiate with the Authority in order to obtain its 
agreement. He built the staff from scratch. The number of managers you can put in the 
organization chart is restricted, so it is easier to have “head of departments”. 

(…) 

All the workshops are externalized. 

(…) 

The theatre’s specificity is a team of “coordonator de proiecte” (project managers). 
They are responsible for the whole performing/event project and take care of all the 
aspects. Their background is mostly artistic: currently the theatre hired three actors who 
re-qualified to become project managers and one person is a Language graduate. An 
university degree is necessary.407 

 

One of them describes the professional profile of a “project manager” as follows: 
 

She supervises all the projects and personally conducts bigger projects. 

Tasks: choosing projects to be realized, often coming from young authors and from big 
projects, obtaining copyrights, talking to the audience and to other theatres. 

She is also in charge of communication: she works with a graphic director (the set 
designer) for posters and other printed materials for the audience, she writes synopsis 
and website contents. 

She is working with foreign contacts in order to promote the theatre’s productions 
abroad, but she is concentrating on the establishment and growth of the theatre.408 

 

Case 3 – ISO certification and importance of external collaborators. 
 

He is not satisfied with his theatre’s organizational chart. They should change it 
according to ISO standards. There is no problem with the artistic production of 
performances but there are big problems with administrative and financial accounting 
staff, because they work slowly and do not respect the expected deadlines. The budget 
is not properly monitored; the financial plan is often made at the end. 

With ISO, certification there will be new working procedures. 

Because of the fact that the actual organizational chart is not good, it is not easy to 
have good productions using the internal staff; that means that collaborators are more 
and more important. For instance, in their organizational chart, there are 40 artists and 
that is too much, mainly because productions require an additional 25 artists from 
outside as almost 20 of the 40 permanent ones are not operational.  

(…) 

Collaborators are often a solution to theatre problems. A solution might be to have a 
higher budget for collaborations and a smaller one for employees.  

(…) 

Set design is totally externalized.  

(…) 

Sound design is partly externalized. 

(…) 

                                                 
407 From interview B.01 
408 From interview B.05 
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Costume design is sometimes done outside.409 

                                                 
409 From interview F.01 
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5. Technical Needs 
 

5.1 The Total Absence of Lighting Design 

In the frame of the 86 interviews the specific training need which surfaces over and 
over again, regardless of membership in a specific department, is lighting design. It 
seems that lighting design was never developed in the country as a technical and 
artistic discipline in its own right but rather considered as an accessory without the 
right importance for the performance.  

On the other hand, all professionals interviewed are deeply aware of its importance 
and everybody pushes in order to have programmes, courses, masterclasses and 
proper training paths dedicated to this discipline. In the last twenty years, lighting 
design developed a lot thanks to new technologies and new set-design concept. 

In “The Theatre of Robert Wilson”,410 the author Arthur Holmberg states that: 
 

In creating stage images, the crucial element in Wilson’s411 alchemy of the eye is light. 
Wilson loves light. The director insists: 

“Light is the most important part of theatre, it brings everything together, and everything 
depends on it. From the beginning I was concerned with light, how it reveals objects, 
how objects change when light changes, how light creates space, how space changes 
when light changes. Light determines what you see and how you see it. If you know 
how to light, you can make shit look like gold. I paint, I build, and I compose with light. 
Light is a magic wand.” 

(…) 

Through light, Wilson enables the eye to perceive the formal elements of composition 
as a harmonious whole. These formal elements, of course, always reveal inner states: 
design and theme merge; form is content.412 

 

In order to work on lighting design properly it is necessary not only to have trained 
personnel but also a production system which takes into consideration timing and 
relationships aiming at including lights in the artistic blue print of a play. That means 
that lighting technicians should also be considered as “artists”, even if they have a 
strong technical background and are usually part of the technical crew. 
 

If the lighting is, as it should be, an essential part of the production, the switchboard 
operator is an unseen actor.413 

                                                 
410 Holmberg Arthur, The Theatre Of Robert Wilson, Cambridge University Press, 1996 
411 “Since the late 1960s, Robert Wilson's productions have decisively shaped the look of theater and 
opera. Through his signature use of light, his investigations into the structure of a simple movement, and 
the classical rigor of his scenic and furniture design, Wilson has continuously articulated the force and 
originality of his vision. Wilson's close ties and collaborations with leading artists, writers, and musicians 
continue to fascinate audiences worldwide. (...) Of Wilson's artistic career, Susan Sontag has added “it 
has the signature of a major artistic creation. I can't think of any body of work as large or as influential.” A 
native of Waco, Texas, Wilson was educated at the University of Texas and arrived in New York in 1963 
to attend Brooklyn's Pratt Institute. (...)Wilson worked increasingly with major European theaters and 
opera houses. In collaboration with internationally renowned writers and performers, Wilson created 
landmark original works (...).Wilson's practice is firmly rooted in the fine arts and his drawings, furniture 
designs, and installations have been exhibited in museums and galleries internationally. Extensive 
retrospectives have been presented at the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris and the Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts.” (http://robertwilson.com/about/biography)  
412 Holmberg Arthur, The Theatre Of Robert Wilson, Cambridge University Press, 1996, p. 121-122 
413 Corry Percy, Lighting the Stage, Pitman, 1954 

http://robertwilson.com/about/biography
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Bill Williams,414 one of Canada's best-known lighting designers, wrote in 1997 an 
interesting publication named “Stage Lighting Design”415 in which he also too into 
consideration the working procedures for lights in theatre and the relationships 
between lighting designer and other actors of the setting such as producer, director, 
set and costume designers, electricians.  

 

1.) THE PRODUCER & DIRECTOR 

Usually, the PRODUCER is responsible for all aspects of a professional stage 
production. The producer may be an actual person or an organization. The producer 
usually engages the DIRECTOR. The producer will usually impose restrictions on the 
director, who must work with available time, budgets and resources. 
 

 

2.) THE DESIGNERS 

The director generally selects the DESIGNERS (Set, Costume, Lighting and Sound), to 
provide a cohesive team able to work well together on a particular production. 
Sometime the producer, however usually with the directors’ approval, may select the 
designers. 

3.) THE LIGHTING DESIGNER 

The LIGHTING DESIGNER is responsible for the design of all production lighting (and 
usually, special effects). This designer will prepare a LIGHTING DESIGN, consisting of 
drawings and schedules and all information necessary for the lighting crews to fully 

                                                 
414 “Bill Williams is one of Canada's best known and most accomplished lighting designers. With more 
than 30 years of experience and over 500 project credits he has extensive experience in lighting design, 
project management and theatre consulting. Bill has worked all across Canada, and in Europe, Asia, 
South America, Britain, and the U.S.A. Event lighting credits include projects for World Expositions, World 
Fairs, Theme Parks and Olympic Games from Jakarta to Seville. Stage lighting designs include award 
winning productions for many leading theatre, dance, and opera companies from Vancouver to New York 
to London's West End. Architectural lighting projects include designs for casinos, night clubs, museums, 
galleries, planetariums and many other commercial and cultural facilities. Mr. Williams also works as a 
theatre consultant and is actively involved in the architectural planning of theatres and performing arts 
centres. His company, Bill Williams and Associates has helped develop many new facilities, and has 
assisted with the upgrading and renovation of many others. Bill Williams is also a teacher, author, 
photographer, collector and web master.” (http://www.mts.net/~william5/bwa/bwa-bio.htm) 
415 Williams Bill, Stage Lighting Design 101, Bill Williams and Associates, 1997-2007 
http://www.mts.net/~william5/sld.htm 

http://www.mts.net/~william5/bwa/bwa-bio.htm
http://www.mts.net/~william5/sld.htm
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install and connect all equipment. Further, the lighting designer will supervise and direct 
all the artistic elements of the lighting design up until the opening of the production. 

4.) THE PRODUCTION ELECTRICIAN 

A PRODUCTION ELECTRICIAN is sometimes engaged by the producer to facilitate 
the lighting set-up. This person will assist with the ordering of all lighting equipment, 
coordination of crews and budgets and provide general problem solving, up until 
'opening night'. 

5.) THE HEAD ELECTRICIAN 

The HEAD ELECTRICIAN (sometimes Master or Chief electrician) heads and 
supervises the lighting crews during the set-up and 'running' of a production. The Head 
Electrician will generally also run the lighting console for each performance. 

6.) THE LIGHTING CREW 

The LIGHTING CREW is under the supervision of the Head Electrician. Under his 
direction, its members are responsible for the installation, hanging, cabling, plugging 
and colouring of all equipment. During the 'focus’, they are responsible for the precise 
aiming and adjustment of all fixtures, as directed by the lighting designer. 

7.) THE RUNNING CREW 

The RUNNING CREW is responsible for the nightly operation of all production lighting. 
The Head Electrician will usually operate the lighting console, while the running crew 
electricians are usually responsible for follow spot, projection or special effect 
operation. Also, the running crew, (& Head Elect.) generally perform any lighting related 
maintenance, during the run of the production.416 

 
The analysis provided by Bill Williams puts the lighting designer on the same 
decisional level as set and costumes designers, working together with the Director in 
order to meet the artistic needs of a production. Moreover, his description fits with 
other studies conducted at European level concerning technical approaches and the 
way of working in theatre. It is particularly interesting to focus on the splitting of the 
lighting crew into different roles. In Williams’ example, they are divided in: 

- Lighting designer 

- Production electrician 

- Head electrician 

- Lighting crew 

- Running crew 

This detailed division of roles and tasks is still maintained and running in bigger 
organizations. For instance, the lighting department of Teatro alla Scala in Milan still 
maintains four main different professional profiles:  

- Lighting designer, in charge of artistic lighting plans (who can be an inside 
professional or a freelance guest) 

- Realizzatore (or datore) luci (literally translated as: “lighting maker” or “lighting 
provider”) in charge of the application of lighting plans on stage 

                                                 
416 Williams Bill, op. cit., PART 4 - Professional Lighting Procedure (http://www.mts.net/~william5/sld/sld-
100.htm)  

http://www.mts.net/~william5/sld/sld
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- Lighting board operator (working exclusively on the console following 
realizzatore’s instructions)  

- Stage electricians (including chief electricians and subordinated members of the 
crew). 417 

On the other hand, we also have to consider that in the majority of European 
organizations lighting designers and realizzatore luci cover just one position and it 
often happens that the lighting board operator has wider responsibilities including 
artistic and coordinating tasks. Coming down to smaller realities all the described 
profiles are matched together in a single operator but this operator has usually a very 
wide training experience in order to deal with different aspects of a lighting plan: from 
the artistic idea until the on-stage realization.  

This means that training institutions providing lighting design courses must be able to 
set programmes including both artistic and specialist technical skills in order to create 
competitive and effective professional profiles.  

The design and creation process of a lighting designer has to follow several different 
aspects, which involve technical, artistic and soft skills. Williams’ publication equally 
provides an interesting analysis into these procedures. 

 

1.) DESIGN PROCEDURE - (OUTLINE CHECKLIST) 

The following, outlines a procedure useful for the comprehensive and responsible 
lighting design, of a professional stage production. This applies to theatre, dance, 
opera, musical or other entertainment productions.  

 

1.) SCRIPT ANALYSIS: Read the script (score) several times, once for enjoyment and 
then again to determine: the times of day, seasons, type and direction of sources, 
moods and other intellectual and emotional stimulus. 

2.) TALK WITH THE DIRECTOR: Meet with director and other designers. Determine 
their interpretation of the script. What is the proposed style of design? What are their 
expectations regarding the lighting?  

                                                 
417 See Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit., p. 13 
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3.) SET & COSTUME DESIGN: Gather together and familiarize yourself with the set 
drawings, renderings, costume sketches and the model. If there is a model, take a 
'Polaroid' photo of each scene, to help you during the design process. 

4.) STUDY THE THEATRE: Visit the venue or study the plans. Get to know the lighting 
and rigging positions. Get a complete inventory of any permanent fixtures, circuits, 
dimming and control equipment. All other lighting equipment will need to be rented. If 
the production is to tour, determine and study the details of all theatres. 

5.) TIME/CREW/BUDGET: Will the lighting budget allow you to meet the needs of your 
anticipated design? Determine exactly how many hours you have in the theatre, for all 
aspects of the design. Determine exactly how many crewmembers you will have 
available and when. Finally determine what budget is available for additional rented 
equipment. 

6.) ATTEND REHEARSALS: Watch for blocking, and other mechanics. See if there is a 
particular style to the direction, (there should be). Are there specific conventions being 
used? Get exact measurements for furniture and 'specials'. 

7.) PREPARE THE LIGHTING DESIGN: Form a verbal 'concept' for the lighting. Next 
form a visual image as to how you expect the production to look, moment by moment. 
Next, produce the LIGHTING PLOT and all related paper work (including the SHOP 
ORDER, HOOK-UP, INSTRUMENT, FOCUS and COLOR schedules). 

8.) SUPERVISE THE FOCUS: Although your attendance at the HANG may not be 
required, your attendance at the FOCUS session is mandatory. During this session, 
you must aim, focus & document each fixture, one by one. 

9.) SUPERVISE THE LEVEL SETTING: Build each lighting picture one at a time so as 
to fulfill your design criteria. You must also establish exact 'counts' for the transitions 
from one cue, to another. Provide the Stage Manager with exact script locations (GO 
point) for each cue. 

10.) LIGHTING REHEARSALS: Supervise and refine all lighting levels and transitions 
as needed. Instruct your electricians as to 'running' maintenance and provide them with 
all final documentation.418 

 

As we can see, a proper way of working on lights requires time and special skills 
concerning not only technical aspects but also design, management, artistic 
knowledge, communication attitudes. From the interviews run in the frame of Scenart 
research, we can state that this does not happen properly in the Romanian system419 
and all the reasons point in the direction of the original absence of a proper 
acknowledged training system.  

A University professor and Set and Costume Designer, working and teaching mainly 
outside Bucharest, stated that she created a “curricula” in lighting design at her 
University. Her students now have this subject and this could be a concrete job 
opportunity for them in the future because currently Romania has no specialists. She 
started doing this in 2009, by setting a one-week workshop in lighting design with a 
Hungarian specialist. She needed to go abroad to find a specialist because she 
considers that in Romania there are no teachers for this and Romanian directors who 
act also as lighting designers are normally self-taught.420 

                                                 
418 Williams Bill, op. cit. 
419 “Up to three years ago there was four different lighting situations for the whole show! Now everything 
has changed…so lighting technicians need training.” (from interview F.01) 
420 See interview E.07 
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Another interesting testimony was given by a Director working in the same theatre. 
During the interview, he stated the big importance of light languages and solutions in 
his artistic work but highlighted also the difficulties in applying his ideas on stage 
because of the lack of specialists in the field. Working as a permanent employee in his 
theatre, he decided to invest in the relationship with the technical crew creating a sort 
of spontaneous working-group in order to find technical solutions through the 
stimulation of a creative approach. Apparently, this attitude had some results because 
the interviews with lighting technicians working in this theatre demonstrated a stronger 
awareness of lights’ artistic importance.421   

Sometimes, the experience gained by one person in a crew is transferred to other 
people working in the theatre. That is the case of the General Director of a Municipal 
theatre who had the opportunity to take a two-year training period in an American 
commercial television channel in 1995; from that experience he learnt about light with 
an American teacher, and when he came back he taught to his crew inside the theatre. 
Moreover, he still has a lifelong learning attitude, which allows him to improve his 
competences following the work of new directors coming to work in his theatre.422 

As previously told in the chapter about masterclasses423, the research highlighted only 
one case of lighting designer employee with an official acknowledgement424 and 
properly working in his theatre following a technical and artistic approach. This 
professional manages six persons in his department and even if all of his technicians 
have a specific task in the team, he tries to make all of them aware of every aspect of 
the job in order to let them be interchangeable. He teaches to his crew when the need 
arises. He conceives the lighting design working in cooperation with the director and 
set designer (as properly shown in Williams’s publication), proposing different solutions 
and options directly on stage. Unfortunately, also in this case the production does not 
meet the needs of a proper realization because he does not prepare technical lighting 
plans due to the tight timing of rehearsals and production. Anyway, he usually works 
on the production until the opening night and then, if the performance is not complex 
and technicians have no problems in working on it, he can leave the responsibility to 
his crew.425 

Below a selection of other quotes demonstrating the need of lighting design in theatre: 
 

Stated by a Lighting Designer: 

A training programme for lighting designers should take place in a theatre and should 
include: 

1. theoretical introduction to new equipments 

2. practical training on new equipments 

3. working on a production426 

 
Stated by a Regizor Tehnic: 

“In our theatre training in lighting is much needed. Lighting technicians need to know 
how to use lights according to dramatic situations.”427 

                                                 
421 See interview E.08 
422 See interview D.10 
423 Part III, 4.1 
424 This certificate gives to the professional the qualification of maistru lumini, according to the Romanian 
education system, even if the competences acquired in that path are closer to the professional profile of 
the lighting designer. 
425 See interview E.14 
426 From interview E.14 
427 From interview C.08 
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Stated by a General Director: 

“We don’t have a lighting design because we can’t find someone with the required 
competences.”428  
 

Stated by a Lighting Designer: 

It is hard to find competent lighting technicians. In lighting department, they would need 
a new one but they do not find him. They would need somebody who already knows 
about theatre. In their city, it is not possible to take people from other theatres because 
they are few also in other theatres.429 

 

Stated by a Production Manager: 

It is difficult to find competent people for jobs in the technical sector, in particular 
lighting designer and sound designer. There is no training course for these professional 
profiles, there are fewer technicians than needed and many of them leave after a few 
months. It is the most critical point.430 

 

Stated by a Project Manager: 

A school for lighting and sound designers is needed. They have already tried to 
organize a course at the University, but it is difficult to find qualified professors.431 

 

Stated by a General Director: 

It is difficult to find professionals for (…) lighting design:  theatres normally use 
electricians for this role. Very often, they are not able to use technical equipment.432 

 
As usual, we recorded also an exception case belonging to the situation of the 
Bulandra Theatre in Bucharest.433 The General Director of the Theatre, Alexandru 
Darie,434 is not only one of the most internationally famous Romanian directors; he is 

                                                 
428 From interview D.04 
429 From interview A.05 
430 From interview C.06 
431 From interview B.05 
432 From interview B.01 
433 See www.bulandra.ro  
434 Alexandru Darie was born in Bucharest in 1959. His father, Iurii Darie is a well known theater and film 
actor, and his mother was an actress at the Comedy Theater in Bucharest. He studied theater direction at 
the UNATC in Bucharest, and he graduated in 1983. In the period when it was still a student he was 
awarded with the Grand Prize for Best Production at the International Jacques Lecoq's school of Theater, 
Taormina, Italy. On the same occasion he made an adaptation for the Italian television RAI. After 
graduating he worked at the State Theater of Oradea but he collaborated with other theaters. In 1985 he 
directed the Youth Theater in Piatra Neamt RUR by Karel Capek - prizes for Best Production and Best 
Director at the Youth Festival in Piatra Neamt, 1985. From 1989 he worked as staff director at the 
Comedy Theater in Bucharest. Here he directed in 1990 a “Midsummer Night’s Dream” by William 
Shakespeare which was invited in 1991 by London International Festival of Theater (LIFT) and supported 
and a 4 week tour in Britain. On this occasion, "The Guardian" stated it as "the best production presented 
in Britain after the “Midsummer Night’s Dream” directed by Peter Brook.In 1992 Alexandru Darie was 
invited by Oxford Stage Company to direct “Much ado about nothing” by William Shakespeare and  BBC 
considered it as "The event of the season”. Since 1992 he was artistic director in Bulandra. In 1994 he 
continued the series of Shakespeare performances with “The Winter’s Tale”, which was a huge success at 
the Globe Theater, Tokyo and at the Union of European Theaters Festival, Milan. In May 1995 he staged 
a new show at Bulandra, Shakespeare’s “Julius Caesar”, presented in the premiere production at the 
Globe Theater in Tokyo. Alexandru Darie also directed the opera “Don Giovanni” by Mozart at the 
National Opera of Bucharest. In August 2002, became general manager of Bulandra Theater. 
(http://www.bulandra.ro/ro/biografii/alexandru_darie.htm) 

http://www.bulandra.ro
http://www.bulandra.ro/ro/biografii/alexandru_darie.htm
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also a specialist in lighting design. This element brought an important benefit to the 
lighting production of the theatre, which is recognized by colleagues in other theatres 
as well as by Bulandra’s employees. 

 
“One of our electricians is a very good programmer and skilled in using every kind of 
lighting board. 

(…) 

Our General Director, Mr.Alexandru Darie, is the President of European Theatres Union 
and an important lighting designer as well. He grew up in the theatre since his parents 
were actors in Teatrul de Comedie and he became General Director of Bulandra 
Theatre 8 years ago.”435 

 

The general Romanian situation that Scenart interviews highlight is hardly unique 
among European Community Member States. The absence of sound, lights and video 
specialists is a problem in several countries as pointed out by the recent 
“Questionnaire on Social Partners’ participation in European programmes on training 
for technicians in the field of performing arts”, which is a follow-up activity of “Theatre 
Training Forum” led by UNIMEI and Pearle* that took place at Accademia Teatro alla 
Scala (March 13-14, 2009). This questionnaire has been distributed to Social Partners 
in order to improve a research on European programmes about theatre technicians, 
covering the period from 1998 to 2008. 

The questionnaire aimed at collecting as much information as possible on training and 
education programmes in EU countries and gathered information about research 
programmes on training, run at national and international level. The information 
provided helped design an overview of the present situation in different countries and 
organizations. 

The interesting result was that all the partners mentioned the absence of lighting, 
sound and video professionals and the reason of this lack of designers and specialists 
has been identified in the rapid changes of technology in their sector. Moreover, as 
stated by the Chairman of Latvian Trade Union Federation for People Engaged in 
Cultural Activities (LKDAF) and by the Deputy General Director of SLG CELJE 
(Slovenia) in several countries it is very hard to train specialists. 
 

"There are no options for educating any of these specialists in Latvia. All of them 
(technicians) are either educated abroad or self-taught and have practically acquired 
skills while working." 436 

 
"There are no special education and training programmes for theatre technicians in 
Slovenia. Theatres have to take care of professional education and skills of their 
employees more or less by themselves. Most urgent needs are in order to achieve 
special skills for chief technicians, specialist technicians and technicians." 437 

                                                 
435 From interview D.02 
436 Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit.,  p. 27 
437 Ibid., p. 23 
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5.2 Specialists and Technology 

Until 15 or 20 years ago, sound design was still very much viewed as a technical skill. It 
was not until 2004 that sound design was recognized as a category in the Laurence 
Olivier awards. Audiences still have to endure plays in which music is randomly poured 
over scenes like so much aural lube, but a generation of theatre practitioners are busy 
leading sound design deeper into the realms of art. 

This increasing importance of sound in the theatre is, in part, down to new and 
improved technologies, but productions at the vanguard of sound design are as likely to 
be lo-fi as high-tech. Moreover, it goes hand in hand with the trend towards more 
immersive theatre, and cross-fertilization between theatre, film and radio. 

I do not know about you, but I find that I am much more aware of sound as a key 
ingredient in theatre than I was even three years ago and usually in a good way.438 

 

This consideration about the artistic importance of sound design is just one of several 
examples that we could share in order to focus on the evolution of performing arts 
technicians from generalist to specialist. As we know from different researches and 
transnational programmes run at European level, working procedures and the 
organization of crews differ from country to country, from region to region, from city to 
city, from theatre to theatre. Some theatres invest a lot on specialist crews while others 
work with multi-tasking technicians in order to optimize human resources for a better 
cost-benefit relationship.  

The common denominator for of all these different situations is the fact that complexity 
is growing both in design and technology and the availability of affordable technology 
brings with it the need to update technicians in order to allow them to be part of the 
technical setting (as they were traditionally) as well as of the creative part of the 
process. 

In countries like France, Belgium and United Kingdom there was a shift from cheap 
labour to cheap technology and sometimes it became more cost-effective to invest in 
technology and specialist training to reduce technical overloading; therefore, the 
permanent staff of theatre becomes a small core team using external experts and 
collaborators when needed.  

In some countries, like the totality of Romanian cases, crews are permanent staff, 
while in others they are temporary, ad interim or independent.  

 
Sometimes they have an advantageous artist statute, in other cases they are treated as 
pure temporary staff, not different from casual staff working in other sectors. The result 
is that we are moving away from a “job for life”. 

In general, we can say that trend goes towards smaller, more flexible organizations 
giving bigger responsibilities to (temporary) technicians. This new structure is in conflict 
with the traditional “father to son” or “master to apprentice” education used in theatre.439 

 
Moreover, specialists who are expert on specific technologies do not work only in 
theatre but move to other sectors like events and pop music, floating between them 
thanks to their peculiar expertise. The following quote confirms, in a more scientific 
way, the opening opinion of this chapter:  

 

                                                 
438 Szalwinska Maxie, Now hear this: theatre's revolution in sound design, 3.10.2008, 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/  Maxie Szalwinska is a London-based theatre critic with a special interest in 
fringe and leading-edge theatre.  
439 Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit., p.14 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/
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The evolution of technology has an influence also on the job description and career of 
the technician. On one hand, possibilities of new interfaces are giving to the technician 
the ability to control during performance and with this the ability to play, to act. This 
means that the technician needs also some acting skills, he/she needs to interact with 
the performance. On the other hand the complexity of technology causes a continuous 
need for updates in the field of training, since the introduction of technologies such as 
automated movement control and network based control systems asks for completely 
new functions and skills in the field.440 

 

To continue the argument of the “Sound designer” example as emblematic of the need 
for specialists in Romania, let us compare the current situation in the country with 
existing European trends on the base of some quotes from our interviewees. 

An Orchestra Coordinator interviewed said that the level of sound technicians in 
Romania is not as high as it should be. In his daily activity as a freelancer, he prefers 
to work with Slovak or Dutch sound engineers, because in the country he came across 
some good technicians from recording studios but no live music sound engineers. 
 

“A school for this is strongly needed. I’m pushing a lot for this at the National Music 
Academy in order to do it”.441 

 

In his opinion, a sound engineer should be a musician knowing how to read scores 
and should mix these attitudes with soft skills such as having a leadership approach, 
being a communicator, knowing how to deal with people.  

 
“Working with artists in general requires a lot of communication attitudes.”442  

 

Another interesting quote about training needs for sound designers comes out of an 
interview with a professional who works as a collaborator in a National Theatre. He 
gives his opinion about the specificity of working on sound for classical music: 
 

He has in mind to attend a training course in London for two reasons: 

- to be more prepared in recording classical singers and orchestras 

- to open a school for sound designers focused on classical music as a secondary 
activity for his own private company.  

He feels that in Romania sound engineers working in the field of pop music do not 
respect the quality of recording required for classical music, because for classical music 
it is necessary to be more rigorous and more technical.  

(…) 

Moreover, classical music industry has less money than pop because the audience is 
not as large as for pop.443 

 

If in the sector of sound we can collect at least the views of some people who are 
aware of strong and weak points, for video specialization, we cannot say the same. 
Here are a few quotes about it: 

                                                 
440 Ibid. 
441 From interview F.23 
442 Ibid. 
443 From interview F.20 
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Stated by a Sound Technician: 

They have in the theatre a colleague who is a photo-video operator but he just records 
and does not edit material. As video projector equipment, they have an old beamer 
(2.000 ansi lumen) and 2 new ones (10.000 ansi lumen). 

(…) 

Video projections on stage are managed directly by the sound technicians 
department.444 

 
Stated by a Regizor Tehnic: 

He is aware of how difficult it is to learn technology aspects. He feels that main training 
needs are sound and lighting. In his theatre they need to use video projections, for 
instance, but they are not qualified enough to do it properly.445 

 

Actually, the training of specialists in the technical field in Romania needs to deal with 
other problems as well. Usually, the elements, which give the frame of the situation, 
are: 

a. Lack of proper equipment: members of the same crew stated that they would 
need a full digital mixer because they still work on an analogical one. They have 
only few digital bits and pieces and only one of them uses computer (a personal 
one) and works with BPM Studio, Ableton LIVE and Adobe audition software 
during performances.446  

b. Technological updating:  because of the fact that many technicians still work on 
analogical equipment they would need a proper training on digital equipment, 
sound recording, digital format, multi-channel recording, and software. 447 

c. Low salary level: different sound technicians working as employees stated that 
the salary they earn is very low (about 250,00 € per month) and they cannot earn 
more because this is the highest level for sound technicians.  They considered 
that thanks to the creation of a performing arts training centre the quality could 
be improved but in order to increase salaries it would be necessary to work on 
organizational charts, creating positions with specific and specialist skills 
criteria.448 

d. No facilities or scholarships for lifelong learning: 
There are no schools for sound in Romania; in Hungary Radio Budapest does a study 
programme for sound technicians but if somebody wants to attend it, he would have to 
pay it on his own and the low salary of the category does not allow this.449 

 

The relationship between their working category, salary and training possibility can be 
clearly guessed. Training for technicians is not acknowledged in the performing arts 
labour system and the possibility to get specialized in a specific sector is not included.  
As a result, a salary increase is not a real prospect and motivations to implement one’s 
own professionalism fight with concrete economical problems. It sounded a bit 
frustrating to the researchers to highlight this kind of endless circle, which actually 

                                                 
444 See interview E.09 
445 See interview D.08 
446 See interview E.09 
447 Ibid. 
448 Ibid. 
449 Ibid. 
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blocks the will of a large number of professionals to be more prepared and effective on 
their job. 
 

5.3 From un-qualified technician to specialized machinist 

Having addressed all the examples about specialists, it is important to turn now to the 
lowest level on the scale of technicians and which is represented by the “un-qualified 
technician” (or “un-skilled”), usually the entrance level for a new professional belonging 
to the machinists’ crew. 

Un-skilled technicians are usually considered as the weakest category of professionals 
working in performing arts, especially with a view to the ration between working hours 
and salary. Moreover, they never have specific training experiences in the field; they 
usually come from technical schools and learn on the job how to deal with theatre 
aspects.  

 
A professional school for machinists in theatre would be very useful because 
nowadays-young people are more “computerized” and read no more. 

It would be useful to have a short-lasting course for a small group of stage technicians 
concerning everything related to stage.450 

 
The owner of this quote is a chief machinist who attended a professional night school 
for carpenters for three years while working in construction at the same time. He heard 
about a vacant position in the theatre he still works for and started to work there in 
1978 as a machinist. He declared that, since his youth, he was always interested in 
cultural aspects, especially in cinema and theatre and working behind the scene 
makes him feel again this old attraction and the respect for actors and for their job. 
Apart from his personal considerations, he stated that during the communist regime 
there was a sort of training programme for chief machinists working out of Bucharest. 
In fact, at that time, they had to be trained in the capital city for a period of three 
months and once back to work they had the responsibility to teach the others; 
therefore, since that period he is teaching to people working in its department. His 
strong teaching and learning attitude is demonstrated also by the following quote: 

 
“You have to be interested in learning otherwise time working in theatre passes by and 
you learn nothing”.451  

 
Also, other two professionals leading the machinists department stated interesting 
things about training their crew. One of them considers that there is no school for this 
kind of job, even if it would be useful because teaching to new workers takes a lot of 
time.452 Another one stated that a deeper awareness and understanding of the theatre 
environment would improve the work of his team.453 Also other professionals holding 
different positions highlighted the need of training for them and in particular a regizor 
tehnic said that chief machinist should be trained in order to be able to better organize 
the work of his crew because even if it seems they work only with physical strength, 

                                                 
450 From interview E.04 
451 Ibid. 
452 See interview A.06 
453 See interview B.07 
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reality is a bit different and they have to deal with issues like timing, programming 
etc...454 

Therefore, in principle we could state that chief machinists interviewed have a proper 
perspective about training needs in their sector even if, of course, there are a lot of 
issues, which must be taken into consideration. 

As already mentioned, the unbalanced relationship between working hours and salary 
creates several embarrassing situations which could lead to concrete problems when it 
comes to the will of setting a training system for them in the country: 

 
Stated by a Chief Machinist: 

It is hard to find machinists because in this specific sector you have to deal with big 
responsibilities and to know full well the work; besides, salaries are very low.455 

 
Stated by a Financial Manager: 

Because of the salaries, all the technical sectors are disadvantaged and low salaries 
decrease also the working level.456 

 

Stated by a General Director of a National Theatre: 

Salaries in his theatre go from 200 € (non-skilled machinist) to 1.000 € (general 
manager). Average salary is 450 €. Because of the fact he is managing a national 
theatre, he can state that salaries are about 25% higher than in other theatres.  

(…) 

 It is difficult to compare the salaries with other sectors. 

(…) 

The weak categories in the field are all un-skilled technicians (poorly paid).457 

 

Stated by a person in charge of human resources: 

The weak categories of the sector are machinists and technicians in general: they work 
hard and have a low salary. Especially during festivals, they have to stay in the theatre 
all day long. Moreover, the extra working hours have been cut for everybody because 
of the crisis.458  

 

In order to improve working conditions of this category, it is necessary to demonstrate 
that even at the (apparently) lower level of implementation the performing art sector 
has peculiarities, which make it enormously different from other sectors of industry. 

This awareness is pretty common in the European Community and it is proven by 
detailed training programmes delivered by different kind of providers and officially 
acknowledged by public authorities. 

In the frame of the Leonardo da Vinci project “The BEST European Solutions of 
Training”,459 aiming at collecting good training practices at international level, one of 
the best initiatives collected for technical training belonged to the activity of the 

                                                 
454 See interview E.06 
455 From interview C.09 
456 From interview C.04  
457 From interview F.01 
458 From interview F.02 
459 Leonardo da Vinci - BEST EUROPEAN SOLUTIONS OF TRAINING (the BEST) -  I/05/B/F/NT-154004       
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prestigious Institut del Teatre of Barcelona.460 Within the wide training offered by the 
Catalan training centre a proper path dedicated to “Stage Machinery” has been set: a 
two years “Higher Vocational Training” programme.461                         
The motivation of this course is clearly described by Institut’s experts as follows: 
 

Course Motivation  

In recent decades, there has been a sharp change and growth in the entertainment 
industry that has brought remarkable changes in production processes. Moreover, the 
entertainment industry could not be indifferent to the overall changes made by the 
companies.  

Traditionally, the technical staff performing the service was incorporated into the 
profession without any specific training, and traditional apprenticeship system in the 
workplace was followed by a self-training throughout professional life. 

This situation today is no longer tenable for the following reasons: 

- Companies and houses do not want or cannot keep the training process within their 
structure and need active and productive workers since the beginning of their 
professional activity. 

- The complexity of contents to be transmitted and techniques to be applied has 
increased because of new technologies. 

- The specificity of the product of performing arts industry - the performance itself - and 
its ephemeral nature make the integration of the trainee very difficult. 

- Artists are increasingly using complex technical devices for their productions, with the 
requirement of growing technical quality. 

- The absence of an institutional access and the social characteristics of these technical 
professions have favoured the development of a sector collecting workers with school 
failure experiences. 

 
While the performance maintains activity and artistic aspects of its own craftsmen, 
labour system and companies are demanding training of quality in order to ensure 
employability of workers after the completion of initial training, and also their lifelong 
updating through the development of new skills.462 

 
Starting form this consideration, which would be easily comparable and transferable to 
the nowadays Romanian situation, Institut del Teatre describes the general profile of a 
machinist as a technician able to set up and manage the sett in a live performance 
respecting the artistic project, the characteristics of the representation, technical 
aspects, economic aspects, human relationships and safety. Moreover, the machinist’s 
activity has to deal (in terms of communication, aesthetical attitude, health and safety) 
with different interlocutors such as audience, artists and workers. Machinists must be 
able to organize, supervise, install and operate the various professional equipments 
and machinery systems.463 

This is how the profile is synthetically described through three main competence units: 
 
 

                                                 
460 “The Institut del Teatre is a cultural institution with a long history of training in the various specialities of 
the performing arts and the research, promotion and dissemination of theatre. The combination of all of 
these activities makes it one of the most dynamic and influential institutions in the world of performing arts 
in Europe.” (www.institutdelteatre.org)  
461http://www.institutdelteatre.org/diputacio/opencms/system/modules/org.iteatre.web/web/en/AreaEstudia
r/Area.jsp?PathMenuSelec=/system/modules/org.iteatre.web/web/en/AreaEstudiar/Ensenyaments/Titol_d
e_formacio_professional_superior_en_Tecniques_de_les_Arts_de_Espectacle/ 
462 Leonardo da Vinci - The Best European Solutions of Training, Catalogue – Fiche C.08, 2007   
463 Ibid. 

http://www.institutdelteatre.org
http://www.institutdelteatre.org/diputacio/opencms/system/modules/org.iteatre.web/web/en/AreaEstudia
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1. To participate in the development of set design, adapting the stage space and 
managing the development of cues and effects of machinery during a live performance, 
maintaining the original concept in different working situations. 

2. To manage, coordinate, supervise and perform the assembly, disassembly and 
maintenance of equipment of machinery, scenery and curtains for an event or live 
performance in different working situations. 

3. To provide tests and functions in different working situations.464 

 

In order to meet  all these needs, Institut del Teatre created a two-year programme 
divided in four semesters that matches together theoretical training, practice on stage 
and work experience. 

For the first semester of the first year, students must attend the following courses: 

- History and theory of performing arts 

- Music 

- Knowledge of theatre building and architecture 

- Introduction to the stage machinery 

- Introduction to lighting  

- Introduction to sound 

- First Practical Workshop 

- Risk prevention in physical work 

- Circuit Theory 

- Electrical aspects 

- Electronics aspects 

- Mechanics  

- Computer systems 

- Graphic Representation Techniques 

 

The second semester includes the following courses: 

- History of Set Design  

- Regulations on Prevention and Safety  

- Reception facilities for Low Voltage  

- Programmable digital systems 

- Second Practical Workshop 

- Specialty Design Basics  

- Scenic Machinery: Rigging  

- Scenic Machinery: Curtains 

- Scenic Machinery: Scenic elements 

- Construction: Carpentry 

- Construction: Metal 

                                                 
464 Ibid. 
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- Mechanics (Second part) 

- Graphic Representation Techniques (Second part) 
 

The second year moves from theoretical learning to practical experience and 
especially in the second semester, the students’ entire activity will be dedicated to 
work experience. 
 

Second Year, First Semester: 

 

- History and Theory of Performing Arts (Second Part) 

- Removable Light structures 

- Rules on Safety and Prevention (Second Part) 

- Production and management 

- Third Practical Workshop 

- Equipment: stage technique 
- Scenic Machinery: Curtains (Second Part) 

-  Construction: Synthetic materials 

- Textile materials  

- Construction: Painting 

- Fourth Workshop 

- Fifth Workshop 

- Sixth Workshop 

- Regulation of machines 

- Automatic machinery programmeming 

- Hydraulics and Pneumatics 

 

Second Year, Second Semester  

 

- Seventh Workshop 

- Work experience 

 

 

At first sight, some of the theoretical curricula might seem too far-fetched for the 
professional profile of a “machinist”. Teaching subjects as History and theory of 
performing arts, Music or History of set design seems rather pointless in consideration 
of the technical, manual and practical nature of the job. 

Anyway, the pedagogical team of the Institut del Teatre justifies all these activities in 
details, explaining why this knowledge could be important and determinant in training 
professionals with a specialist attitude. 

 
Curricula: History and theory of performing arts 
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The course develops the basic knowledge of Western performing, evaluating its 
evolution through history and art, relating the facts with political and social situation of 
the time. Students have to identify the styles and to use appropriate language to define 
each era.465 

 

Curricula: Music 

The music is very present in performances. Many of the activities of the technician work 
are made depend on beats and musical rhythm. The course wants to give the basic 
tools to those who have no music training, in order to let them act and move inside the 
musical phrase (…).466 

 
Curricula: History of set design 

Learn the basics of planning and realization of the theatrical device of the western 
theatre from ancient Greece to the present time, which are specified in the scenario, 
different solutions that respond to different plastic goals on the scene. 

Identify the stylistic framework, visual and spatial characteristics of each theatrical and / 
or theatrical project style. 

Learn to link concepts and procedures applied in the history of art to the analysis of 
nowadays and future set design.467 

 

Also, the seven workshops have different specific goals, which gradually increase the 
level of competence not only in the technical area but also in understanding how the 
production works as a whole. 

The first one is a basic workshop aimed at providing students a first contact with the 
artistic event, and a first awareness of all the tasks applied to technical professions 
working with colleagues grouped by specialty. 

The second workshop is designed as a professional practice with an average degree 
of difficulty; students should acquire a holistic work process of their own applying 
knowledge and procedures in order to organize and carry out the tasks of their 
specialty.  A lot of attention is paid to planning, needs assessment and the 
understanding of artistic concepts. 

The third workshop is very technical, and is divided into several separate sessions, 
which deal with the practice of certain complex procedures and syntheses directly 
related to specific skills of the professional profile. 

Workshops fourth to sixth are designed as a professional practice. The student will 
carry out a synthesis of all the learning outcomes acquired in the context of their 
individual training experience. The workshop is run in the frame of a theatre 
performance, a music event, a general cultural event, a fashion show, according to the 
various career opportunities.  

The last workshop takes place at the end of the training cycle and is conceived as a 
practice in which the technological factor should be complex. One of the main tasks is 
the adaptation of settings, which should stimulate a creative approach and stage-
design solutions based on the application of the technical and artistic knowledge 
acquired. This workshop aims at an autonomous development of the student. 

We can consider that this kind of attitude aims at giving machinists the widest 
knowledge of what is happening on stage from both an artistic and technical point of 

                                                 
465 Ibid. 
466 Ibid. 
467 Ibid. 
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view. In that frame, knowledge about lighting, sound and other skills and procedures 
that pertain to other technical departments, give the target profile an added value. 

 

Introduction to lighting 

The overall objective of this course is to provide an overview of what lighting means in 
performing arts and to give students the skills needed to work in practice on lighting. 
In order to achieve these goals, students must acquire knowledge about light as a 
mean of expression, tools and equipment used by lighting in the daily work and basic 
knowledge of techniques and procedures used for the realization of a lighting design. 

 

Introduction to sound 

The aim of this course is to provide an overview of what the job of a sound technician is 
and to give students the skills needed to work in practice on sound. To achieve this 
goal it is necessary that students acquire knowledge of sound as a medium of 
expression, tools and equipment used by sound engineers in their daily work and later 
acquires basic knowledge of techniques and procedures used for the sound design of a 
performance. 

 

Electrical aspects 

Basic course of scientific and technical basis, teaching composition and operation of 
electrical devices in order to provide fundamental selection criteria for electrical 
machines according to their characteristics and technical conditions of use. 
 

Electronic aspects 

Basic course of scientific and technical basis in order to provide the necessary 
knowledge to understand the functioning of the building blocks of an electronic circuit, 
the basic configuration of electronic circuits and integrated circuits most commonly 
used in electronics.468 

 

Moreover, also Information Technologies aspects are taken into consideration through 
the following curricula: Computer systems and Automatic machinery programming. 
The first one aims at teaching knowledge concerning the basic structure of hardware 
and software, understanding the terminology and being able to successfully install 
several modules, knowing the operation of computer networks and Internet user level. 
The second curriculum aims instead at introducing digital electronics, with the aim of 
understanding the operation of digital systems. 

Finally, it is very important to highlight the “vocational” attitude of the course, which 
meets also the Romanian need of “on the job training” and keeps a close relation 
between training and labour market. 

“Work experience”, which is the last phase of the process, foresees a training period in 
the workplace. Students will learn through an experience that necessarily must be 
conducted in a professional environment, with the constraints of a company and the 
concrete tasks of the profession. The work experience period for Institut del Teatre is 
one-month long and is supported by a communitarian project named EPTE, “Practical 
Training for Live Performance Technicians”, funded by the European Programme 
Leonardo da Vinci, which is running its 7th edition in 2010. EPTE is a mobility 
programme, led by Institut del Teatre de Barcelona, giving its students (technicians) 
the chance to receive on the job training at the most prestigious European theatres. 
Theatres inform the students about the professional situation in the guest country, offer 
                                                 
468 Ibid. 
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them a four-week practical work experience related to their professional background 
and appoint a tutor for each student in order to observe and assess the practical work 
in close collaboration with the tutor provided by the Institut del Teatre.469 

This course for machinists run by Institut del Teatre is a very interesting combination of 
needs for training and specialists, use of European funding and the creation of a 
pedagogical best practice example. The entire training plan highlights the importance 
of the vocational attitude for performing arts training.  

All curricula, methodologies and learning outcomes are related to the concrete labour 
market and everything, including theory, is conceived so as to be put in practice on 
stage. 

 
The following list attempts to identify a range of objectives that define the purpose of 
vocational training. It is important to remember that the aim of any vocational training is 
to provide a student with the necessary understanding and expertise to obtain 
professional work within his/her chosen field. 

(…) 

The purpose of vocational trainings is to: 

- Develop a range of technical (physical) skills appropriate to the art form and industry 

- Build an understanding of the art form's vocabularies through the application of 
technique experience a range of settings appropriate to an art form 

- Provide an understanding of the possible employment sectors and recruitment 
procedures (auditions, agents etc.) 

- Develop the student's creativity, artistic interpretation and communication470 

                                                 
469 See Bellodi Umberto, Van Goethem Chris, op. cit., p.35 
470  Birch Edward, Training in the Performing Arts, http://www.he.courses-careers.com/performingarts.htm 

http://www.he.courses-careers.com/performingarts.htm
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6. Training Needs Self-Assessment 
 

6.1 Methodology471 

At the end of every interview, professionals were asked to fill in a detailed checklist 
concerning their own training needs. This checklist was divided in eleven sections 
concerning different areas of tasks / departments and every section included a list of 
competence units about the specific job-area. The eleven sections were: 
 

1. All Profiles 
2. Set and Costume Design 
3. Electricity and Lighting 
4. Sound 
5. Stage – General (i.e. set and costume designer, property masters and also 

machinists, tailors)  
6. Machinists – Mechanics 
7. Office (Documenting) 
8. Management (General) 
9. Heads of Departments 
10. Management (Specific) 
11. Training Responsible 

 
Even if those sections seem to belong to specific professional profiles, every 
professional interviewed had a specific series of tasks and responsibilities, which 
sometimes went beyond his or her “institutional” role. 

Therefore, from the analysis of individuals’ job descriptions, as it resulted from 
interviews, researchers had the opportunity to obtain information in order to ascribe 
proper sections to interviewees, asking them to assess their competence through a 
series of three different questions for every unit. 

First, individuals had to state to what extent the unit “belongs” to their job, assessing 
this criteria from a lower level of relevance (level 1 = No Relevance) to the highest one 
(level 4 = High Relevance). This first step aimed at making people comfortable in front 
of an evaluation procedure, which could eventually be stressful even if played on a 
self-assessment base. Answering about the extent to which a task “belonged” to their 
real activity, individuals feel freer to be sincere in the following two steps, which go 
deeper into the awareness of their own limitations. 

The second step was asking interviewees to express their desire of training through 
the following statement “I would like to be trained / updated on this”. In this part, 
individuals should state the level of relevance (from level 1 to level 4) of their own 
personal interest in a specific technical issue. This step helps a gradual approach to 
concrete self-assessment, because it is based on an “individual interest” level, 
apparently totally subjective but fully demonstrating the professional vivacity of 
interviewees. 

The third and last step consisted in asking more directly (but only after the first two 
gradual questions) how competent people feel about the specific unit. Asking this after 
the two previous steps should have helped achieve a higher level of reliability in the 

                                                 
471 For the development of this tool the cooperation of two of the maximum experts in the field of training 
for performing arts technicians has been fundamental: Chris Van Goethem (TEAD vzw - RITS EHB; see 
http://www.tead.be/chris/) and Tony Bond (see http://www.skillscene.com/detail.php?article=20).  

http://www.tead.be/chris/
http://www.skillscene.com/detail.php?article=20
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assessment process because, when weak points are concerned, it is easier to declare 
one’s own limits if they actually seem outside the remit of one’s personal daily activity. 

In the following pages, it is possible to visualize the answer percentages to every 
single unit. Within each question’s results it is interesting to compare how the 
percentage changes from the first graph (“This task belong to my job”) to the last one 
(“I feel competent myself in this”), while the intermediate one shows the will of training 
stated by interviewee. 

It is important to state once more that different profiles answered the same sections 
because it often happened that the concrete tasks of individuals exceeded the 
customary job description they were supposed to have. Therefore, researchers did the 
assignment of areas to people straight after the interview, including the in-depth 
analysis of individual professional profiles. 

 

6.2 Criteria of Analysis  

Every series of data related to a specific question, had a level of relevance concerning 
the training need ascribed to it. This assessment was made through four different 
levels, from an “Urgent” to a “Not Urgent” one and followed these statistical steps: 

 
- “a” (“%” level 3 + “%” level 4)  =  “a1” 

- “b” (“%” level 3 + “%” level 4)  =  “b1” 

- “c” (“%” level 3 + “%” level 4)  =  “c1” 

 

- “b1” – “c1”     =  “x” 

 

- if “x” < “-5”    then  “Not urgent need” (■) 

- if “x” >= “-5” and < “15”   then  “Standard relevance need” (■■) 

- if “x” >= “15” and < “35”   then  “High relevance need” (■■■) 

- if “x” >= “35”    then  “Urgent need” (■■■■) 

 

Values of “b1” and “c1” have been taken into consideration as firsts because their 
different self-assessment could be considered a sufficient criterion in order to set the 
concrete awareness of the individual training need. 

Values of “a1” have been taken into consideration only for those cases in which the 
low level of self-assessment on the training need could have been distorted by the low 
level of “belonging” to the individual’s overall tasks. Therefore: 

 

- For “Not urgent need” result, if “a1” < 60% then the result moves to “Standard relevance 
need” (■■) 

- For “Standard relevance need” result, ”if “a1” < 60% then the result moves to “High 
relevance need” (■■■) 
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6.3 Data Analysis 

 

Section 1 – All Profiles 
 
People answering to this section were 23, belonging to the following job-categories:472 
 
1.0 General Management n. 2 
2.0 Production Services n. 5 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 5 
3.2 Machinists n. 2 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 1 
3.4 Lighting n. 4 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 0 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 2 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 2 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 23 

 
 

 
 

 

                                                 
472 For a descriptive table of job categories see the Introduction to this publication, 3 Quantitative Results. 
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6.4 Data Analysis 

 

Section 1 – All Profiles 
 
23 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories:473 
 
1.0 General Management n. 2 
2.0 Production Services n. 5 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 5 
3.2 Machinists n. 2 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 1 
3.4 Lighting n. 4 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 0 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 2 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 2 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 23 

 

                                                 
473 For a descriptive table of job categories see the Introduction to this publication, 3 Quantitative Results. 
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Get in and get 
out 
performance 
equipment 

1.A
13,0%17,4%

39,1% 30,4%0,0%

 
1.B

0,0%

39,1%

34,8% 21,7%4,3%

 
1.C

26,1%34,8%

21,7% 13,0%4,3%

 

■■■ 

 

Read and use 
technical 
documentatio
n 

2.A

4,5%
18,2%59,1%

9,1%

9,1%

 
2.B

0,0%
9,1%

50,0%

40,9%

0,0%

 
2.C

4,5% 4,5%
18,2%

54,5%

18,2%

 

■■■ 

 

Analyse 
documentatio
n and 
organize 
resources 

3.A

9,1%

27,3%

45,5%
13,6%

4,5%

 
3.B

13,6%

59,1%

27,3%
0,0%

0,0%

 
3.C

31,8%

36,4%

27,3% 0,0%4,5%

 

■■■ 

 

Draw plans 
with CAD or 
other IT 
system 

4.A

4,5%
36,4%

13,6%

40,9%

4,5%

 
4.B

0,0%
9,1%40,9%

45,5%

4,5%

 
4.C

4,5% 27,3%
9,1%

36,4%

22,7%

 

■■■
■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Draw and 
document 
plan manually 

5.A

13,6%
36,4%

27,3% 18,2%4,5%

 
5.B

18,2%

36,4%

36,4% 4,5%
4,5%

 
5.C

31,8%
45,5%

13,6% 9,1%0,0%

 

■■ 

 

Assisting the 
running of the 
show 

6.A

4,5%
18,2%50,0%

22,7%

4,5%

 
6.B

4,5% 18,2%27,3%

45,5%

4,5%

 
6.C

0,0% 4,5%
31,8%

45,5%

18,2%

 

■■ 

 

Observe the 
show and 
react to 
malfunctions 

7.A

9,1%

22,7%

54,5%
9,1%4,5%

 
7.B

13,0%

39,1%

34,8% 8,7%
4,3%

 
7.C

17,4%

39,1%

39,1% 4,3%0,0%

 

■■ 

 

Observe the 
show and 
maintain the 
artistic quality 

8.B

4,3% 17,4%39,1%

26,1%

13,0%

 
8.B

4,3% 17,4%39,1%

26,1%

13,0%

 
8.C

0,0% 17,4%26,1%

39,1%

17,4%

 

■■ 
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Section 2 – Set and Costume Design 
 
12 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 0 
2.0 Production Services n. 1 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 0 
3.2 Machinists n. 0 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 2 
3.4 Lighting n. 0 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 0 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 6 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 3 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 0 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 12 

 
 
 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Conceiving 
artistic 
projects 

9.A
25,0%

16,7%

16,7%

33,3%

8,3%

 
9.B

8,3%

16,7%

66,7%
8,3%

0,0%

 
9.C

25,0%

16,7%

50,0% 0,0%
8,3%

 

■■■ 

 

Translating 
artistic 
concepts in 
technical 
plans 

10.A

8,3%

25,0%41,7%

8,3%
16,7%

 
10.B

8,3%
25,0%41,7%

8,3% 16,7%

 
10.C

0,0%
8,3%33,3%

33,3%

25,0%

 

■■ 

 

Monitoring 
trends in the 
field of 
artistic 
theatre 
design 11.A

8,3%

8,3%

58,3%

16,7%
8,3%

 
11.B

8,3%

8,3%

58,3% 16,7%
8,3%

 
11.C

16,7%

50,0%

25,0% 0,0%
8,3%

 

■ 

 

Monitoring 
trends in the 
field of 
technology 
applied to 
design 12.A

0,0% 16,7%41,7%

33,3%

8,3%

 
12.B

8,3% 0,0%66,7%

16,7%

8,3%

 
12.C

8,3%
8,3%41,7%

16,7%

25,0%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Analysing 
the script 

13.A 0,0%
25,0%

33,3%
41,7%

0,0%

 
13.B

16,7%
25,0%

33,3% 16,7%
8,3%

 
13.C

25,0%

25,0%

33,3% 8,3%
8,3%

 

■■■ 

 

Researching 
aimed at 
conceiving 

14.A

0,0% 25,0%58,3%

16,7%

0,0%

 
14.B

8,3%
0,0%

66,7%

16,7%

8,3%

 
14.C

8,3%
0,0%50,0%

33,3%

8,3%

 

■■ 

 

Introducing 
detailed 
design 
projects 

15.A

16,7%

25,8%

33,3% 16,7%
8,3%

 
15.B

0,0%

25,0%

58,3% 8,3%
8,3%

 
15.C

8,3%

50,0%

33,3% 8,3%
0,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Warrantee 
the quality of 
the original 
design and 
plan during 
the setting up 
in workshop 16.A

8,3%
8,3%

66,7%

16,7%

0,0%

 
16.B

8,3% 0,0%
58,3%

25,0%

8,3%

 
16.C

0,0%0,0%50,0%

41,7%

8,3%

 

■ 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Adapting the 
original 
design to the 
concrete 
needs 
identified 
during the 
setting up in 
workshop 
 

17.A

0,0%
8,3%

75,0% 8,3%
8,3%

 
17.B

8,3%

8,3%

66,7%

8,3%
8,3%

 17.C

8,3%

41,7%

50,0% 0,0% 0,0%

 

■ 

 

Managing a 
staff in 
workshop 

18.A

8,3%

25,0%

66,7%

0,0%
0,0%

 
18.B

16,7% 0,0%

66,7%
16,7%

0,0%

 
18.C

0,0%

41,7%

41,7% 0,0%

8,3%

 

■■ 

 

Quality 
control of 
the final 
result 

19.A

0,0%

8,3%
75,0%

8,3%
8,3%

 
19.B

8,3%

0,0%

75,0%
8,3%8,3%

 
19.C

8,3%

16,7%
75,0%

0,0%
0,0%

 

■ 
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Section 3 – Electricity and Lighting 
 
8 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 0 
2.0 Production Services n. 0 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 1 
3.2 Machinists n. 0 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 2 
3.4 Lighting n. 5 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 0 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 0 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 0 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 8 

 
 
 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Assess 
power 
needs 

20.A
0,0%

12,5%

25,0%

50,0%

12,5%

 
20.B

0,0%
0,0%37,5%

25,0%

37,5%

 
20.C

12,5%

25,0%

25,0%

12,5%

25,0%
 

■■■ 

 

Provide 
power 
distribution  

21.A

12,5% 0,0% 0,0%

75,0%

12,5%

 
21.B

50,0%

25,0%

12,5% 12,5%0,0%

 
21.C

12,5%

50,0%

0,0%25,0%

12,5%

 

■■■ 

 

Install and 
operate 
generators 

22.A

12,5%

87,5%

0,0% 0,0% 0,0%

 
22.B

0,0%12,5%25,0%

37,5%

25,0%

 
22.C

12,5%

37,5%

0,0%25,0%

25,0%

 

■■■■ 

 

Provide 
power 
connection 
from 
busbars 23.A

0,0% 0,0%0,0%

87,5%

12,5%

 
23.B

12,5%
37,5%

25,0% 25,0%0,0%

 
23.C

12,5%

25,0% 0,0%

50,0%

12,5%

 

■■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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De-rig and 
pack 
electronic 
equipment 

24.A 12,5%
25,0%

25,0%

25,0%

12,5%

 
24.B

12,5%
12,5%50,0%

12,5%

12,5%

 
24.C

12,5%

25,0%

37,5%

0,0%
25,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Foresee 
and prevent 
technical 
problems 
with lighting 
equipment 25.A

0,0%
12,5%

50,0% 25,0%
12,5%

 
25.B

25,0%

12,5%

62,5%
0,0%

0,0%

 
25.C 12,5%

25,0%

25,0%

25,0%

12,2%

 

■■■ 

 

Focus 
lighting 
equipment 
 

26.A

12,5%

25,0%

50,0%

12,5%
0,0%

 
26.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

12,5%

37,5%

 
26.C

25,0%

12,5%

37,5%

12,5% 12,5%

 

■■ 

 

Install and 
operate 
dimmer 
equipment 

27.A

12,5%
25,0%62,5%

0,0%
0,0%

 
27.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

25,0%

25,0%

 
27.C

12,5%

25,0%
37,5%

12,5% 12,5%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Set up light 
board 
 
 
 28.A

12,5%

37,5%

37,5%

12,5% 0,0%

 
28.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

12,5%

37,5%

 
28.C

12,5%

25,0%

25,0%

12,5%

25,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Distribute 
control 
signals 

29.A 12,5%

25,0%

12,5%

25,0%

25,0%

 
29.B

25,0%

25,0%

37,5% 0,0%
0,0%

 
29.C

0,0%

12,5%
12,5%

50,0%

25,0%

 

■■■■ 

 

Install 
conventional 
lighting 

30.A

12,5%

25,0%

25,0%

25,0%
12,5%

 
30.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

25,0%

25,0%

 
30.C

12,5%

37,5%

25,0%

12,5%

12,5%

 

■■■■ 

 

Operate a 
manual 
lighting 
console 
 31.A

12,5%

25,0%

37,5% 12,5%
12,5%

 
31.B

12,5%

37,5%

50,0%
0,0%

0,0%

 
31.C 12,5%

25,0%

25,0%
25,0%

12,5%

 

■■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Preventive 
maintenance 
and 
recognizing 
maintenance 
needs  32.A

12,5%

12,5%
25,0%

37,5%

12,5%

 
32.B

0,0%
0,0%

62,5%

25,0%

12,5%

 
32.C

12,5%

37,5%

25,0%

12,5%

12,5%

 

■■■■ 

 

Check, 
maintain 
and repair 
conventional 
lighting 
equipment 33.A

0,0%37,5%

25,0%

25,0%

12,5%

 
33.B

25,0%

25,0%

50,0%
0,0%

0,0%

 
33.C 25,0%

25,0%

12,5%

25,0%

12,5%

 

■■■■ 

 

Maintain 
dimmer 
equipment 

34.A

12,5%

25,0%
25,0%

25,0%
12,5%

 
34.B

0,0%
0,0%

50,0%

12,5%

37,5%

 
34.C

12,5%

37,5%

12,5%

25,0%

12,5%

 

■■■ 

 

Set up 
follow spots 

35.A

0,0%

50,0%

25,0%
12,5%

12,5%

 
35.B

25,0%

37,5%

37,5% 0,0%
0,0%

 
35.C 12,5%

25,0%

25,0%

25,0%

12,5%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Fit up and 
rig 
automated 
lights 

36.A

12,5%

25,0%

25,0%

25,0%
12,5%

 
36.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

37,5%

12,5%

 
36.C

12,5%

37,5%

12,5%

25,0%

12,5%

 

■■■■ 

 

Maintenance 

37.A 0,0%

25,0%

25,0%

25,0%

25,0%

 
37.B

12,5%

25,0%

50,0% 0,0%12,5%

 
37.C

0,0%

25,0%

12,5%

37,5%

25,0%

 

■■■■ 

 

Check, 
maintain and 
repair 
automated 
lighting 
equipment 
and 
accessories 

38.A

12,5%

25,0%

12,5%

37,5%

12,5%

 
38.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

12,5%

37,5%

 
38.C

12,5%

37,5%

12,5%

25,0%

12,5%

 

■■■ 
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Section 4 – Sound 
 
6 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 0 
2.0 Production Services n. 0 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 1 
3.2 Machinists n. 0 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 1 
3.4 Lighting n. 0 
3.5 Sound n. 4 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 0 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 0 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 0 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 6 

 
  
 

 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Use 
communication 
equipment 

39.A
0,0%

16,7%

50,0%

16,7%

16,7%

 
39.B

33,3%16,7%

33,3% 0,0%
16,7%

 
39.C 0,0%

16,7%

33,3%

16,7%

33,3%

 

■■ 

 

Foresee and 
prevent 
technical 
problems with 
sound 
equipment 40.A

33,3%

0,0%

50,0%

0,0% 16,7%

 
40.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

33,3%

16,7%

 
40.C

33,3%

16,7%

0,0%

50,0%

0,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Technically 
design a 
sound system  

41.A
0,0%

16,7%

50,0%

0,0%

33,3%

 
41.B

16,7%

33,3%

50,0%
0,0%0,0%

 
41.C

33,3%

16,7%

16,7%

16,7%

16,7%

 

■■■■ 

 

Fit up and rig 
sound on 
stage 

42.A

16,7%
0,0%66,7%

16,7%

0,0%

 
42.B

0,0%0,0%

50,0%

50,0%

0,0%

 
42.C

16,7%

16,7%

33,3%

33,3%
0,0%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Operate a 
manual 
mixing 
console 

43.A

16,7%

0,0%

66,7% 0,0%
16,7%

 
43.B

33,3%

16,7%

50,0% 0,0%
0,0%

 
43.C

0,0%
33,3%

33,3%

16,7%

16,7%

 

■■ 

 

Prepare 
and run a 
sound 
check 

44.A

33,3%

0,0%

33,3%

16,7% 16,7%

 
44.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

16,7%

33,3%

 
44.C

16,7%

16,7%

33,3%

16,7% 16,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Reading 
the score 

45.A

33,3%
16,7%

33,3%
0,0%

16,7%

 
45.B

16,7%

33,3%

50,0% 0,0%
0,0%

 
45.C

16,7%16,7%

33,3%

16,7%

16,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Program 
and 
rehearse 
sound cues 

46.A

16,7%
0,0%50,0%

33,3%

0,0%

 
46.B

0,0%
0,0%

33,3%

50,0%

16,7%

 
46.C

16,7%

16,7%

33,3%

33,3%
0,0%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Monitor 
mixing in a 
live situation 

47.A

0,0%

16,7%

66,7% 0,0%
16,7%

 
47.B

0,0%
16,7%

83,3%

0,0% 0,0%

 
47.C

0,0%
50,0%

16,6%

16,7%

16,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Check, 
maintain and 
repair sound 
equipment 

48.A

16,7%

16,7%

33,3%

16,7% 16,7%

 
48.B

0,0%
0,0%50,0%

16,7%

33,3%

 
48.C

16,7%

16,7%

16,7%

33,3%
16,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Preventive 
maintenance 
and 
Recognizing 
maintenance 
needs  49.A

16,7%
33,3%

16,7%

16,7%

16,7%

 
49.B

33,3%

16,7%

50,0% 0,0%
0,0%

 
49.C

16,7%

50,0%

0,0%

16,7%

16,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Plan a 
recording 

50.A

16,7%
0,0%50,0%

33,3%

0,0%

 
50.B

0,0%
0,0%

66,7%

33,3%
0,0%

 
50.C

16,7%

16,7%

33,3%

16,7% 16,7%

 

■■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Setting up a 
multi-track 
recording 

51.A

16,7%

16,7%

50,0% 0,0%

16,7%

 
51.B

0,0%
0,0%

100,0%

0,0% 0,0%

 
51.C

16,7%
33,3%

16,7%

16,7%

16,7%

 

■■■■ 

 

Music 
mixing 

52.A

16,7%

0,0%83,3%

0,0%

0,0%

 
52.B

0,0%0,0%

83,3%

16,7%
0,0%

 
52.C

16,7%

0,0%

33,3%

50,0%

0,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Multi-track 
editing and 
mixing 

53.A
16,7%16,7%

33,3%

0,0%

33,3%

 
53.B

0,0%

16,7%

66,7%
0,0%16,7%

 
53.C

16,7%
0,0%

33,3%

16,7%

33,3%

 

■■■■ 

 

Tune up the 
wireless 
systems 

54.A 50,0%0,0%

33,3%

16,7%
0,0%

 
54.B

33,3%

0,0%

66,7%

0,0%
0,0%

 
54.C 50,0%0,0%

33,3%

16,7%
0,0%

 

■■■ 
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Section 5 – Stage General 
 
26 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 0 
2.0 Production Services n. 4 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 5 
3.2 Machinists n. 3 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 2 
3.4 Lighting n. 2 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 1 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 4 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 4 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 1 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 26 

 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Translate 
artistic 
concepts to 
technical 
designs 

55.A

12,0%

32,0%

44,0%
12,0%0,0%

 
55.B

11,5%

38,5%

46,2% 0,0%3,8%

 
55.C

15,4%

53,8%

23,1%
0,0%

7,7%

 

■■ 

 

Understand 
and work 
according 
artistic 
concepts 

56.A

11,5%

19,2%
57,7%

7,7%
3,8%

 
56.B

11,5%

7,6%
42,3%

30,8%

7,7%

 
56.C

15,4%

7,6%

30,8%

38,5%

7,7%

 

■■ 

 

Ensure the 
visual 
quality of 
the scenery 
and set-
dressing 57.A

4,0%

12,0%

60,0% 20,0%4,0%

 
57.B

8,3%

33,3%

50,0%
4,2%

4,2%

 
57.C

8,3%

37,5%

41,7%
4,2%

8,3%

 

■■ 

 

Foresee 
and prevent 
technical 
problems 
with stage 
equipment 58.A

0,0% 29,2%
54,2%

16,7%

0,0%

 
58.B

0,0%
8,3%

50,0%

29,2%

12,5%

 
58.C

8,3%
8,3%

29,2%

54,2%

0,0%

 

■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Foresee 
and prevent 
technical 
problems 
with scenic 
elements 59.A

0,0%
12,5%

58,3%
25,0%4,2%

 
59.B

12,5%

29,2%

54,2%

4,2%0,0%

 
59.C

8,7%

47,8%

30,4%
4,3%

8,7%

 

■■ 

 

Draw Stage 
layouts 
manually 

60.A

4,2% 29,2%
45,8%

16,7%
4,2%

 
60.B

4,2% 20,8%
45,8%

29,2%

0,0%

 
60.C

4,2%
12,5%

29,2%

45,8%

8,3%

 

■■ 

 

Draw stage 
layouts with 
CAD or 
other IT 
systems 

61.A

12,5%

16,7% 8,3%

58,3%

4,2%

 
61.B

12,5%

41,7%

29,2%
16,7%0,0%

 
61.C

30,4%

26,1%
4,3%

26,1%

13,0%

 

■■■■ 

 

Install and 
test 
technical 
stage 
equipment 

62.A

8,3%

29,2%

33,3%

16,7% 12,5%

 
62.B

4,0%
16,0%

40,0%

36,0%

4,0%

 
62.C

17,4%

8,7%

26,1%

34,8%
13,0%

 

■■■ 
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Section 6 – Machinists - Mechanics 
 
10 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 0 
2.0 Production Services n. 1 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 1 
3.2 Machinists n. 6 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 0 
3.4 Lighting n. 0 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 1 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 1 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 0 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 10 

 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Fit up scenic 
elements on 
stage 

63.A

0,0%
9,1%72,7%

9,1%
9,1%

 
63.B

10,0%

10,0%

70,0%

10,0%0,0%

 
63.C

0,0%

30,0%

60,0% 0,0%
10,0%

 

■ 

 

Fit up and 
strike the 
rehearsal 
set 

64.A

0,0%
10,0%70,0%

20,0%

0,0%

 
64.B

0,0%
10,0%

70,0%
20,0%

0,0%

 
64.C

0,0%
0,0%

70,0%
30,0%

0,0%

 

■ 

 

Handle 
scenic 
elements 
during 
rehearsal 

65.A

0,0%

20,0%

60,0%
20,0%0,0%

 
65.B

0,0%

40,0%

40,0%
10,0%

10,0%

 
65.B

0,0%

40,0%

40,0%
10,0%

10,0%

 

■ 

 

Change 
over of 
scenic 
elements 
during 
performance 66.A

0,0% 20,0%
60,0%

20,0%

0,0%

 
66.B

0,0% 10,0%
50,0%

40,0%

0,0%

 
66.C

0,0%0,0%40,0%

60,0%

0,0%

 

■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Check, 
maintain 
and repair 
stage 
equipment 
for 
horizontal 
movement 

67.A

0,0%

20,0%
70,0%

10,0%0,0%

 
67.B

0,0%

40,0%

50,0%
10,0%

0,0%

 
67.C

10,0%

40,0%

40,0%
0,0%

10,0%

 

■■ 

 

Check, 
maintain 
and repair 
stage 
elevators 
and traps 68.A

0,0%

70,0%

20,0%

10,0%
0,0%

 
68.B

0,0%
40,0%

30,0%

20,0% 10,0%

 
68.C

10,0%
0,0%

30,0%

10,0% 50,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Operate a 
basic control 
system for 
movement 
(Flying 
system) 69.A

10,0%

60,0%

10,0% 20,0%0,0%

 
69.B

10,0%

40,0%

30,0%
20,0%0,0%

 
69.C

50,0%

10,0%

20,0%
10,0%

10,0%

 

■■■■ 

 

Operate an 
automated 
flying control 
system for 
movement 
during 
performance 70.A

10,0%
10,0%10,0%

60,0% 10,0%

 
70.B

0,0%
10,0%60,0%

20,0%

10,0%

 
70.C

40,0%

20,0%

20,0%
10,0%

10,0%

 

■■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Check, 
maintain 
and repair 
control 
systems for 
automated 
equipment 71.A

10,0%

30,0%

10,0%

40,0%

10,0%

 
71.B

10,0%

20,0%

50,0%
20,0%0,0%

 
71.C

30,0%30,0%

20,0%
10,0%

10,0%

 

■■■ 
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Section 7 – Office (Documenting) 
 
9 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 0 
2.0 Production Services n. 7 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 0 
3.2 Machinists n. 0 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 0 
3.4 Lighting n. 0 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 1 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 0 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 1 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 9 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Technically 
design, Draw 
and 
document a 
production  

72.A

30,8%

15,4%

46,2%

7,7% 0,0%

 
72.B

22,2%

22,2%

33,3%

22,2% 0,0%

 
72.C

11,1%

11,1%
44,4%

33,3%

0,0%

 

■■ 

 

Establish 
and maintain 
the system 
layout for a 
production 

73.A

0,0%

11,1%

66,7%
22,2%0,0%

 
73.B

0,0%22,2%

33,3%

22,2%

22,2%

 
73.C

0,0%

22,2%

55,6%
11,1%

11,1%

 

■ 

 

Establish 
and maintain 
the prompt 
script for a 
production 

74.A

0,0% 22,2%
44,4%

22,2%

11,1%

 
74.B

11,1%

22,2%

11,1%

55,6% 0,0%

 
74.C

11,1%
11,1%

22,2%

44,4%

11,1%

 

■■ 

 

Filing / 
documenting 
a production 
after the 
show 

75.A

11,1%

11,1%

55,6%
22,2%0,0%

 
75.B

11,1%
44,4%

11,1%

22,2%

11,1%

 
75.C

22,2%33,3%

22,2%

11,1%
11,1%

 

■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Source 
equipment 
and 
consumables 

76.A

0,0% 33,3%
33,3%

33,3%
0,0%

 
76.B

11,1%

33,3%

11,1%

44,4%
0,0%

 
76.C

22,2%

33,3%

11,1%

33,3%

0,0%

 

■■ 

 

Co-ordinate 
the overall 
use of the 
resources 

77.A

0,0%
10,0%

60,0%
30,0%0,0%

 
77.B

0,0%30,0%

30,0%

30,0%

10,0%

 
77.C

10,0%

20,0%

20,0%

30,0%

20,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Planning 
maintenance 
activities 
after the 
show 

78.A

10,0%

20,0%
20,0%

50,0%
0,0%

 
78.B

20,0%

20,0%

0,0%

50,0%

10,0%

 
78.C

30,0%

20,0%

0,0%

40,0%

10,0%

 

■■ 
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Section 8 – Management (General) 
 
30 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 8 
2.0 Production Services n. 9 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 0 
3.2 Machinists n. 0 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 1 
3.4 Lighting n. 0 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 5 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 0 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 6 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 30 

 
 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Negotiate 
contracts 

79.A

23,3%
13,3%

46,7% 13,3%
3,3%

 
79.B

6,7%

40,0%

43,3% 6,7%
3,3%

 
79.C

26,7%

40,0%

23,3%
3,3%

6,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Planning 
and 
respecting 
timetables 

80.A

0,0% 3,3%

66,7%
23,3%

6,7%

 
80.B

3,3%
6,7%

36,7%

40,0%

13,3%

 
80.C

3,3% 0,0%43,3%

50,0%

3,3%

 

■ 

 

Leading a 
team 

81.A

3,3%

23,3%66,7%

6,7%
0,0%

 
81.B

10,0%

43,3%

40,0% 3,3%
3,3%

 
81.C

13,3%

46,7%

36,7%
0,0%3,3%

 

■■ 

 

Evaluate a 
team work 

82.A

0,0% 6,7%

66,7%
23,3%

3,3%

 
82.B

3,3%
6,7%

46,7%

36,7%

6,7%

 
82.C

6,7%
3,3%33,3%

46,7%

10,0%

 

■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Leading a 
meeting 

83.A

10,0%

43,3%

40,0%
3,3%3,3%

 
83.B

10,0%

50,0%

26,7% 10,0%3,3%

 
83.C

3,3%

60,0%

26,7% 3,3%
6,7%

 

■ 

 

Planning a 
workgroup 

84.A

3,3% 6,7%53,3%

23,3%

13,3%

 
84.B

3,3%
10,0%

53,3%

26,7%

6,7%

 
84.C

6,7%
3,3%23,3%

46,7%

20,0%

 

■■ 

 

Monitoring 
the working 
procedures 

85.A

20,0%

23,3%

46,7%
6,7%

3,3%

 
85.B

13,3%

36,7%

33,3% 13,3%3,3%

 
85.C

20,0%

33,3%

30,0% 10,0%6,7%

 

■■ 

 

Plan 
production 
activities 

86.A

0,0% 20,0%36,7%

26,7%

16,7%

 
86.B

3,3% 16,7%36,7%

33,3%

10,0%

 
86.C

3,3%10,0%30,0%

33,3%

23,0%

 

■■ 

 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Create and 
develop an 
organizational 
structure 

87.A

13,3%

43,3%

26,7% 16,7%0,0%

 
87.B

13,3%

33,3%

46,7%
3,3%

3,3%

 
87.C

23,3%

43,3%

23,3% 3,3%
6,7%

 

■■ 

 

Update 
budget 

88.A

3,4% 34,5%
24,1%

10,3%

27,6%

 
88.B

3,4%10,3%34,5%

31,0%

20,7%

 
88.C

6,9% 10,3%20,7%

27,6%
34,5%

 

■■■ 

 

Defining 
budget 

89.A 24,1%

10,3%

27,6%
34,5%3,4%

 
89.B

13,8%

31,0%

34,5% 17,2%3,4%

 
89.C

31,0%20,7%

24,0%
7,2%

6,9%

 

■■■ 
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Section 9 – Heads of Departments 
 
38 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 2 
2.0 Production Services n. 9 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 3 
3.2 Machinists n. 4 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 0 
3.4 Lighting n. 3 
3.5 Sound n. 1 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 5 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 4 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 1 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 6 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 38 

 
 
 
 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Analyse and 
estimate 
production 
needs 

90.A

0,0% 18,4%36,8%

31,6%

13,2%

 
90.B

2,6%
7,9%21,1%

52,6%

15,8%

 
90.C

5,3%
7,9%18,4%

50,0%

18,4%

 

■■ 

 

Documenting 
the production 

91.A
34,2%

15,8%

28,9% 21,1%0,0%

 
91.B

21,1%

44,7%

21,1% 10,5%
2,6%

 
91.C

31,6%

42,1%

18,4% 2,6%5,3%

 

■■■ 

 

Schedule 
production 
activities 

92.A

0,0%
39,5%

34,2%

13,2%
13,2%

 
92.B

2,6% 21,1%21,1%

36,8%
18,4%

 
92.C

2,6% 15,8%21,1%

44,7%

15,8%

 

■■ 

 

Schedule staff 

93.A

2,6%

10,5%

76,3%

10,5%0,0%

 
93.B

7,9%

34,2%

50,0% 5,3%
2,6%

 
93.C

5,3%

52,6%

36,8% 2,6%2,6%

 

■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Schedule 
transportation 

94.A

0,0%
39,5%

31,6%

13,2%
15,8%

 
94.B

2,6% 15,8%18,4%

39,5% 23,7%

 
94.C

2,6% 13,2%21,1%

39,5%
23,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Plan and 
organize staff 
travel and 
accommodation 

95.A 15,8%

18,4%

21,1%
42,1%

2,6%

 
95.B

18,4%

36,8%

15,8% 23,0%
7,9%

 
95.C

18,4%
47,4%

15,8% 13,2%5,3%

 

■■ 

 

Planning 
interventions on 
stage during 
the 
performance 

96.A

2,6% 31,6%34,2%

18,4% 13,2%

 
96.B

5,3%
21,1%23,7%

36,8%
13,2%

 
96.C

5,3% 21,1%23,7%

36,8%
13,2%

 

■■■ 

 

Coordinate pre-
show checks 

97.A
8,3%

8,3%

52,8% 27,8%2,8%

 
97.B

19,4%
16,7%

38,9% 16,7%
8,3%

 
97.C

2,8%

44,4%

33,3% 13,9%5,6%

 

■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Cue a 
performance 

98.A

5,6% 27,8%44,4%

13,9%
8,3%

 
98.B

11,1%
11,1%25,0%

36,1%
16,7%

 
98.C

8,3%
11,1%25,0%

38,9%

16,7%

 

■■■ 

 

Manage the 
running of a 
performance 

99.A

5,6%

25,0%

41,7% 22,2%5,6%

 
99.B

8,3%
36,1%

33,3% 11,1%
11,1%

 
99.C

8,3%

44,4%

27,8% 11,1%
8,3%

 

■■ 

 

Manage 
technical 
resources 
stock 

100.A

2,8% 19,4%58,3%

2,8%

16,7%

 
100.B

11,0%
22,0%

39,0% 19,0%
8,0%

 
100.C

6,0% 11,0%42,0%

33,0%

8,0%

 

■ 

 

Coordinate 
and manage 
renting and 
purchasing
  

101.A

25,0%27,8%

25,0% 13,9%2,8%

 
101.B

25,0%28,0%

25,0% 14,0%
8,0%

 
101.C

39,0%22,0%

25,0% 8,0%
6,0%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Receiving 
and 
monitoring 
the quality of 
goods 

102.A

2,8% 22,2%
52,8%

14,7%

5,6%

 
102.B

6,0%
17,0%33,0%

33,0%

11,0%

 
102.C

6,0%
11,0%33,0%

39,0%

11,0%

 

■ 

 

Manage 
consumables 
stock 

103.A

8,1%

8,1%

59,5%
21,6%2,7%

 
103.B

14,0%

33,0%

33,0% 17,0%3,0%

 
103.C

11,0%

36,0%

36,0% 14,0%3,0%

 

■ 

 

Analyse the 
need for 
technical 
resources 
and 
consumables 104.A

0,0% 14,7%

69,4%

8,3%

5,6%

 
104.B

3,0% 15,0%36,0%

39,0%

8,0%

 
104.C

3,0%
8,0%42,0%

36,0%

11,0%

 

■■ 

 

Planning 
maintenance 
activities 

105.A

13,9%

25,0%

41,7% 11,1%
8,3%

 
105.B

14,0%
47,0%

19,0% 11,0%
8,0%

 
105.C

22,0%36,0%

22,0% 8,0%
11,0%

 

■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Manage 
storage and 
transport 
operations 

106.A

2,8% 33,3%44,4%

8,3% 11,1%

 
106.B

8,0%
12,0%28,0%

22,0%
19,0%

 
106.C

6,0%
19,0%22,0%

33,0% 19,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Analyse 
logistic 
needs 

107.A

5,6%
19,4%30,6%

30,6%
13,9%

 
107.B

6,0%
11,0%17,0%

59,0%

8,0%

 
107.C

8,0%
19,0%19,0%

33,0%
19,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Promote 
health and 
safety 

108.A

5,4%
16,2%37,8%

24,3%

16,2%

 
108.B

5,0%
14,0%21,0%

43,0%
8,0%

 
108.C

8,0%
14,0%19,0%

43,0%
16,0%

 

■■ 

 

Supervising 
Health and 
safety at 
work 

109.A
10,8%16,2%

40,5% 27,0%
5,4%

 
109.B

14,0%

41,0%

30,0% 11,0%
5,0%

 
109.C

19,0%
38,0%

22,0% 14,0%
8,0%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Health and 
safety of the 
audience
  

110.A

2,7%
43,2%

27,0%

16,2%

5,4%

 
110.B

5,0%
14,0%22,0%

43,0%

16,0%

 
110.C

8,0%

22,0%16,0%

35,0%

19,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Implement 
safe 
working 
practices 

111.A

5,4%

19,0%

51,0% 18,9%
5,4%

 
111.B

8,0%
35,0%

35,0% 26,0%
5,0%

 
111.C

8,0%
38,0%

24,0%
22,0%

8,0%

 

■■ 

 

Write risk 
assessment 

112.A

5,0% 22,0%38,0%

27,0%

8,0%

 
112.B

5,0%
14,0%35,0%

38,0%

8,0%

 
112.C

8,0%
16,0%16,0%

41,0% 19,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Manage 
safe 
working 
procedures 

113.A

3,0%

22,0%

49,0% 22,0%
5,0%

 
113.B

11,0%

32,0%

35,0% 14,0%5,0%

 
113.C

14,0%
43,0%

19,0% 16,0%
8,0%

 

■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Maintain 
health and 
safety 
during a 
performance 

114.A

8,0%
16,0%19,0%

43,0%
14,0%

 
114.B

5,0%
19,0%32,0%

35,0%

8,0%

 
114.C

8,0%
22,0%

19,0%

43,0% 8,0%

 

■■ 

 

Leading a 
team 

115.A

3,0%

3,0%

84,0%

3,0%
8,0%

 
115.B

3,0%

3,0%

84,0%

3,0%8,0%

 
115.C

5,0%

35,0%

46,0%
3,0%

11,0%

 

■■ 

 

Evaluate a 
team work 

116.A

11,0% 3,0%

46,0%

35,0%

5,0%

 
116.B

8,0% 3,0%41,0%

46,0%

3,0%

 
116.C

8,0% 3,0%
46,0%

41,0%

3,0%

 

■■ 

 

Planning the 
performance 

117.A 16,0%

8,0%

35,0%

45,0%

5,0%

 
117.B

14,0%
38,0%

24,0% 16,0%
8,0%

 
117.C

22,0%30,0%

24,0% 14,0%
11,0%

 

■■■ 
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Section 10 – Management (Specific) 
 
30 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 8 
2.0 Production Services n. 5 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 0 
3.2 Machinists n. 0 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 1 
3.4 Lighting n. 0 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 8 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 0 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 7 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 30 

 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Conceive 
and address 
cultural 
policy of the 
House 

118.A

3,0% 28,0%38,0%

14,0% 17,0%

 
118.B

7,0% 0,0%
40,0%

43,0%

10,0%

 
118.C

7,0%
13,0%23,0%

40,0%
17,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Analyse 
social and 
cultural 
environment 

119.A

27,0%

27,0%

37,0%
10,0%

0,0%

 
119.B

27,0%

27,0%

37,0% 10,0%0,0%

 
119.C

10,0%

47,0%

40,0%
0,0%3,0%

 

■ 

 

Analyse 
economical 
environment 

120.A

0,0% 13,0%33,0%

20,0%
33,0%

 
120.B

3,0% 8,0%37,0%

37,0%

20,0%

 
120.C

3,0%
7,0%

20,0%

23,0%
47,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Analyse 
international 
environment 

121.A

30,0%30,0%

27,0% 13,0%
0,0%

 
121.B

0,0%

33,0%

48,0% 13,0%
6,0%

 
121.C

43,0%

30,0%

10,0% 13,0%3,0%

 

■■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Match 
artistic 
needs with 
budget 
restrictions 

122.A

0,0% 23,0%47,0%

17,0%

13,0%

 
122.B

3,0% 0,0%

50,0%

23,0%

23,0%

 
122.C

3,0% 7,0%
25,0%

25,0%

25,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Conceive 
and 
address 
strategies to 
get new 
audience 123.A

10,0%

13,0%

57,0% 20,0%0,0%

 
123.B

7,0%

27,0%

57,0%

7,0%
3,0%

 
123.C

23,0%

47,0%

17,0%
10,0%3,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Conceive 
initiatives 
and event 
with social 
and 
economical 
relevance 124.A

3,0% 16,0%48,0%

19,0%

13,0%

 
124.B

6,0%
7,0%

42,0%

36,0%

10,0%

 
124.C

10,0%
7,0%

23,0%

36,0%
26,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Address 
fundraising 
strategies 

125.A
10,0%32,0%

32,0%

29,0%

6,0%

 
125.B

13,0%

32,0%

39,0%
7,0%

10,0%

 
125.C

29,0%36,0%

16,0%
13,0%

6,0%

 

■■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Know history 
and culture of 
its own theatre 
in order to 
valorize its 
activities 126.A

3,0% 7,0%

77,0%
7,0%

7,0%

 
126.B

6,0%
10,0%

42,0%

32,0%

10,0%

 
126.C

6,0%
10,0%

42,0%

32,0%

10,0%

 

■■ 

 

Know 
innovative 
trends (artistic 
and technical) 

127.A

0,0%

20,0%

63,0% 17,0%0,0%

 
127.B

3,0%

37,0%
57,0%

0,0%
3,0%

 
127.C

23,0%

47,0%

23,0% 3,0%3,0%

 

■■■ 

 

Aware of 
national and 
communitarian 
legislation in 
order to get  
public funds 128.A

0,0%
10,0%

53,0%

30,0%

7,0%

 
128.B

3,0%
7,0%47,0%

43,0%

0,0%

 
128.C

3,0% 7,0%
21,0%

28,0% 41,0%

 

■■■■ 

 

Keep proper 
relationship 
with 
managers, 
directors, 
funders, 
unions… 129.A

0,0%
17,0%

76,0%

7,0%
0,0%

 
129.B

7,0%

24,0%

66,0%

0,0%
3,0%

 
129.C

10,0%

41,0%

41,0%
3,0%

3,0%

 

■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Keep proper 
relationship 
with artists 
and heads 
of 
departments 130.A

0,0%
0,0%

93,0%

7,0%
0,0%

 
130.B

4,0% 4,0%

71,0% 18,0%

4,0%

 
130.C

3,0% 4,0%

71,0%
18,0%

4,0%

 

■■ 

 

Keep proper 
relationship 
with mass 
media 

131.A

11,0%

11,0%

64,0%

11,0%4,0%

 
131.B

4,0%

32,0%

57,0%

7,0%0,0%

 
131.C

7,0%

57,0%

29,0% 4,0%4,0%

 

■■ 
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Section 11 – Training Responsible 
 
11 people answered in this section; they belong to the following job-categories: 
 
1.0 General Management n. 3 
2.0 Production Services n. 0 
3.1 Stage Technical Direction n. 0 
3.2 Machinists n. 0 
3.3 Technical-artistic Professions n. 1 
3.4 Lighting n. 0 
3.5 Sound n. 0 
4.0 Communication Marketing and PR n. 2 
5.1 Costumes and Tailoring n. 0 
5.2 Stage Elements and Setting n. 0 
6.0 Financial Legal and Human Resources n. 6 
  

TOTAL 
 
n. 11 

 
 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Assess 
training 
needs 

132.A

35,0%

0,0%

53,0%

12,0%
0,0%

 
132.B

35,0%

6,0%

35,0%

24,0% 0,0%

 
132.C

35,0%

0,0%

24,0%

35,0% 6,0%

 

■■ 

 

Plan and 
organize 
training
  

133.A
6,0%18,0%

41,0%

0,0%

35,0%

 
133.B 0,0%

24,0%

35,0%

6,0%

35,0%

 
133.C

18,0%

45,0%

36,0%

0,0%
0,0%

 

■■ 

 

Organize 
assessment
  

134.A

0,0%
0,0%

73,0%

27,0%
0,0%

 
134.B

0,0%
9,0%46,0%

46,0%

0,0%

 
134.C

0,0%
0,0%

36,0%

46,0%

18,0%

 

■■ 

 

Monitor 
training 

135.A

2,0%

27,0%

55,0%
18,0%0,0%

 
135.B

0,0%

27,0%

55,0%

18,0%0,0%

 
135.C

9,0%

55,0%

27,0% 9,0%
0,0%

 

■■ 

 



A. This tasks belongs to my job 
B. I would like to be trained / updated on this 
C. I feel myself competent in this  
■ High relevance      ■ Sufficient/Good relevance      ■ Low relevance      ■ No relevance     □ Didn’t answer 

Urgent Need  ■■■■ 
High Relevance Need ■■■ 

Standard Relevance Need  ■■ 
Not Urgent Need  ■ 
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Evaluate 
training 

136.A

0,0%0,0%

55,0%

46,0%

0,0%

 
136.B

0,0% 9,0%
49,0%

46,0%

0,0%

 
136.C

0,0%

0,0%
36,0%

46,0%

18,0%

 

■■ 
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Legea Pensilor – actualizata 2010 -, Anexa nr.2 
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spectacole sau concerte, precum şi desfăşurarea activităţii de impresariat artistic 
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